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SECTION 1: ,

1-1 A Diffe-rent Type spf- Quesiion

Suppcis.e that you area. diving in the ocean. You know tilat the

volume of your air tank *is V liters and that the pressure when you

began was P atmospheres. Your brA& eathing rate is x liters per min-
,

,,ute, and you are at a depth ot d meters. Before diving you applied

your knowledge of the gas laws. You calculated that you had enough

oxygen to stay at a depth of d meters for exactly one hour. .

How long would you stay wider water? Exactly one hour? 59

minutes and 59 seconds? 55 minutes? 50 minvtes? What do jou, need

to know befora you can decide how long you may safely be submerged?

It is our purpose in the succeeding sections to help you answer

this type of question. But before we discuss how, to answer such

questions let us consider several more situations.

Ktowing the vital capacity of an indi'vidual's lungs helps to

diagnose respiratory diseases. Vital capacity informatioji from a

large grotip of young people allows- us to predict a normal, vital

capacity for a person of any particular height. Suppose a young

person is .170 dentimeters tall. The predicted vital capacity fOr

young people _170 cm tall is 4.6 liters. However, this person: s vi-

tal capacity is only 4.0 liters.
4 .

Does this indicate that hid lungs are not functioning properly?

/s the dysfunction ,ser.,ious?

Ccinsider another. problem. Our equations indicate that a per-

son with .a mass of. 73 kilograms (about 1.60 'pounds') can drink no

more than five 12-ounce cans .Of beer without the concentration of

alcohol in his bloota readhingt .10 per cent. It" the legal limit in
,

his stats id -.10 per cent, how much beer can he drink and, then drive

legall/?,

In ri medical Scieroe you' will analyzb a ood, for 'Ats content

of certain nutrients. Falderal law requires meat sold as ..1.'hamburger":

tsp be no'. mo e .thar4r,v30 per ,cent 'pat. If you analyze a sample of

hamburger. an find .that it. is 31 per Cent fat, are,ybu wk.:titled to,

complain?



You have.been asked a large number of questions, none of which.

you can answer. You have, been given equations relating diving time:

to:'oxyged pressure and volume, relating vital cap city to height,

and relating blood-alcohol 'concentration to quant ly of alcohol

consumed. Yer these questions have not allowed y u to answer any

of the questions'we have asked. Why?

.The.questions all'relate to matters of certainty and uncertain-'

ty. To answer the questions we need v know how accurate our pre-
,

.

dictions are. And the accuracy of Obe pre4ctions depends on the

accuracy of other things: the .equatIons we
!

gtise the numbers we

substitute into the equations and the procedures we use to obtain

the numbers. The more we know about the accuracy of our measure-

ments, our procedures and our equations, the-better we are able to

state the range of uncertainty of*our predictions. ,This brings us

to the subject of 6ror.

1-2 Error

. Error often means doing something wrong. Errors, are 'ml.stakes,

the things that Elmo makes. He pours thelwrong chemical into the

wrong solution. He.adds 3 and 5 and gets 9.

'However, the word error has a more general meaning than this,'

and a meaning that is far more important to scientific investiga-

tiOns. Not only,Elmo's experiments contain-error; the experiments

of everyone have error in every procedure. Error is an unavoidable

part of the experimental process.

.In mathematics tily word error has a very specific meaning.

Error is the difference betweem the measut.ed or calculated value

of a particular quantity and its true. valge. This idea is,illus-
t A

trated below. ERROR

true_
value

Measur2d 'or cal-
culate yalue

Unfortunately, the exact-value of many errors can never be deter-

mined. Instead we are forced (when we'are being "fussy") to esti-;

mate a r nge around a MeaSured value-in which we expect the.true

value toI lie. .

0

- .



Errors cortie from. many. sources. For ex ple, in Unit I Math

we concentrated on-4, particular source of error, imprecision. Re-

call that precision for length measurements,is closely related to

the limits of careful scale reading. It was in_this context that,
, . . 4 e

we introduced the term range pf imprecision. There is another
0-

type of measurement error which was touched u, pon briefly in Biomed=
.

ical-Spiehce, inalcuracy. This source of error is related to vari-

ability in the measuiing ihstrument. For example, a ruler ±s longer

when it is hot than when it.is cold, This variation in length is

not noticeable in an ordinary-metric ruler.but 'it ip very noticeable

in a micrometer, an instrument that can measure very small changes

Both iniprecision-&nd inaccuracy contribute to measure-in length.

ment-arror.

9n the following graph, the vital dapacity of a large number of

female' children and adolescents is plotted 'against the cube of

height. We itay 'use the data on the graph to predict the vital capac-

ity of a specific girl wIlose height-we know. Yet our predicted vital

.1capacity will almost certainli not be her actual vital capacity,

even if she is in perfect health. This error in our Prediction is
1 .

caused by the fact that people are Aifferent. We call this form of

error statistical variation.

A third type of error occurs in experimental procedures. One

"investigation of Boyle's.Law in .
d a plunger with weights and a

syririge (see di4rai on following page). Friction betweerl.the-plung-
.

er3and^trhe syringe was a -iao,ce of error. (You may recall that you

obtained different data when the plunger was moving. down and when
,

it
.

was moving up. We tried to minimize theerror caused by friction

by aver ging the two numbers.) lie call this type of error procedural.
)1

error.
t

A fourth source,of error is the-equations we use. For example,

the gas laW equation we have used is .

constant. /

. This equation, although'veit uSefUl, is only an approximation.

close approximation is Van der Waals'. equation.

(P + (V - b)

T
constant
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The terms.alml lb are constants that.are different-for every

gas. Van der 'Waals' equation is more complicated than pur dimprer

gas law, and more difficult to use. However, it'is geneially true

that,the greater the mumbler of fabtors tha,t Are considered in a

theory the spaller the error and the better the prediction. :Often

a more sophisticated mathematidal mode must be used to obtain suf-

fidient accurapy. '

An equation is a mathematiCal model of a theory, and. when an

equation is not acburate, it is a reflection that tde theory,is. not

accurate. Thus we call thisttype of inaccuracyt theoretical error.'.

We have identified four types of error: measurement error,.

statistical vaiation, procedural error and theoretical error..

In future sTctions we will not be interested in Assigning

errors to.one category or another. We only listedl ' the types to il-
)

*lustrate our concept of error. What is impOrtant Is that you be

able to recognize sources of error and, when pogsib1e4 to edtimate

the maximum size of the error. We will call this estimate the

uncertainty. The midpoint together with the Uncertainty will. be

called a range of uncertainty. For example,

range of uncertainty.
^,

40 424;94,.. _.01 gramt
,

midpgint 'uncert inty

1

.1

'Uncertainty is a much more general t rm than imprecision and refers

to estimates of the maximum possible error from any condeivable

sou2.ce:

When the maximum size. of an error.may be estimated, 4 is pos-

sible to' determine what effect the error may have on the final re-

sult. Each time an operation is performed on a number that is not

absolutely accurate,/the error is passed on to the number that re-

'sults fram the operation. This is called propagation of error.

In this sequence Of lessons concerning errs we-will .develop

methods to calculate the effedt oferror on results. For example,

we will learn how to answer questions of the following. typed:

s

f
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.

b. .

.The.:Jneasured, length of a,..is exp,rOssed. by the: .rangetof :lancer-
. 1

, ,

tainty.100:± 3 4.nitit and ..f..hes measured ::).ength, of, b by the .rangel.oE:
lincertainty :50.± 1 :units: HoW is .he, 'sum a + h'.expressed as. a
range .of uncertainty?

. - ,

The m.easured lengths of a. aitd b. are 100 ± 3.units and. :50 ± 1
,

The 'areh ;of. -the .rec.tahgle :Is the prOduct4ab,square'.units.
How 4.6Ahis: expressed as' -a range, o,f uncertainty?

3 The procedtires towhich we. will .:introduCe you canrioi alwrays
be- :uted . Mani; errors 'Cannot be numerical ly estimated ::However

theSe-procedure"s are orie, set::-Of tools 'that can:.help. yoeto obtain
a better idea of the' accuracy of cOmptited resUlts.

1-3' .:1).ropagation of Error vnder Addition.

,

,0
In the- previous section w'e pres'ented measured quantities

as rangesi.of 'uncertainty. We then askel what their "sum is, ex-
,

,

;pressed 'as, a range of uncertainty.: 'The range' s of, AmcertaintyM
the two measuiements -ar,e a =100:13 and b='56 (For 'the tike
being 'wee w4.1 ignore their:, units.)

The max-imum value that a could 1Re is 100 +-3 = 103. 'The

maximum value of b is 50 + 1 '= 51. Therefore, the maximum value
of the sum 'of a and b is 103 + 51 = 154.

The mini-Mum value of a is 1004 1=. 97, While the Minimum value'.
'of b is 50'- 1 r- 49. ,The minimum, value ok the 1.1111 is 97 + 49 =.146.

Th, sum of a and b mak" be, as:great as\1'541-or as small as 146.
This may be expressed as a range of 14ncertainty.by first determitr..
,ing the+ midpoint. The midpoirit is the average 'of .154 and 146, orL

..

154 +.146 .150
2r



1

I '

. .
i

4 * A ' .

: 1 SG ip 4 leAs than-154, the maxiTuM value,. 'and 4 more ,than ' ..
:4 .,.

.,,. ' 146 f.'1.the minimum 'Oalue. ". Ttius t e tangeof. uopertainty of the sum
.,, '- I

lof a and b, is

,

111

t 50J,
ki

4 v

''.6. 4,. . .,Observe what we htve4clio The midpOnt v.50) of the ,surn i
..* , the' average of the .maximum 'possible ,,stirn apd the minimum pOssible

. N

surn The uncertainty "of 'the %nil (4) -18 half tile .differen.ce_ between
-).the mãximthi sum. and"' the Minimum sum.

. .

Note also that-the midpoint o'f, 'the st191 is- equal to the sum of
tthe.,didpoints of.. the numbers being *added. That is to say,

150. = .i.001P+ i0

Note also that the =Certainty plf ithe kun is. equal to the sum of
the uncektainties of thepaddends

.The observations made 'in the preVious paragraph ire true not
onl for the plo ranges of uncertainty that we' added.,I° Thef are tive

. for the additfion of any two ranges of uncertainty.

We will demonstrate the general case by adding two measurements
4,.exptessed as rariges of ier1axnty x ± .Ax and y ± I3eca11 that AI

is the Greek letter "delta.' Delta as a prefix means roughly wdif
,Terence in," "change in", or "variation. For. example, AOC is 'the
difference between two values of x before and after some change has
obcut'relP-.. Retnembei, Ex is a lingle quantity; it is not the product..

'of and x.

We may find the sum of X _ Ax and y ± Ay in the same way that
we ,fotnd the sum in thenumerical'eXample. The maximum value of

the sum its_
."° .

x +'Ax +-y Ay = (x +- y) + (Ax + AY)



,40.1.77'7

' 4
,

The 'MPliMUM value of the um is

I

Ax +0 y Ay = x +

The'mthpoint of the range.of uncatainty of the sum is the
(

and the,minimum sum.
4.1 90

+ Ax) + (y+ AY) + (x - Ax) '+ Ay),

x + Ax + y + Ay + x Ax + - Ay

average, of the ma-ximum s

(k
This epr ssion may,be simplified to

-t. .

2

i

,' 2x .+ 2y

2
4

%

Thelmi:dp64 Of the sum i.s x + y.
, \

t
.

5he'differencd between the mfdp6ipt and the maximum value is.

.
....

.e. maxiMum midpoint ,

.
((x + Ax) + (y + Ay)] F.Ix + y) = Ax + Ay ,,

,The difference between the midpoint and the minimum value is the

same.
_. midpoint-- nimimuM"

.S;

__

6
(i,+ y) [ (x Ax)- '+' (y Ay)] * Ax + Ay

The uncertainty of the sum is thus Ax + Ay. klie trange of uncertainty
,

4.

of the sum is given by the following formula.

I.

(x 'Ax) (y AY).= (x + Y) "±" (Ax

We may summarize the general case by the_following formal

ostatement Under. the 4ITeratioft of addition, uncertainty is additive.

17-1%4 Polynomials \

The expressions x + Ax and y + Ay are examples of binomials.

Binomials are expressions in which two terms are connected 'by plus
4

or minus signs. Biamialt are one type of a "more general class,

polynomials. Polynomials are expressions in.which any number of

terms are.connected by + or - signs.

j.

Silce operations With polynomials will be lased in our study o

err& is a good place to review the algebr'a of polynomials.

We hope.that a rigOrous treatment of the polynomials is.not

needed, and,that a few .examplei*will/refresh your memory sufficiently

to epible you,;;t10 go on to the problem set..

a

14
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EXAMPLE:.

Add ,x + 2x2 +,2x + 1 and x .+ x x + .5
f

SOLUTION:

We simply add like terms. /46*

3 2
x + 2x + 2x + 1

+(x3 + 3x2 - 4x + 5)

2x
3 + 5x

2 - 2x + 6

EXAMPLE:

2 e
Subtract x + 4Xy - 6 from 2x + 3x -I- 4

SOLUTION:, .

We dimply subtract like terms.

3xy.4i: 4

- ( x
2

+' 4xy, - 6)

x - xy.+
2

'We w 1 also be faced wi.e.h problems w4ich require the, multipli-

cation of two polynomials. °For these pkoblema your will need to re-

calt1 tlie distributive principle.
(1

(a + b) h = ah + -bh

This'Principle can also be stated in other forms depending -on order

and number of quantities 'involved.

(a b c)h = ah + bh + bc

'II +* ha .+ hb

EXAMPLE:-

Find the product* of (2x + 5 . 3) and (4x 3y)

SOLUTION:
.

We use the distributive principle...

i2x + 5y - 3) (4x, - .3y) = 2x(4x 3y) + 5y,(4x 3y) 3(4x - 3y)
s., 1

IA. -

I 2'.

8x
2 6xy --'10x#.-t15y - 12x + 9y

2 =e2
= 8x 14xy - 15y '. 12x + 9y

a
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PROBLEM' SET

1. What four kinds of vror are .discussed irt.the,text?

# 2. YOu are a carpenter's apprentice for the summer. The.carpOnter
-

I asks you to measure the length of'boaid A and boara B which he is

going to nail toiiether to make board C(A 4 B = C). Suppose board A

--measures 3 t .01 m and board B measures 4 1 .01.m. k
1

a. What is the maximum pbss ble length of board p?
.

,b. What is-the minimum poss ble length of .board C?

.c. The midpoint of the range of uncertainty may be found by

averaging the maximum 'and the min mum possible'values.- Dotermine

the midpoint.

d. Write the range of.uncerta nty in the:form (midpoint) ±

.(uncertainty).

3. One beet pot pie contains 43 ± 5 grams of carbohydrate and

orie coke."contains 37 ±..5-grams of sarbohydrate. "Suppose that .

YOU have just,finished a meal consis ing of one beef pot pie amd.

-cmke.

; a. What is the maximum amount o carbohydrate you,could have

cohsumed?

b. What is, the minimum amount g rborydrate.consume0

-c. Write tlie amount consumed as a range of uncertainty:.

4. 'As a repult of your investigation n the upcoming Nutrient

AnalArsis of Foods Laboratory Activity, ybu find that your saMlole

oi hamburger is

Water (50 t 2) %

Protein (25 t'1)%-

Fat (20 ± 1)%

What is tbe ran9e pf uncertainty of the sum?

.Perform.the'additions indicated-in Problems. 4 through 9.

5. (73 ±..4)'.+-(..7 t -.05)

6. (1.437 A :012) +' (.304 ± .009)

7. 6,78901)0 ± 4 500

+ 14,380,000 ±,7 000

16



P.

(.04906 ±. 072) .13987 ± .00007) (.000963 ± .006004.).

Let 937 ± 5, = .?c ±' ,641x

and 46*-3--.-± 2 = y ±4.Ay

, C. v

(I. A y

$

For, rob1ems 10 through 14, find the sum of the polynomials.

10.- .23e2 3c1, + y2

-17- 6x1; °2
2 2,

'x xy - y

3
12. x --4x

2 - 7x +"

w

11.. z - 3y -04Ay

-7z 6Ay

,5y - Ay:

-Per
x3 5x + 2. and

3 2

n.12 n2., A:42 _i_ ,..2

' 13.,, 3mn and 57112 .+ n2 .

0
' \ ."

-14.. .73-x. +- -4- Ax. -
,,

\
A- x +Ax -

4 -2 7

15. 2x* 3y +.6z
-(4x 5y.,+ 2z)

17: Subtrac. x2 - 6x +-
18. What do you add to

19. FrOm the sum.of 2x

fpo

1
z .and x

x3

x y2

,5 from 2x
2 -,4x + 3

2x - .6 to make.x
2 + 3x + Z?

so

1 ,

xy

+ Ax, and 3x '4Ax subtract 5x + 2tx.

, /
For. Problems 2(*)through126, perform the indicated multiplications

.

(use, distributive property)

2o. (2x + 1) (x + 3.) 2,s(x + 1(x +

x'+ 3.

=.?

21. (alp. 3) (ab + 3)
.

22. (x2 - 2y) Cx, .511)

;

(
2 + 2a + 1)(a + 1)

. .(x - y)3 = (x y) (x y)(x y)



SECTION./ .

2-1 Implied Uncertainty
/ .

In your study pf nutrition you will use food tables. Food

tables give the amounts of nutrients'contained in given portions

of foo41.
v

TABLE

Food/ Measure
Weight (grams) Water

.

FoOd
'Energy

Pro-
tein

Fat
(Total

Lipid)

Car-

bohy-
drate Iron

Thia-
min

Ascor-
bic
Acid

Macaroni, 1 cup-

cooked,enriched
Muifins, 1 muffin
eEriched white
flour, 2-3/4 in
diameter
Noodles, 1 cup
(egg no dle,$)

enrich- . .

Oatmeal cup

cooked .

Apple, 1 sector
Cherry, 1 sector
Lemon Meringue,
. 1 sector
Pumpkin, 1 sector

Pizza, cheese,

1 sector. .
Popcorn, 1 cup 4

popped, with oil,
salt . ---.,-.

pretzels, ,5: sticks
Rice, white., 1 cup

all t commercial

varieties, en-',,

riched, cooked
Rice, puffed,' 1 pup

g

.130

48

:160

236

139
135

,
120
130

75

14

.

5

168

14

%

64.

38

70

86

48

47

47

59

45

.3
..

'8

73

4

cal.

190

140

200

.__

130

345

355

305

. 275'

185 .

65

.
,

20
185

°

55

6

4

,
7

.

5

4

4

5

7

1 T.

trace
3

g
.

1 t

5

'42

15

15I,
12

15

'6

3

Ticace

Trace

Trace

g

39

20

.

.
37

23

. '
.51

52

45

32

27 .

..

8

4

41

13

.mg

14

.8

.4

1.4k

.4

.4

.6

.6

.7
- -

.3

.

0

1:5

.

-

.3

g

,

0.23

.

,.23

/

-
.191

.03

.03

.04

.04

.0,4
}

*

Tr ce
. 9 ..

.06

Mg ,

0/
Trace ,

0

1 .

4

Trace

4

.

0

.

'Since the numbers in the table were determined by experiment,

they are somewhat uncertain:: For example, the nutritive value of

,macaroni Would be expected to vary between different brands; this

is an example of statistical variation.

However, the data are not expressed as ranges of uncettainty._

This Is because the uncertaihty is iplied in the numbers themselVeS.
1

For example, note the numbers in the column giving'the percerkkage

rounded to the nearest intege . The actual experimental value for

of water: 64, 38, 70, Apparently the data have been

IS



,

dredth,ot a milligram. This implies'that the error is at most

.005 mg. 'The quantity of thiamin in a cup'of macaroni may be writ-

thetpetcentage of wattr in macarpni mdght have beer64.3. or 63.92;

we only know that it was .closer to,64, than to any other integer.

In other words the 64-represents a value somewhere within the

shaded region below.

. r
,3 43,5, 64 6lis- 65".

e

Expressing the shaded portion as a range of uncertainty, we

obtain 64 ± The uncertainty, .5 in thig Case, is balled

the implied uncertainty. The 'othe ;. values in the column can

also be written as ranges orf uncertainty, becoming 38 ± .5

701: .5 and so on.

The data in the protein, fat and carbohydrate tables have

the same implied uncertainty as tne water peebentages. 'The number's

in the protdin column, for example, would be expressed as ranges,

of uncertainty as 6 ± .5, 4 ± 7 ± ,5, etc.

Observe, however, that the milligrams of iron in each food

is given to the nearest tenth of a milligram. Since the data are I

4

rounded to the nearest tenth of a milligram, it ig implied that

one cup of macaroni/may containlany amount of iron between 1.15 mg

and 1.45 mg:

Thus the implied uncertainty is .05 mg, and the iron 4n cup

of macaroni may be, expressedN.as ± .06 mg.

The amount of thiamin in.pach food is given to the nearest hun-

ten .23 ± .005 mg. '

The a9iourit of ascorbic acid in each food is apparentiy giVen

to the.,,nea est Milligram with ad implied uncertainty of .5mg.

The prese e of the rord "trace" in the column, however, ij1ies

that 0 me. ns no ascorbic acid .was found.

The relation bet een rounding' numbers and implied'uncertainty

can now be stated. Wh data are rounded to ihe neal-est 1 (4, then

the implied uncertainty iPr.5 x 1 = .5 g. If rounding is to the

nearest .01 mg then the implied uncertainty-is .5 x .01 = .005 mg.

In general, when data halie been rOunded o the nearest x, the

implied uncertainty iS .5x.

1



1. Note thaelkevery number in the food energy column endl.,in

either.0 or 5, ind it is safe'to conclude that all data have been

rounded to the nearest 5 calories. Since the data are rounded to

the nearest 5 calories, the implied uncertainty is half of 5, oF

'2.5 calories; The actualmumber of_calories ik.aup Of macaroni

lies,somewhere between 187.5 or 192.5 and*may be expressed as 190 ±

! 2.5 calories,

The first column of numbers, which shows the weiglit in grams

of one portion of each food tsImore complex than the others. The

pcesence olf such numbers as 48'and 236 implies an uncertainty of

.5 gtams. But 'the fact ihat 8 of the 13 numbers end in 0 or 5

seems to be more than coincidence (which it might be, of course).

Could it be that many but not all of the weights were rounded to

the nearest .5 grams?
0

The,four pies and, pizza are especially suspicious becaus

although none cup" is a specific,unit of volume, "one sector" is

not. We may reasonably guess that the implied =certainty in many

of the weights is 2.5 grams.

When you are dealing with a large set of data, such as a com-

plete food table, it is dually not too difficult to determine 61e
4

.implied uncertainty. i3ut often.you encouneer-jUst a single measure-
. 4

ment, and in some cases the implied uncertainty of a dingle number
a

cannot be determined.

Consider the'numbers 12 and 10, for instance% When the number

12 appears as a single Measurement, the uncertainty is implied.

to be .5. when 10 appears alone, however, the implied uncertainty

may be .5'or it may be.56; we do not know.
.

p . .

CT take 101 and'100.. The number.101 implies 111 uncertainty

,of ..5. But 100 could-imply ap uncertainty of .5, Ot 5 or.eVen of

50 When a number end's ih a ero, .as 10 and:100 do, tbe implied

uncertainty is ambiguous.

Th4s ambiguiW may be avided by using scientific notation.

:For exaxrp1e, a'single measurem41nt_of 130 could.be either 130 .5

or .130 ± .5. However, 130 May ble expressed in scientific.notation
2

as 1.30'*x 1. or 1.3 x 10 --.- Me-final_ zero 'in 1-:30 is not needed

20



to express the size of the number; its only function'is to .express

accuracy. 1.30 te ls us that the Reasurement was not 1.29or

1.31. The number 'however could represent a rounded value of

1,29 or 1:31 or ev f.34. The implied uncertainiy of 1.30 x 10
,is .005 x 10., while the implied uncertainty of.1.3 x 10

2 is .05.x

10
2,1

1.
6

You have a choice petwo waysoof avoiding confusion .caused by

find zero in measurement. FOr example, consider the numbeX

Is the uncertainty 5 or .5? The confusion may be cleared up by.

, stating an explicit range.of uncertainty, either 130 ±.5 or )30 _ .5.

It may also 'be cleared up 1:1, Stating 130 in scientific notation,

either 1.3 x 10
2

(uncertainty =7 5) or 13.0 x 10
1 (uncertainty = .5).

1 .

You may occasionallx encounter other conventiodb. If the

final zero is significant, a measurement of 130 may be/written 130.

(130 followed by a decimal.point) Or 130. Both 130.'arld 130 imply

an uncertainty of ±.5. Often, however, you will mit be able to .

.tell what uncertainty is intended.

I
When measurements contain digits.to the right ,of the decimal

point, no confu"sion can occur. "373.94 ha) an implied uncertainty

. of .005. The implied uncertaipty crf. .73926 is .000005, hile

° .739260 implies an uncertainty of 000605.

2-2 Rounding Numbers

Throughout the Biomedica Mathematics course you Kill have

occasioh to .round numbers. or example, suppose that you need to

round the nu9ber 12.68 to t nearest integer. 12.68 lies between

and:i3 and clearly is-closer to 13. Therefore, the rounded value

is 13.*

Or consider the pro lem orrounding:6.,213 !g:to the nearest

tenthof a gram. We merely note that 6.213 is closer to 6.2 than\

6 3. 7'herefore the correct .rounded .Value .is 6.2 g.

One additional problem remains. How should we round 6.25 g

r to the nearest tenth of 'a gram?L_Since 6.25 lies equealy close to

6.2 and-6.3, we must7 make an arbitrary decision. in this situation

we will ado t the conveniion of roundin so that the fina di 't of

the'rittnded value is even. The answer is therefore 6.2.



Acqording to the aboye convention, we round 5.35 to 5 4 and

8.05 to 8.8.

2.T3 Propaiiation clf Error Under Subtraction
4

.Tn Section 173 we found that under the operatign of addition, ;

the uncerl'aity is additive. The sum of two.ranges of uncertainty

.is the sum of the midpoints plus.or minus the sqm of the Uncertainties.

(x ± Ax), + (y ± Ay) = ('y) ±, (4x + Ay)

(100 ± 3) + (50 ± 1) = 1501.1t, 4'

In this section we wish to determine the uncertainty when

one range of uncertainty is subtracted from another; We wish to

find, for example, the uAtertainty of the difference when 50 ± 1

is subtracted. Er6m 100 ± 3. '

Salm

101,

1 c 3,

AAAVIteiceP

We determine the uncertainty by first finding the greatest

possible difference between the two measurements and the smallest

7possibie difference between the. measurements'. The greatest Oiffer-
.

e.nce is -found by starting with as much, as possible and subtracting

,as little as possible. Mrs is

(1.00 + )* (50 - 1) = 103 -.49

4



The smallestoialue the difference may have is found Mr start-

ing with as little as possible and stibtracting as.much as posSible.

97em

Pot
_

:gem

The difference between 100 ± 3 and 50 I may be as great as

5 or as small.as 46.
4 .

The midpoint of.the range of uncertainty is the average, of 54

and 46.

54 + 46 .100 50.

2 2

The midpoint 50 rs less than the maximum possible difference .

54, and 4 greater that th minimum possible difference, Which is 46.

.1
The.uncertainiy Of the di fèrence is therefore,4. The difference

between 100 ±.3 and 50 ± 1 is expressed by the range of uncertainty.

A

50 ± 4.
-

We have determined the difference between two specific rangeS

of uncertainty.' Our, next. task is to derive a 'general formula for

--the difference between twO ranges of uncertainty. We will .do this

by repeating the procedure we followel in the example above, but

using ,algebraic expressions rather than specific nUmbers%

;In finding the difference between X Ax_and y ± Ay, you sub-
.

tract x ± Ax from y ± The result is greatest when y ± Ay is

as large as possible arid x ±c is as.small as possible. This

odcurs when x - Ax is subtrac d from y + Ay.

(y + Ay) - (x - = y + Ay x + Ax

The dillerence between x ± Ax and y ± Ay is least when x ± Ax

as large as possiblecand y ± Ay ys as small as possibie.



The minimum difference is therefotet ,

(x Ax) y AY x - Ax

The midpoint is the average of the maximum and minimum djffer-

engps. It _is

*(y + Ay. - + Ax) + (y Ay
2

tts

AP
Ax) 2y' - 2x

= y

The midpoint is simply the. differences between x and y.

'The Uncertainty is the difference between the midpoint* and

the maximum or between the minimum and .the midpoint, or what is

equivalent, half the -difference between the minimum and the maxi-
. .

mum. The uncertainty is

(y + Ay x + Ax) (y 'Ay x Ax) .

e

y+Ay-.x+Ax-y+A y. + x + Ax
2. ,

2Ay*,+ 2Ax
2

The- uncertainty of the difference between two'ranges oi un-

certainty-is thus the abill Of their uncertainties. Uncertainty is'.

additiye under the operation Of subtraction .

The, difference between two r4nges 6f unpertainty x ± x and

Ay is- given by the iplIowing formula.

(y ± y) (x - Ax) = (y - x) '± (Ax + Ay) r
We have considered the addition of one range of uncertainty to

another and the subtraction of one range of uncertainty from another:

But what if we combine the operations of *addition and subtraction?

What is the range of uncertainty, for ex4mple, of the followiag

expression?

4.6 A 1) + (83 ± 2) (74 ± .5) . ...

1
The problem i'S hot difficdlt if it is divided into steps.

,
Pirst we find the range of uncertainty of,

(6 ± 1C+ (83 ± A '3
%

eti



o

Using the fOrmula lior/the c:ldition of tWo iangds)pf uncertainty

(x ± x). + (54± Ay) = + y) ± (Ax + Ay),

: we obtain

(6 1) + ,(83 +'2) = (6t+ 83) 1+ 2) ,

The second step' is-to -,find_the range tf uncertainty. of

1

,

.1

.1

(80 ± ,3) (7.4 ± .5) .

Me apply the formula Apr the difference between two ranges of

uncertaint

(y ey) r (x - ) = (y x) (Ax + Ay)

*The. iesult is

C.

A,.

(g9 ±. 3). 74 ± .5) (89' -° 74) (3 + .5.)

= 15 ± -3.5

, ,

t Awl}

'

. .A
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. TABLE 2.--RgCOMMENDED OA114Y ,DIETARY ALLOWANCES ( ABRIDGED).'
1

i I "(Designed for the maintenance of.gooq nutrition of priutically all heaTthy persons in the RSV .

'

....t.Persons Calcium Iron. ;Vitamin
IA1 Olin.

O t1
HT 7:t0
A w
a t't
li la .

H. g
_ o (D.

O -in
0 f11 rt . 17:1 . .

pli:win _ At a .

a .. o
Ribo- equiva- Ascorbic 1 1.-' " ' 1'

flavin lent..? acill 4,a

.i.

Ifia

,

,

.6# . ... I.o Aye in years1 'Weight in 'fright in
Prom up us pounds . inches Caluricd

latanta t. a 0-kr:____... . 9 ..... 22. . lb. X,54 :5.

. : Ii-t.i..... _ ' 15....:., 25._ lb. x 50.0
t.2 1.. . 29 . _.... .28 .... 7. 11). x.45 .. 5 .

ChIldrent .. 1.2 . , 28 ........ 82 1,100.
..:A 31 . _ 38 .1

3/5 39 1 400
,250

t. .4 6 . .42 . .,- 43

,

1,600
$ 8''.. .51 . ,. 48Ci f 2,000
.' 8 10 , . 62 .....- 52 2,200

/toys. .10 12 '77 . . 55

. 11 IS 130 ,, 67
12 14 95 .. 59 2.700

3.000

Men_ - 18 22 :147.. 69 2,800

i '22 31. 151. 69 2 .S001

34 55 1.54 . , 68

Girls.... ...:., 10 12 77 . .: 56
. 2.400

.2.60q

63 75'1- _ . 154 _. 67

12,44., 97'. . . 61 ,. 22;32050°

, - 14.16 , 114 .(-...- 62 2,400
1 ..

Woman _ _ _ . .7 18 22 .. , 128 . "... 11... .2,000.

22 33 128 _. 64 2.000

33. 55.. .. _ 128 ... 6:1

65-15+ . ' . 128 i. . 62 .
1.700

-1,850

Pregnant....
Lactating

t 200
+1.000

tkanu
lb, x 1.0
lb.. x. ..9
lb. x . 8

25
"
30

30
35
40
45
.50

60
60

65
50.
50
55
55.
55.

55
55
ti

75

drams ' grams

0.4 6.
0.5 1 10

15,

0.7 . 15.
0.8 15
0 .S :10
0.8 10'
0-.9 10
1.0 . 10

.1...2
18

1 .4 o 18

1.2

1.1 .

0.8
o.a.

. 0.8
.0.8

4

t 0.5

10
'10
JO,

10
18

18

18
18
18

1(1

18'
114

hIrrn,r-
*Nat twos

1,500
1.500

1.500

2,000'
2.000

31.111

Unints

0.2
0.4
0.- 5

0.6
0 6

Imoss
0.4.

0.8
0.6
0.7
0./4

1.1.
..1.2

1.43

.1.4
*1.5
1.6
1./
1.7

, 1..y
1.3
1..4
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.8
2.0

2.500 . 0.7
2.500
3.500. 1.0
3,500 1.1

1.4
000 1.1

5..000, 1.5
.`. 5.000 l- tt

5.000 1 4 .

5.000 1.3
st

5,000 1.2
-4.590- I 1..

5.000 1.2
5-,000 1- .2.

5,000 1.2
moo. . i

5,000 , 1.0
5..000 .

5'000 1.0
*6.000 :1'0.1
8,000 10 5 .

iIilhi-

5
7

8
8
8
9

11

13
15
178
20
18
18

7
14
fl
15
16
IS
13
13

13
13

Milli- 0

'mune
3;1

35
35

. 40
40
to
40
40
40
40
45
55
80
60
60:
60

,s40

45
. SO



Give the, implied UncertAinties oi the se o

Ntthe followl columns. Include units.

4. iron niacin

2. thiamin vitamin A'

GiN:ie the implied uncertainty of each of the numbers below. If

more than one answer is possible list all the possibilities.

5 .27.

.6.. .322

q. 5.82

8. 10

9. 6000

In each case perform theeindicated rounding operation.

.Round .6.3 g to the nearest whole °T7um.

11.. Round 8.48 m to the nearest wholt meter.

12. Round 7.35 mg 'to the . nearest ..1 mg.

13. Round , 6.205 cm to the learest .01 cm

14.. SuppoRe that you wish to perform tthe following suh*ractiOn.

.(62 ± 1) - (30 ± 2)

a. What is the largest possible value for the differencei
4 .1 n J Mb

b. What is the smallest possible value?

c. The midpoint of the range of uncolainty may be found by

averaging the largest and smallest possible yalues. Fir& the

d. What is the uncertainty, in this problem?
4

e. Write the difference as a range of uncertainty.
.

(multikle Thpice)

5. (O.± .5). (20 i
N's^

a.' (80 - .5) VA(20 -4.3)

b. (80 - .3) ± (20 .5)

soramkt ,

41.

(80 &!'. 20) ±

(80. + 231) tkb4 3 )

SI



Ilk

(Multiple Chdice)
.

16. (s (t ± At) =

C.

'1)..
(s At) :± (t As) 4. (s - t) ± (As - At)

Perform the following operations, indicating the resulting .range

of uncertainty.,

17. .(9.3 16.6 ±

18., (8.5 ± .2) - (12.4 ± .

19. (9.4 .± .6) .(2.1 ± .15) (3.1 ± .15)

20. (8.0 - .7 (2.0 ± .8) + I-4.1' ± .2)

22. (3 7 ± .4) (2.1 ± .2)
11,

23. A student is trying' to determine the quaalty of water ifi a

griddle cake. If the cake weighs :500 ± .005 grams before

drying and 12.150 ± .005 grams aft drying, determine the range

of uncektainty of water in the cake. #
0

24. A recipe calls for flour, water, ansie'sugar. If iou used 5.330 t

.002 grams of flour,8.220 ± .003 grams of sugar and there were

15.000 ± .010 grams of the final mixture, hoW much water did you

use?



-

SECTION

3-1 Pro a ation of Error Under Mu ti licat'

We have been investigating, the propaga ion of error under

mathematical operations. In previous lessons we consideKed.the

operations of addition and subtraction. We will now investigate

the propagation of eeror under multiplication by considering a

specific example, as we did with addition and subtraction.

Our example concerns Boyle's Law. Boyle's Law states that ,

the prqduct of pressu
t

re and volume'is constant for any gas at

conbtant temperature. The prollem is as follows. The pressure

of a gas is 10 "± .1 atmospheres and the volume is 3 ± .2 liters.

What is the range of uncertainty of the product of.pressure and

volume?

In other words, what is

(10 ± .1)(3 ± .2)

We first determine the maxi:1pm value that,the product may have.

e maximum possible product is' found by multiplying the maximum

ssible pressure and maximum possible volume. ;This situation re-

sembles that of addition, in which we also combined two maximum

values.
.

Vhe maximum possible pressure is 10 +, .1 = 101 atmospheres,

while the Maximum possible. volume 'is 3 + .2b= 3.2 liters. The

maximum possible product of these two factors is then

( 10.1) (3.2) = 32.32 liter-atmosplleres.
/

The minimum possible koduct is found by'multiplying the mrni-

mum possiblei pressure by the *minimum possible volume.

. (10 - .1) (3,- .2) (9.9)(2;8)
4.

= 27.72 litsr-atmospheres

The product mayshave any value from.27.72 to 32.32. The mid-

point of this range Is the average of therextremes

27.72 + 32.32 6.0.04

2

= 30.02 liter-atmo$pheres

I



The uncertainty Of thie product is the difference between the

maximum'and the midi5oint (or between the, idpoint and the'minimum)

32.32(- 30.02 = 2.30 liter-at pspherA,

or, .eluivalently, Hhlf,the.difference of the extremes

32./2 27'72 = 2..30 litert-a;mospheres

The midpoint of.the tmoduct is 30.02; the.absolute errbr is

2 3a. The range of utincertainty of tte:prbdUct is thus 30.02 It_2 30

liter-atmoSpheres

*It . (10\.± .1)(3'1: e2).= 30.02 ± 2.30

Whent.two ranges of uncertainty are added, tit midpoint of the

sum is tffe sum of the midpoints of the addends. However, the re-

sult of our multiplication is not analogous to the result of addi-

tion. The product of the midpoints of the factors is not the.mid-

point of the produit. The product of the midpoints of the factors

* is 10 .3 = 30; while 'the midpoint of the product Is 30.02.

Multiplication of two ranges of uncertainty is not analogous

to addition in another way. When two ranges of uncertainty are

added, the uncertainty of,the sum is the.sum of the uncertainties

of-the addends. However, the uncertainty of a product is not the

product of the unaertainties of the factors. The product of the .

uncertainties of the factors is (.1) (.2) = .02, while the actual

uncertainty of the product is 2.30. Clearly, the propagation of

error in multiplication is more complex than it is in adilition.

In order tQ.determine the rules of obtaining the product of

two ranges of uncertainty.we will perform a multiplication a1ge4

braically. We will.find the range of uncertainty of the prod6ct

of x Ax ind y *Ay.

The raximumlposs ble value of this product is

(x + AR) + AY) = xy +smAy +.17.Axt+ AxAy

- The minimum.possible value of the product is

#
(x AxY(y - y) = xy xAy - yAx + AxAy



The midpoint of the product is the ayerage of the maximum pos-
,

sible value and the minimum possible- value. It is

(xy + xAy + yAx + AxAy) +1(xy - xAy - yAx + xAy)
2

2xY + 24,,(Ay
2

= xy + AxAt

The uncertainty is the difference between the maximum possible

value and the midp6int. This difference is .

(xy + xAy + yAx + A 3cAy) (xy + AxAy)

= xAy + yALx
_ --

The midpoint of the product is xy + A xAy, and the uncertainty -

of the' product is x Ay + yAx. The range of uncertaintY of the-

produc is therefore given by the following formula.

Ax) (y Ay) = ,(xy + AxAy) ± (xAy + yAx)

Often an uncertainty is very small compared to the midpoint.'

Wheii Ax is very small relative' to xl and Ay is very small relative

to y, the' product AxAy is extremely small compared to the product

xy. In these cases little accuracy is lost by ignoring :the term

AxAy in the midpoint expressio + AxAy) .

xY + AxAY = ,cY

This leads to ank approximate formula for the product of two

ranges of uncertainty

x ± Ax) (y

For example, consider

tainty (10± 1). and (100

10 100 = 1000

,The prodticti baby .is

\ 1 = 1

The exact midpoint xy + 6)(4y is thus

\

Ay) 'L.-. xy ± (xAy yAx)

the product of the _two ranges.o uncer7

1). The product xyis

1000 + 1 = 1001
%
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The approximate midpoint xy i 110001 which is very close to

eXact midpoint. '

The uriertainty of this product is xAy + yA

+ yAx = 10 1 + Igo l

A = 110

The exact range of
#

uncertainty of the product i

.1001 ± 110

The appr9ximate range of uncertainty is

1000 ± 110
At if'

The approximation is not as good when- the iincertaintjes of,
.#, -

the factors are larger relative to the midpoints. For example,

',the exact 'range of uncertainty of the product (8 4) (10 3) is

thus

(810 + 4 3) ±. (8 3 + 10

=. (80 + 12)

= 92 ± 64>

The approximate range of uncetainty, however, obtained by

ignoring the tocAy term is

(8 10) ± (8 3 +.Q,0 4) = 80 ± 64

This approximate range of uncertainty of the product is not

very close to e exact range of uncertainty.

.
Using the approximate formula for 'the product of wo ranges

of uncerta ty sacrifices accuracy. It is in fact a form cif 'compu- a.

tational terror. Howev'er, the 'lois of accuftcy is compensated by

:the ease of computation. Because computations are made easier,

the AxAy term is commonly ignored when findigg the range of uncer; '

4)

(24 + 40)

tainty of'.a product. '

3-2 sImplied Error and Multiplication

An inteiesting, problem occurs when measurements haOng implied

uncertainty, are multi,plied. Suppose the measurements are, 9.99 ahd

3401... If the implied errors of these numbers are neglectea,, their

product is

9.99 10.01 =99.9999

33
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The imOlied,uncertainty of 90.9999 is .00005. But is such a small

implied Uncertainty justified? Do we really kiiow'the product that

accurately?,

Let us repeat the ultiplicition taking into account the im-

plied uncertainties 'of the two factors. The implied uncertainties

of 'both ..9.99 :and 10.01 'are ...005. These .factors may then be ex.preS-

sed as ranges of unCertainty.

9.99 ± .005 and 10.01 .005

The produCt of these ranges of uncertainty (dsing the approxi-
,

mate formula) is

19.99.'± .005).0.(10.01-±...005):

= (.0.05)+ 10..01 (..0.05)1.

= 99:9999 t .005(9.99 + 10.01)

7.99.9999 ± .005. 20.,

7'99.9999 t. .1.

The uncertainty of the produ&t is actually .1. The product

not known with the accuracy.than'an implied uncertainty of

.00005 indicates.
°P

The 13oint is tiOt th'ap implied uncertainties are not valid, but

that stating the product as 99.9999 is misleading. The accuracy

with which the factors are known does not justify implying that

the product is known with such great accuracy.

Notice tilat very little accuracy is lost if we round the mid-
,.

point cd the, Product to 100. If we state the product as leOu x,10
2

implied uncertainty is .005 x 102 or .5. If the product is

atedras 1.000 x 102, the impiied uncertainty is .0005 x 102 or

.05. In the first case, we are implying a greater uncertainty than

is necesgarY. In the second case, we are implying less uncertainty

thansthere 'actually is.

The.only way out of this dilemma is to state the product as

a range of uncertainty. The most exact statement of the prodiict is

99.9999 ± .1

27



when the approximate(formula is used. Another, very reasonable

atatemOt would be

100 ± .1

Keep'in mind that this discttss4on appi,ies only to numbers

which have an implied uncertainty, such as measurements. Int the

realm of pure'inathematics, the statement
. .

9.99 l0.01;= 99 9999

is a true statemen .

PROBLEM SET 3:

1 Given the expression ± 3.2, answer the following.

What is the largest possible value of the expression

What is the smallest possIble value of. 'the expression?'

What is the midpoint of the expression?

What are the uncertainties of the expression?

Given the expre ion g ± At, answer the following.

a. What is the largest possible value of the expression?

t is .the smallest possi le value of the expression?..

c. What is the midpoint of the expression?
,

d. What is i the 'uncertainty of the expression?

Given the product (6 -I- 1) (7 ± 2) I

Willat is the maximum product?

\40'4What i$ the minimum product?

c. Find the averve of the

1,

imum and minimum products.

This value is the midpoint of the&ange of uncertainty of the

, product.

d. Subtract the minimum prod ct \found in Part b frOt the

maximum produci found in Part al a d divide the difference by 2

to obtain the uncertainty.

49,
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. Express the range of uncertainty, of the product in t e

form (midpoint) t (uncertainty)

4. Given the product (6 ± 1) (7 ± 2),

a. what is the uncertainty of the first faCtor?

What is the uncertainty .of the second. factor?

c.. Find.the produCt of the.uncertainties

d. Is44the answer'to Part 4c the same as the answer to Part 3d?

That is, did the uncertainty of the product turn out to be the

product of the uncertainty of the factfrs?

e. If.your answer,to 4d'is "no" which_is the correct way to

solve problems of this tYpe?

5. An arithmetic example of the algebraic expression.(a A

(b ± Ab) is (10 ± 1)(15 ± 2).

a. What are a, . Aa b and Ab in the example?

b. Given that (a ± As)(b ± b) = (ab + AaAb) ± (aAb + bAa), the

expression (ab + AaAb) is the of the range of uncertainty

of the prodiict, and (aAb + bAa) the of the range

of uncertainty of the product.

os Use the exprespion in Part b to calculate the range of

uncertainty of the numerical example.

6. Given that the range of uncertainty of the product (x ± x)

± Ay) may be stated approximately by the expression xy'± (xAy +

y'Ax) and exactly by'the,expression(xy.+ AxAy)± (xAy + yAx), find

.both the approximate,and exact products for each of the following.

a.. ;(11, .± 1) (12 ± 2) .4 c. (15 ± ..01) (15 4 .05)

b. (181 ± El)(1.0 ± .01) *d. (h ±-Ah)(p ± As)

Elmo welts to find the area of his.classroom by using a ruler

,to measure the length and width. After slveral hours of rearisome

work, he find8 the-widtiv.to be 10 meters, give or take A meter,

and he finds...the length to be 7 meters, give oritake /]L5 meter.

What is the exact range of uncertainty of the area? The approximate

range, of uncertainty?

*.
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a. riat is,the'implied uncertaiqy of the number 9.98?

b. What is the implied uncertainty of.thenumber 10.02?

Ignore error considerations todetermihe.the product .

.0.98)(10.02).* State the implied uncertainty of'the.result.

4-

d. Calculate the true uncertainty of the product by use of
0-

the formula (xAy + yAx).

T4e true uncertainty is 2000 times large4 than the implied

uncertainty.of the incorrectly, stated product in Part 6. This

is ohe Of the most common errors made by stAdents. 8eware!

6



;SECTION 4:

4-1 Relative Uhcertainty

:

'By now it should be apparent that every.measurement has some

degiee of uncertainty. One method of reducing uncertainty is

throlugh-careful allvtion to the measurement procedure. But ulti-

mately the accuracy of a measurement,ii limited by the quality of

the Teaquring instrument used. If you use a metric ruler which is

pakiy,constructed,and calibrated, there is little hope of an ac-
.

curate measurement.

When required, scientific measurements are made with high pre-

cision, high accuracy instruments. In BiomedicalScience, the,

-flasks, graduated cylinders and balances whichyou use have all

been designed with accuracy in mind. Yet they are still imperfept;g.

made and manufacturers often include an estimate of accuracy in

equipment catalogues. (

4 .

A

A description of a 250 ml Erlenmeyer Flask states that the
,

graduations are accurate to ±5%. What does"this statement mean?

It means that the true value of the volume i thin five percent

'of what the flask reads. Zn other words, * certpinty-of

reading of 200 N1 is 5% of 20;0 mi *or.

.05 x 200.= 10
-

Therefore, we can kgrite the reading ,as a range of uncertinty

200 ± 10 ml

Often, however, the uncertainty is left as a percentage. ,'In that

case the above range of uncer*tainty would Ot written 'as f611oWs.

200 ± 5% ml

When an icicertainty is stated as a percentage of the miapoint,'
w-

it is called d)relative uncertainty. The term "relative uncertainty"'

is used because the size of the uncertainty is rielated tO,thebize

of the midpoint. -The greater the midpoipt, the greater is the c

uncertainty.

A

I. :1 I

. .
We have two ways to express uncertaihty: a solute uncertilinty

Y ,

and. relative .uncertainty. ,

When'the size cif an unCertainty remains

the same regardless of,the size of :the midirointc e range of *

3 1



=certainty is usually stated in. terms of. an absolute uncertainty

For example,:if a thermometer can be read onli to the nearest

degree, the scale reading related uncertainty:Ts .5 degrees for

any temperature. The absolhe uncertainty in scale readin% is :

the'same for a measurement of 80°'C as it is for 20° C. Thei

ranges of Ancertaintywhich express this scale reading uncertainty

are 00. ± .5° Gland. 20 ± .C

t When the size of an uncertainty is.directly, proportional to

the size of the midpoint, the r'ange of'uncertainty is Asuallyttated

in terms of a :relAive uncertainty. In the example of the Erlen4-

meyer Flask, the size of the uncertainty was Zireptly proportional

to the volume-;e4ding. Therefore we would usually give readings

in terms of-rel'ative uncertaintir,"for examp1475'± 5% or 200 ± 5%.

4-2 Interconverting Relative Uneeirtainty afepsolutp Uncertainty
1 .

Converting relative uncertaintir to absohte uncertainty, and

the reverse is no difficult, as the.following examples Show.- .

EXAMPLE:

Express 10 ± 1% g in terms of absolute uncertainty.

SOLUTION:
I

Tte absolute'uncertainty is'l per cent of 10 grams,1which'
4. 4

n) 1
100 10

The absolute uncertainty is .1-grams,., The range o

g

Using.absoiute tittitertainty, is

.,
4 i

I

10 ± .11

'EXAMPLE:.

'Express 50 ± cM n'termsio 'relative,ung4reainty.,

SOLUTION: :1

e absolde uncertainty Is 1, and'\the'midpoint- is 5.0.1,

11 \-
, To'convert-To. toe perOentge, Walult4ly.by 10i

2%

.11:1L'ia ALI



ot,

ty' Since the absolUte unctirtftinty ,is .2 per cent cd the midPoint,
w

the relallive unortainty is 2 per .cent.

The ran4e uncertairity .is expreSSed as

56 ±, 2%. cm

1/4 # t

EXAMPLE:

t
Sut)pbse that quarter-mile tracks are laid out with an absolute

uncertainty of.°,5 feet.

a. ?cprem the 4ange of uncertainty in. terms of relative

unceraty. 0 °

f

/. q
b. When a person has run 8 laps, what is 'the range of un-

certainty of ...the distance he lias ruff, using relative uncertainty?
. .

0. What is the range of uncertainty of the distance he has

run, in. terms of absolute. uncertaintr

I.

SOLUTION: 0 a.:
e

1
5

4
a. mile = 1 ,320 feet. The absolute uncertainty .is

1. .
320

°
5 ..

, .

. of the .mic
1,320'

ipoint. We convert to a percentage by multiplying
. .

by 160.

100%
. 500=

1,320 .520%

LI .38%

The length of one lap is thus

*
l,32 ± .38%ft.

b. For one lap the absolute uncertainty is 5 fe for two

lapi it' is 10 'feet. The *solute uncertainty is pr tArtional to

the midpoint. ( Thereiore, "the relative uncertainty is the same for

every distance: The midpoint is
.

8 '= 10

The range of uncertainty is,

60 ft

16,560 ± .38% f .

c. of 16,5 0 is

.38
,1 100

oft

1a.

.

5 0 te 40

0.4

4



The length 9f 8 laps i

10,560 ±.40 *ft.

WhAii a rulp r runs 8 laps he may run as much as'40 feet more than

two tpilOs-,, oi-as'Muchvas 40 feet less*than two miles.

We conclu e this Section by converting absolute uncertainty

tcA relative ucertainty and the reverse for ranges tt uncertainty

involving,,Igpbraft.Apantities.

Tille'elcpression x ± Ax is a iange of uncertainty in terms of

absblute uncertainty. The 'absolute uncertaihty Ax is AE of the'
* A

midpoint x. The fraction -ta is converted to a percentAge.by

'

multi-

p]ying by.100%. The relative uncertainty is *

Ax
100 --%

Therangeof uncertainty in terms otrelgtive uncertainty is con-
s

sequently
.x

± 100 A x %f.
We may convert a range of uncertainty with algebraic quanti-

ties imthe opposite direction ailso. The expression x ± p% is

a range of uncertainty expressed in terms of relative uncertainty.

The relative uncertainty is piper cent, so the absolute uncertainty

is -E- times the midpoint, which is x.
100 k

Absolute uncertainty =. "Pro x

Therefore theArangé of uncertainty in terms'of absolute uncertain*

is ,

,PROBLEM SET 4:

1. Given the ex sion 10 ± Ascalories
0

a. Whatit e absolute uncertainty?

x + 12L.
100

b..: Compute the relative uncertainty.

c. .Write the expression'using relative uncertainty.
f

44;
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Given the expression 150 ± 2% 'meters
P

a. What is the relative uncertainty?
# 41,

#

b. Compute the absolute uncertainty.
. A

c. Write; the expression using absolute uncertainty.

Write the,following expressions using relative tincertainty.

3.: 5 ± .1 seconds. . 5. 100 .5 meters

4. 20.± .1 calories-

Write the following expressions using absolute uncertainy

8.8 ± I% calories

5.67 .± 14 grams

,

8. 25.25 it, .5% calories

t..

e Perform the indicated operations and exptiess the resu/ting

range of uncertainty first ifi terms of (a) absolute undertainty

and then in terms of (.b) relatfve uncertainty.

9. .1) + (5 -I..' .2)

10. (10 3 ± .2) - (.3' ±.1.01)

11. Gi'ven the expression (-20 1%) - (15 ± 2%)

Convert the relative uncerthintips to absolute uncertainties.

expression using absolute uncertainties.
4 '

Determine the range of uncertainy of the difference.
(

ExpresS 'your answer to Part c in terms of relative un-

certainty. (Note that your anSwer is not 5 ± 3%, 'which indicates
t

that relati'Ve uncertainty is not'additiOe under the tiperation ol
\

.subtraction.)
k'

12. 0 ±'1% =

1.
X =

b: .p =
4

13. 28 ±7 = x

1
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14. According to an equipment catalog, a 100 ml graduated cylinder

.has an error of ;6%. This indicates that any.measurement made

with tile cylinder maytbe$in error by as much as .6%,, which it

equivalent to .006 of the midpoint. For the following problems

we will ignore scale reading error in order to keep the problem

simple.
0

a.' What is the, maximim amount,of liquid that cou d be in the

cylinder when it is filled .to the 80)ml mark? 4

. What is the maximum amount of liquid when it is fi1le4

the 45 ml mark?

c. The cylinder.is used .-o.pour.first,fip.ma and then 45 mli

of water into a beaker. What' is thepaximum amount of water in

.the beater?' (Assume,that all-of the Water can.be pouredbut of

the cylinder each time4

d. What would be the maximum 'amount of Jater in the beaker

'if the same p4.ocedures were used except that 70 ml were trans-

ferred first and then,55 ml?,

15. Suppose that a 50.-ml buret has an uncertainty o ,.1%. Sup-

, pose tiat the buret is filled to the 40 ml mark.

a. aat is the absolute uncertainty. of 61e 40 4 readin4.

b. Express the reading in the form (midpoint) ± (absolute

uncertainty).-

16. Elmo and Alfred are in a class that is studying the'metric

\\system. Altr'd is the best tudéntf in the'class; Elmo ip not.

3

The.students are learning to convert inches to centimetere--
,

by measuring distances in tnches on a 'yardstick using a meter

stic . They masure the length in centimeters of 5 inches, 10

'inches, 15 inches, 20 inches and,30 inches.

AllIred,does his measuring by Rlacing the meter stick ne*4to

the yardstick. He finds that 5 in9hes cOrrespondS to 12.70 icenti-
,

meters. The meter ,stick has divisions ofone-millimeter, and

Alfred figures kis measurement 'may bein error by-as much as .2

or .02 cm. ,Therefore, he expresses his measurement as a range

of uncertainty,

4

12.70 ± .02 cm



,IN -

Alfked,then measures the "length" of 10. inches
*
in the same

1
,way--by placing the yardstick next to the metoAstick and noting

that 10 inches is 25440 centimeters,long. .,

Mho, hrever, uses a different method. He measures the length

of each inch, one at a time. He finds that the first inch is 2.54

centimeters long. Error ispmo's specialty; although he is just

plain incompetent in most things, he is good in error analysis.

'He tnows that his measuiement of 2.54 cm has an absolute uncertainty

of .02 cm.
,

A
Elmo measures the second inch and finds that its length too

is 2.54 ± .02 cm. The length of- 2 inchessis the sum of the lengths.
, -

*of the first two inches. '1.

(2.54 ± .02) + (2.54 ± .02) = 5.08 ± .04 cm

,Since absolute uncertainty is additive wider the operation

'of addition4.-Elmo adds .02 cm to his uncertainty with each measure-

ment. 8-17 the time he has measured 5 inches, his uncertainty is

5 x .02 = .10 centimeters. Elmo expresses the length of 5 inches

12;70 ± .10-cm

Elmo continues to measure the other lengths in the same way.,
-

long after Alfred has gone home.

a. Which student had constant absolute uncertainty?

b. Which.student had constant relative' uncertainty?

c. What was his relative unicertainty?

Id. What was the absolute uncertainty of his measurement of

the length i7 centimetersof-30 indhes?
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sitclithON 5 2

eh_

5-1 ErrorsThat Can,Be.Corrected

V

A
Occasionally you see signs along highways that read "Speed-

ometer Check" or "SpeedtiMe&r Test SectiOn." These signs aFe

followed by signs 4ndidatipg one-mile intervals.
441,

Speedometer check signs may be .use.d to determine theraccragy,---

.

of a speedome641. Ttley may also be used to check the odometer,

the instrument that .indicates the number of miles traveled Iy a

car.'

Assume that our car not only has an odometer that records the

total mileage traveled by the car, but also has a trip odometer,

'which may be set to zero at any time. We approach a speedometer

test .section and set the,trip odometer at zero as we pass the sign

indicating the beginningsof the fil;st test mile.

MILE

As we pass the end of the first mile, the odometer reads 1.1.

As we pass the" end Of the second test mile, the odometer reads 2.2.

/5
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W1 continue uf trip, and the odometer eventually reads 132.0.

But how many mil s have we;actually driven since the start of the' .

s eedometer chec ?

Measurement error is the difference between the title measure-

ment ind t1r,r;a ing,of the measuripg instrument. Up until now we

could only app'ro imate the maximum size of the error. We call
,

this approximati n uncertainI. In the case of speedometer correc-

tion we will be ble to do more. We will be able to estimite both

the direction an4 the siie oftdomajor error., Other errors wiA
remain, such as drror in the placemenof the sign posts and error

in reading the odometer exactly when the signs are passed. But we
, 7

are ignoring uncertainties in our readings ahd concentrating on a

major error which hcan be corrected. \

Notice Oat the Odometer'reading is al ays too laTge. At the

end of one mile the odometer reading is too. arge.bior .1 miles. At

the end oftwo miles the reading is too large by .

t
Iic:,miles. put

it.another way, the actual distance 'traveled i al ays less than
41. \

.

the odometer reading and the discrepaney grows toith the length of
,

the trip.'ilee may co rect the odometer trip.reading of 132.0 miles

.by using ffle informa An obtained from t'he speedometer check. The
\

question is, what must we subtract from the odometer reading to
0'.

obtain theAmctual mileage of the trip? .

1

.71rst'-note that wiien the.odometerreadihg was 1.1. the,error4

was' .L miles. Thfreia ive error was

or apprfximatel 9.1%.

4

1.

1.00%
Tr100

1.
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Wilen the odometer read 2.2, the relative error was

21.0.14

the same as for the first mile.

40# The-reason why odometer readings have constant relat ve error

is iot the subject of this mathematics section. But we ay men-
- 4

tion.that tire size is one factor. An odometer counts t e numbe

of revollutions bade by the wheels, and converts this to miles by
#

multiplying by a factor assumed to be the distance tray led per

revoluti?n. If the tires have a greater circumference than that

upon which thd assumption was based, the car travels a greater dis-
t

'tance. per revolution:' If the car4travels a great al. d'stance per
.1

revolution than was alsumed,in designing the odfteter the\odometer

indicates, fdter miles than actually were traveleq. I the 'tires

are of smaller circumference '(due to bding badly wor for insynce),

the odometer indicates more miles than file miles_act ally traveled.

The theoretical error caused by assumimg an incorre t tire size

introduces\a constant relative error into the odome er reading

(constant, at least, ap long as the tire siie rem $ constant).

The reliative error of our'odOMeter is app oxx ately91 per

cent. When the odometerlreads lA 0, the ab olute error,of the

reading is

100
132.0 =,/..09.1

The absolute error is 12,0, and since the odoillter reading is greater

than the actua61 nuenber of mile's traveled, we subtract 12.0 from 132.0.

I.

132.0 12.0 = 120.0

When the odometer reads 132.0, the actual numper of miles travelea

is 120.0.

The ipnstant relative error'that occurs in the odometer read-

ing may be corrected. We corrected the'reading by checking the
, 0

odometer against true measurements, the Mile markers. This type

kof error does not involVe uncertainty. Correatibld error islit

of the "plus-or-minus" kind, which involves maximumjor minimu
,

values. Rather we' may state the error by the folloingaexpression.

Odometer reftding - 9.1%

40

Actual miles
# t

.

17
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PROBLEM SET 5:

1. A. bathroom scale reads 2 lb when no onie-is'standing on it.

It reads 102 lb 'When a standard log-lb weight is plaied on it.

a. The...scale seems to have On) (relative,.....absolute) error.

0

b. If it reads /113 lb after-Belinda stands on it, what is

Belinda ' s probable weight? "--or

2. ,Another,bathroom scale reads zero lb with np weight .on it. and'.

102 wilh a 100-lb weight on it. t

a-. This scale probably has a(n) (absolute, iglative) error.

'b. If-it reads 357 lb when Errorbella steps on, what is Error-
,

bella's probable weight?

3. Speedometers and odometers.are generally in agreement. For

example,.4f you travel for one minute at a constant q.0 mph, the

odometer will re4ister one mi3e, as it should. This means that

the speedometer will have the same relative error as the odometer.

The same correction factor may be used for speed as for odometer

correctioh. It is easy to imagine situatioA in which the ability

to correct for speedometer error might be really.useful, such as

.when a Highway Patrol oar appears in your rearvie4 mirror and your

indicated speed is a little above the speed limit.

N
N

14144IW4Y PATROL CAR

TRUE SPEED?

Assume that the rela iVe error of the speedometer is the same a5
1

that of/the odomete; The odometer has a relative error. It

indicates more miles than actual miles iShow that The tr e speed-
,

is about 54.5 mph.

184
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Odometer Reading

0009.0
05.2

True Miles

0

5

Sir that the absolute error in the odometer reading after

5 tzie mile is .2 miles.
4

Show the _relative error of tile

nei hborhood, of 3.8% (not 4A e*actly) .

1By uaef of the formula

.2-872. (Odometer Rring) = Absolute Error

show that the absolute error in an odometer reading of 130 miles

odometer is in the

0

is 5 miles..
0

d.\ Since the odometer reading is (less, more) than the actual

number 'og, miles traveled, the absolute error should be '(added,

subtracted) from the odometer readin7. 1

/

4
e. Show' that the corrected value for distance travelJ6 is

125 miles.
.,

f.' Show that if the sppedometer correction factor is the same

as the odometer correction factor, then d speedometer reading'of

65 mph has an absolu e error of 2.5 mph.

1g. Show that th corrected s eed i.s 6.2.5 mph,
.

Odometer Reading True Mi es
\ .

. .

3502.9,
35026.2 0

4

a. Show that the odometer indicated a diitance of 3.7 miles

traveled in a, distance of 4 true miles.

b. Show that the absolute' error of the odometer after 3 true

i milps.

. C. Show ticlat the relative error of the odometer is in the

neighborhood of 8.1%.

d. Show that an \indictated distance of 125 miles isppro,cimately
,

an actual distance Of 135 miles.

19



e. State why the correction was addtd to the indicated

distance.

f. Show that,an indicated 55 mph is approxi ately al actual

speed of 59.5 Migil(N6TE:. This situation can ar se when oversized

tires afe put on ,the rear. Tou may think you'ile legal, but you

aren't.) 4 t' I'

'C6. Odometer Reading

25626.8

True Miles

0

2563A.0 3

.

..

a. Atter an indicated 210 miles, ho many actual miles have

-you gone? State your answer to the nearest mile.

b. W1hat is yotir actuill speed when yau-r 4ndicated speed is '60 mph?

State your answer to the nearest mph.

7. 1E1Mo Caps cruising along one day in his Locomobile. -He-had

just purchased scene overtized tires from Reet Red's Square Deals

and Round 'Wheels 1arehouse. The salesman told him that it would,

change his sPeedometer reading. Accordingly he drove straight to

a speedometer.check zone where he obtained this information. His

odometer showed only 1.7 miles in 2 actualmiles.. Elpo did some

lightning calculations, ".3 miles if 2 miles is a 15% relative

'error. If 'My speedometer shows 65.mph then 15% of 65 is 9.75 or

about 10, ',Since the odometer reads,less than true dist6ce-my true

speel,must be less than my indicateld speed by 110 mph. r must be

going" about 55 mph.", Elmo continued to cruise along at an indicated

65 mph. After an extremely short time Toor Elmo Was pullediover for

speeding. The officer claimed he was going 76 mph.
I.

.a. Identify two'mistakes Elmo made in his calculations.

b. Do you think the judge will have-imercy on Elmo when he

:t lls him his story?

,4

.43
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SECII/ON 6:

6-1 Propagaltion of Efror Under Division
e I 0

1

WeViave developed protedures for determining the propagation
of error when ranges of uncertainty are added, subtracted or multi-

, plied. But we ohottre not yet determined the reault of dividing one
range of uncertainty by another. For example, what happens when

diftride 2999 ± 70 by 106 ± 1.
I -

2999 ± 7
100

The quotient has its m ximum possible value when 2999 ± 70
is as great as possible and 00 ± 1 is as small as ,possible. There-
fore, we obtain .the inaxitnum po sible quotieniky dividing 2999 + 70
by 100 1

.-2999 + 76 13069
99

0
= 31

The quotient heti its minimum possTble value when the smallest
possible value of 2999 ± 70 is divided by the largest possible value

4

of 100 .1. 1.
g,

2999 - 70 2929
100 + 1 101

"\= 29 LI
I

The quotient may, "le)f ,-as great 1 or as small as 29. The

midpoint; of this rrie is

= 301
h absolute uncertainty is the difference between the maximum

and t midpoint, or 'half tthe difference between the'maximum and

31 4- 29
2

thl minimum. 1
31 - 29 2

2 / 2



/The.absolute uncertairkty is '1, so the range of uAcertaint.y

the qu6tient is
30 ± I

Wrters in the field of mathematics are not, usually required

to use data fAnn actual experiments. They are free tno use in exam-

ples whatever numbers *they wish, end consequently they tend to

choose numbershat 'are easy to work with. In thel example abdve,

for instance, numbers were chosen so that the maximum and minimum'

values of the quot\ent are. whole numbers

In actual, scientlfic.-.Ark we are Usually faced with examples

in which numbers are n9 es.) easvto work 'with. -It is therefore

useful to have an formula for the quotient . of two ranges

of uncertainty. Then yciu ne d only substitute the numbers into

the form91a. Let us suppose tt we want to divide the range

x ± Ax byi the range y

±
y :.1..

The problem that we have just posed is nothing ,more than an

algebra problemy but the coittputations, are cpiite lengthy. 'Therefore,

w4 will just present the result and then 'show how it can begapplied

specific problems . The result is
s'

i x ± A.x_ xy + AxAy 2tAy +. yAx. ,

y. ,± Ay . 2 2 '2 2 .:
Y .AY . Ir. .AY

,

In ortlert to Illustrate the use of this formula., let...us return.

to our numerical example. The example is the division of' 2999 ± 70
by 100 ± l. , We will substitute dese numbers.: intO otir algebraic

exbression. We set 1 = 2999 and Ax = 70; we, set y = 100 and by = 1
..

7

± .4x + AxAy 4., xAy +. yAx
F-±-1 -37 y A Y

2 '2 2 2
, ; y AY

-

2999. ± 70 2999. 100+ 70. 1 2999 1 + 100 70
. 1002 12 109 12

299900,4 70 2999 +17000
r.1:000C tooth5,

12109970 999.9
01)99 9999

(

co.
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result .is in agrepinent,;withi,A2ur

"Olen AxAy is a small .fract4,On E,

pared .to y2
, little :accuraCy 1.0.joist

AxAy. pen AxAy and...Ay; 'are ignord t
uncertaintyof the quotient siMplifies

6 X ± Ax° xy xA +

Therefore,

ous ailsw
2

A is-;.very mà1l 'corn-
ng, the ter '41,

2 and
\Sla "'for ..th, range rof

./ ,4
This approximate formuia may be applied to:the example above.-

70 is much smaller' than 299,900 and °1 is Miach \smaller .than 10°,00'4,

Let us repreat the computation ignoring the tergis AxAY and A17...

x ±Ax )04- + yAx .

'177Z7.7 7 2
Y

.

^

.2999 ± 70' 2999 2999 I 1- 100
100 ± 1 100 2100

'a ?.
^2999 4.-299) + 7000
mgr .f10,000.,

2999 9999
10,000

We simplify this .expression totbtain
4..

2999 ,± 70 29.99 ± .9999100 1

The aCtual quotient 1, so very little, acCuracy has
been lost in the approximat4on. in general', the smaller Ax is
with filispect to x, and thp smaller Ay is in relati.on to4y, the
better is the approximation. 6se of the appro4imate fo

-causes a slight lpSs in accuracy, but- it simpli?ies the
\tremendously.

ula
coputation



We will, show one more example to illustrate the-use-of the
t

approximate formula. ,The example has, been dhosen to make a point
, f

concerning implied uncertaipty. ;

ge

Students often :take two measured pieces of data, sucti as 1 and
ki I

b..dividing 3 into 1, and reporting the qubtlent as .33333,333. Or

what is Worse', since it involves more work, dividing 97 into 103

and reporting the result as 1.06185567. The numbers are excellent

g-
approximations,and wrest that the student is tryirig to do well,

6ut, what about implied uncertainty? The implIed 'uncerta,inty of a .

measurement of 97 is .5, and the implied uncertainty of 103 is also

.5. The implieAncertainty of 1.06185567 is :.060000005. Is

'such a small imPlied Uncertainey justified?

EXAMPLE:

Divide 103 ± .5 by 97 ± .5.

SOLUTION:.

it

is Much leshan 103 and.7., so We use the epproximate

103. -163,1.(.5).,103 ±.(.. ) 97
-97,. ,

972..- v
10a

-i-

.5(103 + 97) .:

(

97

, -,

.-: -0.:: ., .9 7 . 2. ./

. ,

:5-,.. , .- 0-

103 4 kA0
97 9,409

, 103Be ore compUting the midpoint AiTo # is a good idea to esti-
,

,

mate th un8ertainty. (1 )

g39%.
ThLsJestimate.of the uncertainty

"wili"teIl us how manY.dpcimal places to calculate in the midpoitt.
' OP

Firstn;ele roun419409 to the:nearest hundred$to allow us to cancel
P

some. zerc.s in.the numerator.

46 29409 r2 9400

'Consequeptly

100.,;.. 100-
9409. 'NTT.

. .

IV,

94

.



777777-17--77777+.a

.

Next, e make the further approximation

1 1

.

iotice that this estimate of Uncertainty has only two nonzeto

digits in it. This'is the maximum number that you will ever need.

Most of the time a single digit is adequate. Since we aFen't in-
. 4

terested in doing any more work than necessary, wej.oud the uncer-
.--

,

tainty back to one nonxev digit.

.011 = .01

This.estiinate of the uncertainty. (.01) tells us that ple midpoint

should be rounded to the nearest hundredth, 4e., so that both:the

uncertainty, and the midpoint of the prOduct have the same implied

uncertainty.

!

k

a

N.

se that ,we wish to carry.out the following division.

'1998 ± 180
100'i 1

1998 +
1. ,The largest possible value for this expression is

lg0
v 100 -A.

Compute this value.

'2.. Write a quotient for.the smallest possible value,of the expression.

3. .Compute the'value in Question 2.

4. Find,the midpoint of the range of uncer.Linty by using the

midpoint
largest value + smallest value

2

Find the absolute uncertainty by using the formula

abSolute uncertainty
largest value - smalleit value

.

2

State ihe quotient as a xange of uncertainty.

5 5



.Use th, approximate formula

x t

Y 4-4 Y

same quotien

1998 ± 189
100 ± 1 .

k

xAy + yAx.
2

b. Is the answer in part a close to that of koblem 6?

8. From a food table with-an impli,ed absolute uncertainty of .5

grams it is found that 50 grams of egg contain about 6 'grams of

protein

a. Express
6

tient of ranges

,

x
the ratio of protein 4o total food mass as

Ili
of uncer 'nty, i.e., iri the form

y ± Ay*

'Substitute into the relation

y ± xy Axkty xAy + yAx
y ± Ay . 2 2 2 2.y - Ay

.0

toobtain a numexical statement of the,range of uncertainty of the

quotient. Do not simplify.

C.

Rewrite

Note that in this case

AxAy = 25

.25'

the numerical expressioin found in Part b, ignorin the .25

'value term.-

Use the relation

x ± Ax x xAy ,+ 17A)i
2

Y
/ ± A

to calculate the approximate

AO i 1
9%

6 ±. .1 .

lö.0 ± .2

11
6.0 ± .02

..
10 0 ± .05

4,02 ± .01 :
lo.ob

10,

quotients Of thawfollowing expressions:

'13. 15.6 ± .04
20.0 .01

3.63 ± .02
10.00 .02

16 .± .5
50 ± 4.5 '

4 25 + 03
7_.# ,

6,80 ± .03
1

at
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PROBLEM SET 7:1

Take your time in answering these questions: There shOuld be

plenty of time to finish in one'class period:

1. NUise Nathan wishes to determine how maxiy Units of tetanus
antitoxin are in " \*

1 100 1 ml

of. a 'solution labeled
1-1Q0.,± 30 units, antitoxin/ml .of solution.

I .

a. Supply the missing units in the following dimensional
algebra problem.

(100 ± 1) x (1500 30) (Range of Uncertainty oproduct),

. Use the approximate formula
, (x Ax) (y ± Ay) xy ± (xAy y.Ax)

to show that
(100 ± (1500 ± 30) ne 150,000 ± 400.

C. Use the relation
relative uncertainty Ax 100%

I X

to show that the relative uncertainty of 100 ± 1 is 1%.

d. ;pow calculations that confirm that the relative uncertainty,
of 11500 ± 30 is 2%.

e. Show calculations that confirm that the relative uncertainty
of 1501000 ± 4500 is 3%.

f. Show calculati-ions, which confirm that the sum of the relative
uncertainties-of the factors is also 3%;

4. ,
Nurse Naomi wishes to determine how many mg of tt antibiotic

fterramycin are in
.5 .015 ml

of a solution labeled
200 ±1 mg terramycin/ml solution.'

a. Supply the missing units in the foll'o-Wing dimenlional

algebit problem.
(146 ± .015) (200 ± 1) (Rang'e Uncertainty) .



b. AJse th4 app oximate. formula

(x :6.x) 4 Ay) xy .0ay yAX)

show ;hat

(1.5 t .015)(200 1.1) 300 4.5

c. Use the relation
Ax

1 relative uncertainty (1) = 7-

tio show that the 'relative'uncertainty of 1.5 '.015

d.4 Show calculations that conarm that the relative uncertainty.

' oi 200 ± 1 is .5%.

1. Show calculations whi h ctinfirm that the relative uncertainty

30Q ± 4.5,eis 1.5%.

f. Show calculations which confirm that the sum 'of the, relative

uncertainties of the factors is also 1.5%.
,

13. On your own paper write the information missing i the foliowing

statementsi

a. InAproblem 1 the sum of-the relative uncertainties of the,

,factor& is (numerical answer)

, -b. In, problfm 1 the.relatitre uncertainty of the approximate

pOduct is . (numerical answer) 1

r

c. .In 1:)roblem.2 the -sum of the retive. Uncertainties of 'the

factors is' (numerical answer)

d. In problem 2 the relative uncertainty of the apptoximate

priduct is (numerical answer)

e. For both,of the previous examples the sum ofithe relative

uncertainties.of the is e ual to the relative uncertainty

of Alie .
i

4. Relative.uncertaintyMay.be det rthined Oblif the following eqyation.

Aabsolut 'unoetainty) , x 100' ..

.(rilidpoint-of th range.of uncertainty) .%-

The productof two.ranges:of uncertainty0flay be approxim6tely ex-.

pressed bY the followirujequaiori: 1

FadtOr.1,10Factor 2; Product
,

r"--,---Lirre---es-----, e---------0"-----------%
(x lc, 4x) (17 I Ay) 2! .xy ±

, t....v....s.

4-

v%------...-.--d.
-

_Midpointi Absolute Uncertainty



/

a. Express the relative unceitainty of 'each factor as an
/

algebraic

b. Express the felative'unceruinty of the product as an

algebraic quotient.

c. -Determine the numerator of the right-hand side of the

following equation.. -

( x + -4.1) 1
?

00% = (---) . 100% /x y 2cY .7

d The left side of the equation in Part c represents the
1

uncertainties of the factors.

e. The righ.t side of the equation in Part c represents' the

uncertainty or the .approximate product. ,

Consider the following, division problem.

2499 t 75
100 ±

Ihere x ± Ax = 2499± 75

Y = 100 ±.16

a. Show calculations which confirm the trUth-of the equation

24994-_ 75
44 100 - 1'

Note that this is tilhe maximum possible value for, the quotient.

b. Show calculations which confirm the truth of the equation

i499 75
.-:. 24

100 + 1

Note'that this is the minimum pogsible value for quotient.

c. From4,the maximum 'ana minimum'possible values for the

quotient oonfirm that the true range of uncertainty for the

quotient will be .25 ± 1:

d. Show carculations.whichsonfirm that the ratio of the

midpoints of the numerator and denominator is 24.99.

e. Show calculations which confirm that thte relative uncer-

tainty of the numerator is approximately 3%. dbe the approximati n ,

2499 ci 2500.



\

ShOw calculations thitt the relative uncertainty of the'

denomknito.r is 1%.

Of

g.

the

I _

Show claculations that confirm that the relative uncertainty
4

quotient is 4%.
\

h. On your

this sentence.

For the

own paper write wordS\tttat will accurately complete'

foregoing diviSion proVlem the of the'

uncertainties of the numerator and denominator

closely approximated the relat4e uncertainty of the quotient.

6. . An Algebraic problem for 'the quotient of two ranges of un-,

certainty iimAar to the preceding Proble$1.4 (on products) will

not be presented helre because it is much more complfc4ted than

the product of ranges of uncertainty. If'you aie happy about tbis,

write yes on your paper. Perhaps this means that man was meant to

multiply, not divide.

41.
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REY/BW PROBLEM ,SET 8;

TA first fct problems are intended help you review how Talkes

of uncertainty behave under the operàtionsf addition, subtrac-

tign, multiplication anddaivision.

I.; Addition

(20 ± .04)

0.

(43 ± ,07)

ci /
absolute uncertainty absolute unCertainty absolute uncertainty

(first term) ' (sécoha term) (of sum)
4 _

//

,

e.- The tabsolute,uncertaint in Part d is the

the aesolute uncertainties .in
Y
Parts b and c.

;range of uncertaint,
Asum)-.

d.

2 Subtraction

-7

(801 4).. (167 ±. 2)

I C.
absolute uncertainty "abiolute uncertainty absolpte uncertainty

l

(first term) (second term). (of difference)

e

a.

of,

range of uncertainty
(difference)

. The absolute uncerttinty in Part d.is'the

,the absolute uncertainties in Parts b and c.

Multiplication Use the approximate.formula.

,(x ± Ax)(v ± Ay). = xy ±'(xAy + 1)%)

4 $ %

tocomputethe range of uncertainty in Part a. Then complete

Parts b through h.

(100 ±

of

(500 ± 5)

C.

absolute uncertainty
(first factor)

,

a.

range of uncertainty
(product)

absolute uncertainty abpolute unce4painty
(second factor) (of product',

*
i . i g.

relative uncertainty) relatiVe uncertainty J relative uncertainty,,
;

(first factor) (second factor) (of product)
f

..

) ,"00ofh. The relative Uncertainty ih Part g 16 the

the relative uncertainties in Parts e and f.
p.



4

e tht approximate formula

1 x xAs A
( . Ax),\+ (y- ± Ay) v- 5-, (

y + yx
)

Y

mpute the range 9f uncertainty in Part a. Then complete

through h.

# (10 ± 1 ) a .4(306 ar3)

absolute uncertainty
(dividend)

relative .uncertainty
(dividend)

d.

absolute uncertainty' absolute uncertainty

(divisor) (of quotient). --

f. g.
relative uncertainty relative uncertainty.

N$ (divisor) (of quatient)

h. Wake relative Uncertainty 1n. Part g is the

relati e uncer taint ips in Parts e and f.

8

range of uncertainty
(quotient)

of the

5. Co hvdrt the relatiVe uncertainty to abso ute uncertainty' and

also re rite the range o0 uncertainty using I he absoiute uncertaiinty.
S.

. ;
V

a. 1500 2% meters,

b. ..02 l6.$ grams

6. (in e ch case find the implied .absolute uncertainty of the, given

number.

,a. . 33.4215
#

b. 4 e,. 675..320

4 (

We. ' 111000 1

7. In the last month Hortense has driven round trip to N rdsburg
,

between 8 and 10 times. In the proces.s she has driven b ween
.

840 and 960 miles.

a. Exprebs the distance driven as a range of uncertainty.

b. EXpress t number of trips as a rancje of, uncertainty

C. Show calculations' verifying that the length of one round

trip to Nurdsburg dannbt be, more than 120 miles.

44*
Or'

4.

I



* I

Show calculatibns verifying that th length o One 1"rou

tr'ile Nurdsburg is at. leiasct 84 miles. .

e.,\ Express the 'length of one rbund trip. Nurdsburg as a
range d unceitainty.. /

44771.

r,

.

.

it
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SECTION 9:

9-1 1Introiction to Vectors

hortly you will be starting...the saidy of nutrition ill Biomed-

ical Science class You will investigate the requirements ft:a' a

healthful diet, how 'the digeitive system functions to meet the putri-

I tional' needs ofefè .body and some medical probleMs associated. with
S. 4

poor nutrition and malfunctions of the digestive system.

-

le mathematics material which you are beginning now is intende'd

te lay some.groundwork for your.stucly of nutrition.--;_You will be

solving problems initro1.ving the basic substance-s necessary in a healthy

of us must have a certain minimum amount of protein, fat4/

and carbohydrate. In Additionf-everyone_needs certain amounts of /

vitamins and minerals.

You wiil be able to answer questio s of the following sort when

'you,have 'finished this sequence of math lessons,

For what length of time ca u swim on the energy Obtained

by eati4ig one hot dpg?

2.\-How many spoonfuls of peanu butter and how many spoonfuls of

jelly siiduld be used to make a sandwich containing 12 grams-of protein

and 72 grams of carbohydiate?.
I .

3. \What'is the least expensive mixture of peanUts-and-cash6w

nuts con aining at,least \as mugA protein, fat and carbohydrate'as

a pound o liver?

9-2 A.74ct -s \

Mathemati ans frequently fild it convenieht to devise special

notatioins to make their work easier. '1A. mathematical notation is often

I a kind of ih6rthand i4ended to minimize the amount of writing (and

reading). Vectors are a t e of notation that make c'ertain typOs of

mathematica 'operations simpler to perform.0.
/

1
,

Consid r the following tab e, which gives the total mass of four

1

.

ireakfast t ods inYth'0 first co' umn The quantities of protein, fat
,

,

and carbohyate ire given in ticceeding columns.
4,_ .-.

1

i

i, ', _ _nol
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"

f

one

ant

oncit

one

A ma

-111themati

yrite the

0
Matri notation reducesithe writing required, and allois the, Lathe-

,

nmtictian to.concentratefon the numbers.
0

'IA single raw of numbers is called a row edtor. For ezcample,

a r vectOr can be written for one cup of'orange juice:
. t .

up of_orange juice
)crambled egg

lice of bread

glass 0; milk

411t maticia interested not in nutrition but only in pure .%

,could call such an array of numbers a matrix. He could

array in matrix notation:

1/ f
,

carbo-
jpass protein t hydrate

249 g, 2 7 1 g .26 g

.04 4 7 g -8 g 1 g

23 g 2 g .1 g 12 g

9.g. 9 g 12g.

249

*6444

23

244

2 I 26

.0 8 1

12

9 .9 12

7.

2'

12,49, 2, 1,426]

A single cOlumn of ngmbers is a.coIumn vectOY'. .A column'Vector
o

for,the quantities of,fat in all four foods listed in thl table is:
0

V

up a r

represe t a vector, an arrow is written above the letter.

a mathe atician would kAw that the tatement

1-

8'

1

9

ctors' are enclosedin.sqtare brackets; and tAb number making
, o-

w vector are separated by commas. If a letter is used to

For example,

= [4, 5, 6]

ideAtifi s'a vector for two roasons. He woula knoW thi,s because of

4 the aro over the V, and beruse of the square braakets, enclosing

numbers,,w ich.are separated ty the commas-.

_



TheinUmbers yithin the brackets ate the cortiponencs of a vector,.

The /1144)ers 4, ?land. 6. in the previous exaMplg ar9' thecomponents

of the Ambtor The''componnts of a vector may be pute or abStract

nuMbeV. They may he numbers associated wit_h;litnit-ssich 'as
0 4.r

4 cm, 5 cm. and 6 cm, or 4 eg, 5 kg and -6--kg, or 'even 4 \cm, 5 kg

' and 6 sec: In our oranie juice row vedtor, the componentxs are

associated with unitS Of. grams... Thus-

,

[2.49, 2, .1 261

represents 249 g, 2 g,

4

1 g and. 26 g, tespectively.. .

In our study of, nutrition we will wOrk mostly with row

vectors. And we will 'adopt .a convention for row ve'ctors of three

components. Our convention will be that ,the first component is the

grams of Orotein in a fOod, the second compdnent is the grams of

fat, while t e third component .is the grams of carbohydrate. Thus

the vector

[13, f,c]

represents p .graMS, of protein; .f grams of f t and c grams o -carbo-

. hydrate.

% We may represent the amounts Of protein,, fat and carbohtilrate

in one cup of orange juice by the vector expression

. . [2, 1,26J.

wg interpret the statement to, mean that the food (orange juice)

represented by c'ontains 2 grams of' protein, 1 gram of fat and, 25

grams:.of .carbohydrate.

Observe that the order in,which the components are written is

.important.

t26, 1, 2]

is not the same as

The first vector indicates 26 grams of p;otein, 1 gram of fat and:

2 'grams of carbohydratei, but the second indicates 2 grams df protein,

1 gxam of fat and 26 graMs of carlphydrate.
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-3 Sca Litt Mt4tijPlication

Ond cup Or orange juice contains about 2 grams ..ot prptei
gram of fa and.-26 gtams of carbohydrate: How 'much of lach

of nutrient boes tWo cups of orange juice contain? Two cpps o
otange juice contain twice as mikch as one ,cup, or 2 4 gr ms

of protein ' 2 1 = 2 grams of fat and 2 26 = 52 grrs of ca bo-
drate.

4
VIf vector's are to be useful, we should be *able to perform

these,mu3rtiplicadons usinT.Vector notation, 'and .in fact we ca9...
We may calculate the nutrients'. tuto quips of or,ange juice by .1

,.writing Ito

2\!..5 = 2 (2, 1,
, I.The multipliCation on the tight side is.done by wtiting:

I 2 .5 = [2.2, 21 226)

and final y
25 = [4, 2 52]."

L./

In the same manner we may determine the quantities of protein,.
fat and carbohydrate in three cups orvrang juice. We *may writd:!_

= 3 12, 261-

and solve this expression to obtain

35
= 311 3261.

, 33: =,[6, 3, 78].
. Three cups of ,orange juice contain 6 grams of protein, 3 grams

o'at and 78 grams of .carbohydrate.

We may riepresent any row vector as

(v, 2 /

The dotl indicate that the vector may hive anyinumber:of companents:-.

The general expression-for thelnultiplicati?n of a erector )Dy a nu41-

ber is

A

xV = (xv

The number multiplying the vector is called a scalar or.*scalar

number. The operation of multiblying.,a vector by a sc ar is-



,

called- scalar multIplicatIon. Scalar multiplication is one of the

techniques' we will use to, do nutritional computations.'

'Scalar Multiplicction is a ',commutative operation. That is to

:V

1.. Which of the' following are' vectors?

17.268
:.

2. /Identify in 'the previous prOblem a.?:;row vector,
;yector,, a ,platrix and a. scplar

When a -matheitatician. sees . the statement

11 [10. 2
1

.8]

which two things tell him that the quantity represented Is a

.a column



r-,

4 4. We.,have ad6pted a convention for interpreting vectors. The

vector f[31, 8, .11]kmeans g Of protein, .of fat and

of carbohydrate.

5. Inierpret the vector [11 3, 14] .

6. The vector for th6e nutritional ingredients of 245 g of yogurt

is.

Y = [8 13]

How many grams of fat are there in.245 g of. yogurt?

7. One scrambled egg .contains 7 g protein, 8 g Eat and 1 g

carbbhydrate.

.a. Two scrambled eggs contain g protein, g fat and .

g carbohydrate.

b. Write the nutritional contents of one egg .as a row vector.

4
c. If E = [7, 8, 1], which.of the following is equal to 2?\

(1.) [49, 64, lr

(2) [14, 8, 1]..

A slice .bf bread cOntains 2 g protein, 1 g fat and

12 g carbohydrate.

S. a. How much of

b. Write a row
a

a slice of br.Oad:
.

c. Write a vector

h do 3 sltbes 6ontain?
.4

r B for the nutritional ingredients of
,

4
equal to 3,B.

4 4
Operations suph as 2a,and 3B are called:

a. vector multiplication
#

9.

b. scalar multiplication

-10. Perform the indicated.scalat multiplications, using Vector

notation.'

a. One glass of milk .containt9 g protein, 9 g fat and 12

carbohidrate. How much of each do 2 glatses contain?

b. A piece Of Swiss cheese contains 8 g. protein, 8 g fat, and

1-g carbohydrate. How much of each do 8 pieces contain?

6 it



11. Tpe vector for the-nutritional ingredients of one-cup o

cooked spinach is,

.'

a. .auring an .unusually taxing day, Popeye ate 12 cups of

spinach. Write,a row_vector.for the nutritional ingredients..

of 'the.spinAch he ate.

0

b. Xf Popeye needs 0 g of protein .a day; 'did he eat enough

spinach to' meet his requirement*

12;" The .vector for the nutritional ingredients 'of one cup Of raw

oysters is [20, 4; How many, cups of Oysters are represented

by the vector [5, 1, 2] ? ,

13. The nutrient vector it of one sweet potato is

The vector for one cup of r9asted cashew nuts is

[24,e64, )41]-'

a., Find the nutrient vector for 20 sweet izotatoes.

(2.1,. 36] V.*

b. Twenty sweet potatoes contain more

than ose cup of cashews.

c. Twenty sweet potatoes contain less

of cashews.

and

.

than one Cup
r .

d.. .How, many sweet .potatoes must one eat to get. the same amount

ok fat as that in one cup of cashews?

4, Suppose that the nutrient Rvector for 195 g of mashed/potatoes

M [4; 8, 24]

How many grams of ma hed .potatbes are, represented by the vector

(.5, 1, 3].?

t.



SECTION.

10-lEquiva1er4'VeCtOrs

The previous,section-conbentrated omvectors with.three compo-
-.0.

.nents, 'since these vectors'willbe used in your study of. nutrition.

'This section. deal,S With tWo.'component'vectors. :The components.of

theSevectOrs.will'be interpreted.as pure numberth; that.is, nUmbers'

A,

.withOut units.

VectoisC-

two-space-.7,77

jAnents may be represented graphically in

'represented on a graph as an arrow. IC .

1 may be represented as an arrow whose "tail"-
. 7

1(1[) 0) and whose "head" is at the point (5, 7),
example, he':

.is located a the ISói

4
$

.

o

Note the difference in notation between a vector and'the coor-

dinates of a point. The coordinates of a point are enclosed in
-',

parentheses, while.a v ctor is enclosed in square ?rackets. The

numbers within the br ckets are the components of the vector. We

may refer to the X-component and y-component cy a vector, bqt these

components are different from,x-coordinates and. y-cbordinaltes.
#

Coordinates designate points on a graph. Components of a vector,

however, are the differences petween the coordinates of the head ,of

an arrow and the coordinates of the tail of the arrow. The comPOnents

of a vectovmay be found by subtracting the coordinates of the tail

from the toordIknates of,the head. The tail of the vector shown in

the g fph above has the. coordinates (0, 0). The head has the coor-

* dina d (5, '7). The x-component of the vector is consequently 5 4. 0

5. The y-component of the vector is 7,- p .7. Thus we represent'
%

the vector Py)the expression [5, 7.] .

/ The vectir represented in the 4aph above is not the only yectoro.

with an x-component of 5 and yicomponent of .7.

04

,



vector on the ridilt in the following graph.
4

(o,

IN 111 Li NM ('3,9)

11
II

I (57) PH
1111mai 1111111 II

FAN NMI inn111

FA m

=5/1111111111
Ingsam

A
0

The coordinates oif the head of the right-hand vector are (13F 9),

while the tail 4's located at the p\oint (8, 2).. Therefore, vibe x-

compdhent/of tlie vectv is 13 -.8 = 5, and the y-compone: is

9 - 2 = 7. he right-hand vector is thus represented in vector

notation as C5, 7]. The right-hand vector'has tfie same components
,

It(

X

as the 1 ft-hind vector and is represented by the same.notation,

althou h. tlie heads and tails have different coordinates.r t

The right-hand vector and the left-hand vector are said to

be equivalent. Ln vector theory'two vecto-rs may be,eguivalent

,aliApugh they do hot occupy the same position when graphed.

. Let us further illustrate the idea of equivalence by another
A

example. Consider the four vectors repres.exited In the following.

grapft. WhichNare equivalen0

1,1

/1111111111111111611111111

fill11111111111111.1111111111

11111111M1111111111111111

1111111111111111M1011
IMILIIII1111111111111111

(0,0)

41-

To, detimine the ecalivalence of the vegors pe must find the compo-

phfLi of each. Rebelll that the components o:f.a vectorare fou

---:

'
4

't
74,

4
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by subtracting the coordinates,ofdthe tail from, the coordinates of

-the head.

Thus the components of.vector A expressed in vector notition
-

are [3, 1]. ¶he x-component,of vector B is 1 - 0 = 1, while the

y-com nent, s 6 - 3 = 3. In vector notation- g is [1, 3]. g is

not equi alent to because its x-compo ent is not equal to the
\ °

x-component\of. A, hor are the Ircompone ts equal.

The x- lomponent of vector is 8 - 2 = 6;. the y-component is
. -

2 = 2. C 101 vector notatioh is consequently [6, 2]. Although
4

6 potnts in the\ ame direction sls A, it eis not equivalent to a,

because the two ctors do not- h ve the same components. Nor-is 6

equivellent to.g.

The components of vector re 9 - 6 = 3 and 2 - 1 = 1. Ih

vector notation, s [3, 1],.-15 is.equivalent tol, because its

CUponents are equal to the components of A. 4

A

Let us summarize thls section with a formal definition of

sfuivalence. Two vec ors are said to be equivalent if and only if

sheir respective compo ents are equal.

10-2 Adding Vectors

In Section 9 we adopted a convention for expressing th, quantities
,

of protein, fat and carbohydrate in\ a food as a- vector. The first

component represents grams of prote n, the 'second component grams
,

of fat and the third gram6 of carbo ydrate. One scrambled egg con-
.

.
. 1

tains 7 grams of protein, 8 rams o fat and 1 gram of carbohydrate,

so we write the vector for\a. scrambl d egg [7, 8, 1]. One slice

of bread contains 2 grams of protein, 1 gram of fat and 12 grams

of carbohydrate; 'its vector\is [2 1, 12].

In.Section 9 we discus ed how to determine, using vector no-
b

Wion, the amount of each Utrient in two.eggs or three slices of
4

bread. We did not discuSs hlimever, how Op use Oqctors to calculate
, F

. thii coibined nutritional Nia ud of one egg and one slice of bread.
-.

In this section you will le rn how to solve problems of this le
,

li by adding yectors.

.We will start by adding vec ors on a graph on the foilowing

page. Congper vec, rs and on the graph. /



(4- )

(e)

II

Vectors may be addeh graphichlly by placing them "head-to-tail."

Thi,s. 'is-tone by drawing an equivalent vector wi.th its tail located
4

at the head of the other vector. In our examp.e, we dxa,w-acfvector

equivalent to T3 with its tail at the point (8\,13) . Th head of

:this equivalent vector is then at the point (12, I0).

(a.,ics)

(615)

(CO

The sum of vectors and is a vector with As tail at (0, 0) and

its head at (12, 10). That is to say

+ = [12, 10]

I

We may also.perform_the ac4tion by placing a vector
-

A with its'
a

tail .at the same point as th,\ head of B.

44.

equivalent

A

4



11111
111111111111111111111111111/1"

uumiiu
(12.110)

Tly.s sum.i again the vector [121 10], so we may say hat

Thps,
4. 4. 4.
13'= B + A

arid vector addition is commutative. i

. .t it
-

It is not neceSsary to add vectors:gttph ally. Vectors may

be added by simply adding, components. The ye ors in oui example

may be added by adding the first component of it to the first compo-

nent of 13, and the second component of I to the second component of:\

i'li t /

S.

7 -+ [8, ] = [4 + 8, 7 + 31

= [121 10]

0 .
The result is the,- same as that obta#ined by grairical addition.

We have demonstrated the addition of veciors for one particular,

case17 We may also state the general case.' i't'he addition olf vector

[a, b] to vector [c, dl is givefl by the exAession

[a, b] + [c, d] +
/
b.+ d]

\
1 The -general case may also be 'shown graphically. The next graph

rearesents thi. addition (If vectqr [a, I?] and vector A .= [.c, d].



÷ k

Note that,Bi and Blare equivalent vectors. The components
2 .

. of a vector are.t e differences in coordinates between the head

and the-ta41. T e.differences in coordinates of BI are c - 0 = c.

spd d - 0 = d. he differences in coordin4tes of B2 are given in

vector.notation

+.c a, b + d b] = [c,

We conclude his section by returning to the problem we posed

at the beginning o the section. How much protein; fat and carbo-

hydrate is containe in one scrambled egg and one slice of bread?

The:scrambled egg ve tor is [7, 8, 1]; the bread yector is [2/1, 12

fle may determinelthe t tal quantity of each nutrient by vector

addition;

#

4[7, 8, 11 + [2 I 12] = [7 + 2, 8'+ 1, 12]

= [9 13]

A sicramblOd egg and slice of bread:together contiin 9 grams of pr

6in, 9 grami of 'fat and 3 grams ot CarbOhydrate.

1
This simple example i1ustttes the use of vector addition in

A

doing dietary CalculAions.

'
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PROBLEM SET 10:.

r

1

e".

ag"

4.

A

-k

-1

)/1

Which i vector [4 2]7

The head of vedtor [4, 2] is at what point?

c. ;The tAil of vector.[4, 2] is at what point?

Which vector on the graph is vector [2 0]?

e. Which is vec or [-4, -2]?

f. Vector El is said to be to vector



4

a. Vector B is designated

vector [7, ?].

Which. vector is equivalent to vector A?

Designate vector A ar vector g.

Which vOctor- vectors afe equivalent to vector B?

0

e. Which ve6tor is designated [1.5, 2]?

Draw the following vectors on a.4raph.

a. [1, 3]

l. [5, 2).

c. 2]

dopr6, 0]

I

.10



, ,-;-7.7.*

,

. f . il-
?......,evo...~re.7..am.~..m...,r..,....................4......,..

.

f

0 1

a. Draw,a vector equivalent to B with i s. tail at the 'same

point as the head pf X.

b Drclp a vector from the origin'to the hOthl of the vector

you drew equivalent to

c. This vector is .4he yector sum A + Which of the following'
. '

vectors ois 'it? t

() [9,

(4) [ -2 , 2]

4 d. Repeat the procedur ut this time draw a vector equivAolent

to. X withits,tail at the, same point as the head of

Is the resultant VectOr sum of part d re same as part
,

Does = -13 +
4

Is the apition of vectors.commutative?



.

7777.7."77-"u.. 7

7

// I.
. , ' / a

5. Vectors'may be added simply by adding their components. Which

Oif, the fpllowing is ,a Correct .m,ettlbd of adling' the two veotors in

Problem 4?7

1

a. [4r 3] if 121. 5] 7[4 3,* 2 + 5] [7 7]

b. [41..3] + 2, 3 + 5.] = [6, 8]

c.. 14 3:1+ [2, 5] =1.4 2 + 3 5.= 23

d., [4, 3] 4- .[21: 5.]= 4 3 + 2 5 = 22

6. In general,. [a, bi c ? (choose one)

a. [a + b, c + d]

b. [oh + cd]

c. [a + c, b + d]

. Add the following 7eCtors:

a. [3, 9] + [L. 4] (

h [16, 0] 4. [1 3]

c 2] + [7,

d. [I , 3]. + [ 4 -5] -

[a,-13] +

f. [3 + [§,' 9] '+ r7!

[5 .0] + [4, 7] [ 3

[3, 6, 2] + [4, 7, It]

: 0
\
[5, 0, 3]-1. [74, 6,1,9].

.

[6, 3, 1] + [6, 4, 2] + [6, 3]

\tet two tablespoons oef pethjut biltter =. P.
,

;Jet twO *14ces o,1 white bread =

[8 16]

The order Of thie yector componegts.is protein, fat.
1. \

,a. Graph P + d. .Does P-ft. P. + $?

b. Graph 15N4P,P

73 4



et two tablespoons ol chocolate syrup = g.

et one piece of cherry pie = C.

Let one scoop of vanilla ice cream =

4 = [4 15]
...

= [2, in

[0, 11

The o;der of the vector components

a. Graph + + g.
0

- b. .Gr ph + +

C. Oa culate + -N7

nptation.

is protein fat.

and write the rdsult using vector

d. Do the graphical and calculatedv.alues agrees .

10. Let one-cup of whole milk =

Let one ounce of, corn flakes = C.

Let two tablespoons .of sugar "='11g

6



)Reter to the °f(511.6winq, table in Problems 11 through 18.
1

Let onel' slide of ham =
,

Le. one!, slice of sKiss ,cheese

Le t. clie sliee.of. white bread

Let one slice of French 'bread

Let one slice Of rye bread =
4.

gram gram 1:U 1. gram mg mg . mg mg . U

Protein ,.. fat, garb calciuni iron vit. A thiamer,, niacin vit. C

Iii,' 10,
.',

. a =. [2', 1,
4.
F = 12b 4 L,

1 '
9-

[2, .'6,
a

1

0, 6, .1.6, 0 .25, 1.5,

1 , 262, . 3 320., . 00, - . 0,

12 , 16, . 6 , 0, . 06, . 5,
\

1-4,, 10; .. ..- 5 , 0, . 06, . 6,

o
12 17, 04 I

0]

]

'II... How:many millagrams of iron would a harrk, and cheese on rye sand-
wich have? (We ore ignoring mustard, mayonnaise, etc. 'for the present.)

12. Whi0 kind of bread is richest inairoa?,

11. Which kina. of btead has the least niacin?

14.r W.ritp a .column vector giving the mg'thianiin in each fdod.

15. Wri%% the amountof protein, fat and carbohydrate for one slice
Frbnch bread in".vector notation.

SI. re

16. Write 'a vector 'for one slice of cheese. showing the amount 'df
-"protein4- fat, 'paxbohydratp, calcium, irony vitamin A, thiamin;

too.' .

,, niacin-, and wittimin C, in: that order.
. .,, ,

.
.4..

i

47.., Write -in vector notatir °the sum 2H + C + 2R, using protein, fat, ,

carbohYdrate calcium, irdn, and Vitamin 'A, in thatorder, as the,
compone4ts:

, *

18. oin thii problep use. protein; fat ,nd carbohydrate,. in that order,
.

° . .
- as theroniponents nof all vectors.

; 0 .

. Descibe" the makeup of the sani4w,ich descritied by tie vector 4

'

,1

re,

n

AAA_

I.



if .

b. Compute .the sum in Part . a.

This sandwich, has the same amount of

Problem 17,
*

as the Sandwich

44

AI
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ed to a number, the sum is the number itself..
4

n = n
w

Zero s said to be'the additive identity:for the system of scalar.
1

)num& s. Zero is thie additive identity becausewhem it is added

td a nuMber, the um .is the-same. number.

When 'the vectOr [0, 0, 01 is added to a three-coMponent vector,-

the sum is the vector ifself.:

c] + [0, 0, 0] =. [a, b, c]

'TherefOre.[O, 0/0] is the addlive identity for vectors with

three components, This vector is called,the zwo vector.
.

.
,

Two scalar ilumber's may add together to give the additive iden-
4

tity, zero. We then say that one number is the additive ihverse of
,

the other. The additive inverse of 5 is--5 because

We may also speak of the additive inverse of a vector. The

additive inverse of vector [5, 6, 7] is [-5, -7] because.

[5, '6 7]: + 1-5, -6 -7) = [Q, 0, 0].

.Recall-that 0, 0 'is the additive identity 'of three-component

vectors. .

40, 1r'

In Sectiarl 9-t you *were introduded to scalar multiplication .

o-f vectors. If vectdr V = [a, b, c] is multiplied by scalar x, the

One way to obtain tfie additive inverse of .a vector is scalar

multiplication by -41. Vector multiplied by -1 gives .thei additive

inverse of
.

n gen4al then,



is the additive identity ve tor:
(

We have briefly discussed additive:identiti and;a0ditivie in-
*

verse as an introduction to subtraction of v ctorg. Reciall that,

_subtracting a number is equivalent to adding ke numbers additive

inverse. For example, subtracting 7 from 5 ia quivalent to adding

f to 5.

a

5 - 7 = 5 + (-7) = -2'

subtract.ng -8 frome4 is equivalent to_adding 8 and 4. .

4 - (-8) = A 4t, (+8) = 12

..The'same principle is true for subtraátinT vectors. Sub-

tracting a vector is the same.as adding its additive inveege. As

an example let A =- [3, 7, 5] and g m [1, 4, 2], and let us calcu-
+

+ +
late A. - B.

, - 3 + (tug
= [3. 7. 5] + (-1)[1, 4,. 2]

The right-hnd vector is multiplied by t-he scalar -

A - g [3, 7 5] +

We then.add the two vectors.
k.

I.

..

-v.

..t

A- 13-'= [3

[2 3]

"Ilt6 ekampl.p above i11/strates subtraction.o svectors.

Oneral for vectors of three components,

a b, c] - [d e, f] = - d, b -e C e

ttit formula is used to solve a problem, the first three, steps
1

in'the solution above need not he done. WO may. simply write
4 '

A. 7 B. = 6,71 5] - [L 4 '2]
.k:lik,',

1 Y

:[I.- I, 7' ..,--44 ,!-!2] :

4. . . ... t

=. [2i -3, 3] 1
., . -,_.I-

+Scalar multiplication andoyecLo AdditioWare commutative:
- q

-s.

OPerations. What about yector aubtraction? f subtraction.is

f,



:

commutative, then A -,B = B - A. Let us find out by using the vec-/

tors'A and B of the previous p44agraph.-
0

.
[1, 4, 2] - 13, 7,

= -3, -3]

f

t4

'B - A is.not equ4 al to A - 9. Tilerefore vector' silbt'taction is not
-4-

commutaave.

11-2 Dilkensions of Vector Spaces

In Section 10-1 we:represented vectors on graphs. The vectors

we represented had two component's, A two-component vector can.be

represented in two-dimensional space, or two,space,..t:hat iston a

plane;

Vectors of three ,components may be represented in three-

dimenslanal:space, or three-space. Tpere is a third coordinate

in three-space; this c-odtltmette-is_conventionally csilled the z-

\coordinate. It is conveJtional to stage -the-three-coordinates in
1

the order (k, y4 z). Li ewise the'components of a vector in. thre-e=
i 0 .

spacesare 'in the order [x, y, z).

. .

.



Th vector illustrated above is designateal 5, 6]. Visualize

the x and y axes as tiping in the plane of the paper'and the z axis'
,

coming out of'the"paper at a right angle7 4

Vectors are not restricted to two components or three components.

A vector in four-space is representOd by four components. A vector .,

in n-space,is'represented by n components; However, we have4o sat,-

isfatory way toerpresent vectors with fourior more aomponents

graphically. \
/



1. Isf =16, 4], 2V =

= [2, -7, 1], (-1)V =

(Multiple Choice) .

.

4

2., The additive identity of the real number. 7 i a.

b .0, d. 2.4 .

(Multiple Choice)
e

. .

3. The.additive' identity of a veCtor is the vects)r which when

. added to that 'vector gives the same vector. The additive identity

of vector [3 I 1, 2] is: a.° - -2J, b. [1, 1, 1],

c. [2, 1 3], d. [0, 0,.*0]

4. Wha..E is the additiVe 'identity .of [ -2,

(Multiple choice.)

Suppose Ve add 6' real,n.umber and another: 'number (n) and get
. _ .

a sum of zero. The nalig Mathematicians have given+ to this other

pumter is: a.* additive identity, b. additive inverse,

c. iden- ity inv4se, A. scalar sum

6. When a_ vector and* its. additive inverse are Summecl, the result

is the vector.

In each of Problem 7 through l0 find -the additive inverse of the
;

given v tor,

7]

10]: S.

9.

10.

[-2,

[ 100,

76]

-150,

(MulLple Choice,)

11. Whch scalar multiplicafion 4iveS, the additive inverse of

the vector lx, y a. z],. b. (0) [x 17 I ZP] U

(1)bc,011-11 q- lx y, z]

,



Which' is correct?.

a. [6, 9] - [4; 2 6$ 9] 2 [2, 7]

-
b. [6, 9] - [4%, 2] = [6., 9] -4, -2] = [lq, id]

I
C.. [6, 9] [4, 2]* [6 -9]

Which is correct?

Eab] - [c, d] - c, b - d]

b. [a,b] [c, =-4" [a b, c

c. [a .b] [c, d] = [c - a, ,d - bJ

15. Is subtraction of vectors cbmmtitative?
*

16. Perform the following vector subtractions.

a. [12 16 ] - [9r 5] e. [6, 8, 10]. - CL 5,

[3, 8] - [2, o] f. [a, b, c,] - x,-y, z]

2] = 6

.c. [7, 4] - [18,..11] g. [8, 3] 4-[19, 1] - [7, 2].

a. [3; 5] 7 [6, -8] h, [14,..10]:,- [1 Ci] [2, 1]-.;

I

1

In Problems 17 through 21 .suppose that

A .= :2]

s = [-2, 5, -.3]

11; [0, 2]

7 Caroni oilt the .f61lowing

a. compute 2A

b, compute:-3g,

,c. Subtract the vector.

18. Compute 5g

19. Compute

.20. c:?mpute g

f 21: 6mpute "g

steps in order to compute .2ri

f
in part 12 from the vector in part a..44
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In Frollems 22 through 27, refer to the following table "which

gives [protein, fat, carbohydrate] vectors for various foods.

steA (1 serving)

fried perch (1 serving)j

chfcken pot pie (one)

peas (1 cup)

corn (1 ear)

broccoli (1 stalk)

mashed potatoes (1 cup)

rrench bread (1 slice)

[20, 27, 0]

-A 7 [16, 11, '6]

6 31, 31

5:= [9,,. 1, 19]

16]

P. [6, 1,448]

6 [4, 1,. 25]

A-. [2, i., 13].

22% Find the nutrient vector for a meal consisting of one serving

of steak, half a clip of peas and two Slices of french bread.

That is, compute,

23. Ofie'evening Elmo had a meal consisting of one chicken pot

pie, one cup of mashed potatoes and a certa411 unknown vegetable:

The nutrient vector A.for the entire meal was [35, 33, 38]. Carry

out the following steps to find the nutrient vector X for the un-

known vegetable.

a. .Find nutrient vector for the-pot pie and mashed

potatoes combined (add and 6).

b. Subtract the 1;ector in part a,+from A to find X.

24. .Noxbert Numnitz had a meal of roast veal, one ear of corn, and

one cuip of mashed potatoes. Mhe vector A for the meal was [30, 16,

Alb' 'Find the vector X for the roast yeal:

25. If one sFrving of fried perch, one serving of baked'squash

and two slic'es of french bread gi:ve a nutrient vector

M.= [24, 14 94]

find the vector X for a helpin% of baked squash.

26. A meal with A = [53, 25.5; 62.5] oonsisted of two helpings of

perch, three sta1kp of broccoli, half aicup of mched pota-Eoes and

one beer. Find ple nutri*nr vector for.!one beer.

0-



27 Ima Goodwin had a meal with M = [41, 35, 51],consisting of

( one pot pie, twb ears of corn and some broccoli. How much broc-

coli did she eat?

I.
. I

V A .

e
I

I

e

a. ,,,The minimum number of components necessary to specify V

in this figure is-

(Rultiple Choice),

b. Vector k, is designated

(1)-[a, b]

ca, b] + [

29. istfie 9, 3] poasible? In what,kind of space? ,



SECTION 12:

A-1 Dot Products of Vectors

The'quantities.4 protein, fat.a4-carbohydra

be expressed by a three-component vector.

F [f f
2'

f ]

l' 3

in a fobd may

',ASA

Food F contains f1
grams of protein, f

2
grams of fat and f gramatiof

.

carbohydrate. .1

Often you will be given the amounts of protein, fat and carbo-

hydrate in a food and aSked to determine the calories. of energy.

provided by that food. Nutritional research has shown that a gram

of protein,provides roughly 4 calories, a gram of fat about 9

,a.16-ries,.while, a gram of carbohydrate yields approximately 4

calories fl grams of protein,therefore provide 4f1 calories,

f2 grams of fat provide 9f2'calories and f3.grams of carbohydrate

provide 4f3 caldries. The total calories provided by food F is

To tal 4 cal 9 cal

Calories
f g prots + g fatr

g prot fat
g carb ,

g arb

4 cal .,4 cal

. J. .

.3 . -tria:54aL

= 4f + 9f
2

+ 4f,
3

caloriel-7 _

m.

. J.,

The calculation above is aA example of what is called a dot

, product or inner.product. A dot product i,Athe produCt of two'
..

.vectot6.

The numbersof calories in-each of the three typis of nutrients

may be written as:a vector of three components. Call this vector k.*

where

= [k k *k ]
l' 2 3

4
calories

= g protein

calorkes,
g fat

4
calories

=
g carbohydrate

644

.*

o.
85

_



K = 14, 9, 4]

The dot product of 1.t and P is written

K = [4, 9 ,A] I. [f
l'

f
2'

] calories.
3

A dot product is found by mUltiplying ithe-rfirst_component oft

one vector by the first 'component of the other, the second compo-,

nent of one by the second component of the other and the third com-

ponent of one by the third component of the other. These three

pfoducts are then added. The sum is the dot product.

The dot product of 11 and P may be detqrmined in this way.

0

K P = y 4 , 9 4] [f
2 3

f ] calories

4f + 9f + 4f
3

calories
1 2

This expression gives the total calories provided by food P . Note

that the dot product of tWo vectors is not itself a vector bd

rather a -scalar nUmber.

We may write an expressign that defines the dot product for

the general case, .Ehe multiplication of twIlo vectors of n components.

Suppose we. have the tWo *vectors

-A = . .

2

Observe that both vectors .must have the same number of compo-

nents, because each term of th4 product contains one coMponent of

).°

The right side of .the previous dxpressipn is rather:long nd

unwieldy,. Mathematicins do,/not 'like clumsy notation or expr ssions

requiring -large amounts of. w4iting. As we have. Said before, new

notation is often. created tb redupe the amount "of writing. There

is et problem though, and, the problem is tha. sUCh "shorthand" can

ghten those /104 familiar with it. 'Mere is a tendency to avoid
.

)



lprning and using it. However, learnpgriT,w notation is generally

worth the effort-, because it siplifies handling numbers. Simpli-

fying the handling of numbers is a large part Of'what tathematics

is about.

Expressions such as that on-the right side of the equation'

above may be wTten in more oompact fotm by,using summation notation.

In order to see how summation notation works, suppose we start with,

a simple examtile. Suppose that we want to find a quiCk way. of

writing the following sum.

-a + + a. + a +a + a
.2 . ..3 4 5

.

6 7' 8 9'

We .begin by.noting sa,few things abodt'this sum. All ..the terms are
e

.the same:expept-for the subscripts. The,subscripts begin at two.
,

.and.run up to:nine, In summation notation, we_would-write the sum

as follbws.
9

.

TM symbol is the capital sigma of the Greek alphabet,

Sigma is the counterpart of our*"S", the first letter,'of the word

"sum." The notation "i=2" beneath:the f indicates that t6he summa-°

tion begins with the term in which i is .equal to 2. The 9.1above

the 1 means that the sum ends with the, term inwhiOh, 9. In

otherW9rds, the Sum is from.A.2.to a
. 9..

et us illustr'ate summation notation with anotner simple

problem:

.EXAMPLE:

caldta6±
i=l

given that

= 1

a = 2

,st

,

,

'



SOLUTION:

= 1 + 2 + 3 + 4-

= 10

The sum of a. 'for 1 to 4 is. thus 1-0.

Tule dot "product of two vector' s may be expressed in terms cif

suthmation notation. Let us usethe-vectors Sed °previously,

i' "

an]4 a ...

. 'and Dpi, 132". 1

Vie dot product of1 and is ='a
1
b
1
.°+ a

2
b
2
+... + a1 :b. +.

+ jaxibn. This dot prOduct pay be.written* more easily using suinmation
,

noCation.
_ _

,-,--- y a.

-, .

The followiAt p m illustrates the Use of the dot 'product

to calcul te the number of calories, provided by a ipecific food:

,

.

EXAMPLE: ; -
)

.
, ,

4 a
0

A .beef pot pie i ,10% protein, 15% fat and ,19% carbohydrate.

, How many cAlories ar:e provided by a 200 g serving of beef pot pie?

SOLUTION: .

The first step i.p.'to f,ind the number of grams of protein, fat

and carbobydrate in the 200 g se'rving. This is eAsily done, using

tbe percentages given.

AO X, 200 420\g protein
r

. 15 ,X:200..= g fat

. 19 4. 200 = .38 g carbohydrate

'Therefote the kotein, fat, carbohydrate vectkix B



The calories Per gram of protein, fat and aarbohydraie are given

by the vector k.

.

The total Calories in the serving of beef ,pot pie is the dot.product

of k arid

= [4. 9,

'Performing

[20, 30, 381 calories

-- 4 20 ,+ 9 30 + .4 38 bal.ories

the indicated multiplications and addition, we obtlain)

i = 80 + 270 -I- 152 calories

= 502 calories

Is do product tmultiplicatiop commutative? Doe5 it matter

, whether 'we wite k -or 4? Let us determinsi; .11 and compare

the result to the result, of the example, above.

t's = [20, 30, 3 ]e[41;,9; c4ories

calories= 20 4 + 30 9 + 38

= 80 .4- 270 + 152 calories

= 502 calories

Thus t k = k In fact the dot product operation is always

commutative.

I ±

PROBLEM SET-1 .

Find the dc4.4roduct of the following:

(rultiple Choice)

1. [a, b] [c, d] =

a.. (a + b) (c. + d)

(.a + C)(b +.d)

[3, 7]. [9; 4.] =

75

0
c. ab cd

d. ac + bd

89

N



to

-1, 314 2] =

.0)41, 18] 7

yl.[1, 1] =

=

[x,237]-[0,

Olultible Choice)

bc].[x y =

a.. (a + b + ) (x + y

(4bc)(xyz)\

9. [1, 2, 3].[i 2,'1] =

10. [1, 2 3][1, 1 .1],=

,

11. [x, y, z].[Of 0] =

12. [xyy, z]s[0,

13. [x, y, \-1# -

14. [X1, xv, .x3,x4 x5, x614171, '.174' y5, 6
qp.tA,_

It

For Problems 15 through 1. 7, find the dot products and give th
, -

proper units.-

15. [6 cal/g, 9 c'al/g][4 g1,3 g]

16. [3. acorns/acre,. 7 acorns/acrej.[2,acres, 1 acre].

[,300 people/sq mile/600 people/sq Mile, 200 peopie/iq mile

[41 sq mile; 70 sq.mile, 100 sq mile]

18. Is it .pdssible.to, have a dot'produCt [a, b, c][x, ITT?.

19. True or False? [a, b, c].[x, y, z] = tax, 14, cz].

.20. Discuss the difference.b.etwen 2Dsty, z 'and.f2, 2,

.1
0

-
e.



(Multiple Choice)

21. a
1
+ a' + a

3
+ a + 4

,.6
i .

may be writteh in isu tion notation as

7
.

7

. I a. / a., c. Y 7. X.i.

1..1 1
.

4...1 ' 4.1 i=1

. 10 '.'

22. Write th

in'summa on notation.

23. Wri e the sum -

s + +s
1 2

..-I- SEM

in s mmation notation.

24. Vector = [a a' t a ] and vector A b
/ 11 2 2'

/ using the summation sign.

25.. Write your answer to Problem 14'using the summation sign.

r7,--(Multiple Choice)

26 1 + 2 + 3 +...+ n'can.b

. ,

n n
a. E n b. y i

i=]. J.=].

sigritten as:

c.
0 n=1

27. We know from investigation that a gram of protein Contains 4

calories, AL gram of fat 9.ca1ories, and a gram of carbohydrate 4

calori,s. These numbers ire called conversion factors. Writel a

3-component vector from tfiese conversion factors arid call it k.

RemeMb that the order is, important.

28., A s1Lrlojn ,ateak is 24% protein, 32% f t and 0% carbohY4'atel.

a. How many grams each ot protein, fat; and,carbohydrate

o gram of steak?

b. How:Many grams of each' are in 100 'grams of steak?

Write a vector1 showing the' grams of each in a .100-gram

steik.

,



29. 4 si order of French fries has...4 mass of 50g; is proteint.

13% f and 35% carbohydrate. .

Find the number of grams of protein, fat, and carbohydrate

n/ti side order and write a vector P.

/
/

/b.4 Use the dot produCt operation to'find the number of calories
)

4n/a side order of Frehch fries.

In a lettuce and tomatO,salad the tomato vector is [1 0, '4]

and the lettuce vector L is [2,. 0, 3]. A tablespoon of blue cheese

/dressing contains 1 g protein, 8 g fat and 1 g carbohydrate.

a. Write a vector for the'salad with a tablespoon of dressing.

b. Use the dot product to fin the number of calories in the

31. A glass of milk his a mass óf 244 g, of which 9 g are protein,

9 g are fat and 12 g are-carbohydrate. A.piece of chocolate cake

has a mass oE 120 g, of which 5 g are protein, 20 q are.fat.and

67 g are carbohydrate.

a. Using vector_notation, find the number of calories in a

glass of milk.

b. Do the same for piece of chocolate'cake.

c. Add the milk ve tor and the cake vector, and use the sum to

\find the total calorie in the two foods.

d. Add the calor es obtained in a and b. _Does the sum equal

the answer torc?

32. A 17-year-oldsbtudent,requires 3000.calories a day and.bas al=

mady consumedy.2000 calories. Will a dinner of the salad,: steak, *-

french fries, Milk and chocolate cake described in Problems.28 through

31 give him sulkicient calories? How many calories mo4 or.less

than he reAul.res will the dinner provide?

*33. Food iS converted tp energY in the body by a,chemical process"

in which oxygt reacts with the protein, fats, and Carbohydrates

to tprm water, carbon clioxide, wastel's and energy. Th4 water,formed

i called metabolic water and is available to ihe body to perform

the normal fOctions of water. The amount'of Abtabo*c water,formed

f protein, 1.0 g/g of fat and .16,91 pf carbohyd6te.is .4 g/g

99



a. Write of metabolic water per g o protein, fat and carbo-
.

A ,

\hydrate, as a.; .14ctor, W,

b. A quapt of milk has a maps of 976 g and 'contains 36 g

protein, 36 g fat and 48 g carbohydrate. Write the last three

numbers as vector M.

-c. Use the dot product W M to find the amount of metabolic

water formed.by the oXidation.of a quart of milk.

d. Assume that the remainder of the 976 g of m 1 is water.

How much water does the quart of milk contain?

1.e: Use the results oi c and 0, to find the total amount of

water' gained by dripking a quart Of milk.

Use the res,lts of e and the following data to determine

whether consumption of a quart of milk causes a net increase or

'decrease ot water in the body.. .

Energy content of 1 quart of milk: 640 cal.

Water lost initleat dissipation: .6 g/cal.
4

Water lost in wastes: .8 g/g of milk

g. Would a diet of4nothing but milk (no other food, no water)

make a person thirstier or less thity?
r

*34. To convert a gram.of protein to energy 9 ,liter of oxygen is

used; to convert a gxem Of fat 1.9 litek.s ar used; and .8 liter

is used to convert a gram of carbohydrate.

a. 'Write the amount of oxygen as a vector 62 and use the vector

,to determine how much oxygen is used to convert to energy food con-
..

ltaining 10 g prOtein,20 g fat and 55 g carbohydrate'.

b.. How much Oxygen is'consumed metabolizing a quart of milk?
, t

(Use data from Problem 33b.)



PROBLEM SET 13:

1. On frankfurter has a mass of 51 grams, of which 6 grams are

protei 14 grams are-fat, and 1 giam is carbohydrate. A hot dog

bun h s a protein, fat, carbohydrate vector of [4, 2, 24].

a. Use vector notation to find the number of calories in one

fra kfurter. There are approximately 4 cal/g of protein, 1 cal/g

Of fat, and 4 cal/g 'of carbohydrate.

b. Find how many calories the bun has, using vector operations.

c. How many calories doee a hot dog and bun have?

2. The followifig table' giVes the number of calories per kilogram

per minute a. person'uses in performing variogs physical activities.

In order to.find the number of calories you use in performing such

activities,'you have to mtiltiply the figure given for an aptivity

'by your mass in leilograme.

Activity cal/kg-min

Wa5hing, diessing .032

Sitting; eating 025

Sitting; metching 4 .023

Standing .028

Walking . .055

. N. Running 447

Typing; diivibg a car .035

Dancing 1 .087

Swimming .163

,

a. Find your mase to the nearest kilogram. 1 lb = .454 kg
%.

b. Find the number of calories per minute you use in perform-

any three of.the activities 'listed.

t

.3. ow many calories would you gain if you ate two hot dogs in-

clud ng buns and.it took you 8 minutes to eat them?

4 hoose any three activiti9s from the table in Problem 2 and

find out hpw long you would have to spend at each of the activitiesii
.. ...

to upe up the net4calories supplied by tWo hot dogs.

/

94
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5. -Effie the heffalump spends 24 hours 'a .day, eating...She eats

nothing but hdt_dogs night and.day, cl:phsuming them at a'rate of

one every four minuteg:. 'nevek changes. What igeter.

.mass? Assume that-Effie. uses .025 cal/kg-tin as the eats.

6 Suppose you had the.following dinner and it too] you-410 minutes

to kinish the meal.

(

Ae

1head lettuce = t = [1, 2]

tbsp'.' blue cheese dressing = 5 = 8,.1]

.3-oz. 'steak = g = [2(0, 27, 0]

10 French fries = P =120_7, 2011

1 cup.milk = M = [9, Y, 12]

1 piece chocolate cake = [5, 20 671

a. How many calories' does this meal provide?

b. How many calories would you use while eating tht meal?

c. Goose any three'activities from the table in Problem 2,

and find ou l. how long you could perform each activity with tile

net calories you obtained from the meal..



SECTION 14

14-1 Introduption to Vector Equations

We.have now studie&soTe operations that may done on vec-

torsi 'scalar multiplication, addition, subtracti 1,and dot,pro-.
,

duct multiplication. -These operations may be used to solve equa-

tions that contain vectors.

Thelprinciple of equivalence is important to solving- vector
,)

equations. (We discussed equivalence in Action . 2-1.) Two vec-

tors are equivalent if and only if their respective components are

equal.,
a . .

Thus, if two Vectors are equiValent:and. we know the.components.

of one, we knOw the components of.the Other. :;, Suppose that vectors.

A-and -4 areequivalent.

We know the components of A.4,

A = [5, 7, 9]

The components of g, however are the gnknowns x, y and z.
:7

= [x, yi t]

We wish to find these three unknowns.
.4

Since g is equivalent to A, each component of B .is.equal to
4,

the corresponding component -8-f it.

ix, y, z] = [5, 7, 9]

Therefore x = 5, y.= 74and z

The equation we just solved,is a very simple example of a vec-

tor equation. We Will turn our attention to more comr4ex vector .

.A

equations, but our methods of solution will rely on the same prin-

ciple of equivalence.

As an example of a diet problem-that may ko% solved by means of,

a vector' quation,. consider the following. A certain person's diet

Ahould clude 30.grams of protein and 24 grams of carbohydrate per

meal. O e gram of salmon contains .20 grams of protein and no car-

bohydra while a gram of apple contains no protein and .12 grams

103



0

4
1,1

cd 6arbohydrate. Ha4:much of'each should thdipersbn'eat.to obtain

30 grams of protein and 24 grams of carboflydrate?'
. . $ 0

We write the contents .of a gram of salmon-and of a grqm of

eNsple as vectors, g and A., -These vectors.have :only.two-componen,pl,

since we can ignore the."fat component'in thiS' problem.

g = (.20,

=

We also express the requizement of the diet as a'two-component
.

'vector,_ D. , .
6 = [30, 24]

a

.These three vectors are shown on the graph below.. The scaling/is

approximate.) r

44.4400S PROTEMN

Let x be the number of.,grams almon this person should eat

and y be the gram oftapple. The quantity of protein and carbohy7

dra?e.Provided by x grams lmon is

xg

The of protein and carbohyOate in y grams of apple is

°

The total quant,ities of prOtein and carbohydrate in x grams

of salmon and y grams of, apple must equal the amount of prote±n

and carbohydrate'in the,d4et <In other words, the.sum of the two

scalar 'multiplications st be equivalent to the diet vector .

97



I.

This problem may be interpreted in tetms of the graph above.

It is obvious that the sum of and g is not 5. However, if A

and g could.be ."stretched" to,certain lerigthS,'-their stun would be

equal to 5. This "stretching" Is done by sca.lar multiplication..

Vector g 'Istretched". by scalar' x while A is "stretchedt," by

scalar y.

t2,4.MS PROTeN

Thinking .in another way, it is obefous that one gram of

'salmon and one gram of, apple is not stifficient to provide 30 grams

of protein and 24 grams of Carbohydrate. We need many times one

gram of salmon and many times one gram of apple. The "many times"

are represented by the multiples x and y.

The values of x and y may be found by substituting the numer-

ibal values of g, A and 5 into the vector equation.

+ =-:

The result of the substitution is

x[.20, 0] + y[0, .1.2] = [30, 24].

The first step in solving this equation 'is to.perform the

scalar ,multiplications.

(.20x,. 0] + [0 .1.2y] [30,' 24] '

Next we add the two vectors on the left.

.
(.20x, .l2y],= [30, 24]

The resulting vector, on title', left is equivalent to the vector on

the, right.. Therefore, the respective -coMporients of the vectarp

aie equal.

.20x 30 and ..l2y 24

98



A

$°,10 solve the.first equation for x.

1
-30

x .20

150.9

We solve the s cond equation for y.

24
.12

_
00 g

I

= -2

The diet should include 150 grams of salthon and 200 grams of

apple.

We have solved a vector equation in which the vectors .fiave

,tr components. One component is zero in one vector and the Other

component is zero in another vector. The problem we solved repre-
_,__

sente a general type of problem. We ard given a diet 15 j= Id1, d2)

Ind two foods = [a.1, 0] and g = [0, b2).' We are askeA to find

a combination of the two foods' that provide d1 grtms of one 'nu-

trient and d grams of a second nutrient. in other wordv., we
2

must -find, numbers x and y such that

.

yg

In terms Of the graphical, repretentatione the' sum of vector

"stretched". x' times and vectOr rstretched"_y times mudt be equiv.-

alent. to vector 5.

The solution of this vector equa 'on is accomplished as in

the salmon and apple problem. We sub itute for t, -13 and 5 .

x [al 01 + y [0, b24] d21

The scl4lar multiplications are perfornied.

[xar, 03 + [0,

We. add 'the two vectorsi on the left.

Exa yb ] = Cd
1 ° 1



The /iTst component, on the-left is set equal to the'first component

on the'iight, 'andthe sebon4, Component on the,left 1.6 set equal to
. .

.

,A.,... .

the seeond'componpnt on the night.
4 . ,

e solve 'for' x and y.

This general solution may be used for anY.case with two-foods-

vectors.,in'whiCh ne-component 'of one food vector is zero and the

other component of the second food Vector is zero.

..PROBLEM SET 1.4:
b

Two vectors are equivalent if and .only if:

a. their coMponents are Scalar multiples'.

4
b., their component's are the same..

J. their components are even, numbers,

, )

, Are vectots tand 11 equivalent? (Answer. yes or ho for each)

,

a. 1 = [4,.6], = [6, 4] , .

b..' A = [2,. 3],. . [2,, 3]

c. I = [0, 1], = [1, o]
.

. d. = [2, 1, -3.], [2,' 3]

e. [46,.29], = 46,.42.9]
, . .

,What values must x and l'have to make 'the following statement

true?

= (r,

= wl = ?

Y

z 3'
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ChboSe-..the,egui7alent yectOr apaits.

0

. .

ta. 1. 'and
, .

a.n g
.

,

d

e.*- 6 and

and 6 f:4 arifl

Which is the two-food iet. egtiation

VT,

a. XI + yA = _
p

b. (x + y) e' (A +,B)" ,
Q

, x . _ + y a `. = 5
,= g I,.. .

1

t I 1 ' ''''
9 7. 'Suppose 'food 1 contains no carbohydrate and food B no protein.

s-Vhen 1, = [a, 01 and i = ?

,

4,-

.

'4'. lb 01

b. -.[.0 .b]

, c. b] ,

Find x and y in-each of the following problems.

8. x[l, 0] + y[0, 1] = [3, 4] 4.. 0

p. x[af: 4.1*= [3, 12]-
,

10. x[1.54 0] + y[0, .1.5]

A.

101
ti
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.

11. The mena of .a' tjup.int little seaside restaurant lists "Apples .
and _Salmon for Two" for litnch. The meat40

, contains 34 g protein
and 36 g carbohydrate. Apples fpre *0% protein and 12% carbohydrate,
while salmon is 20% protein and 0% carbohydrate. How manly 'grams

of apples,- and of salmon dbes the meal- contain?

111114

"s1

12. Phil is restricted .to a diet of 37 g fat and 67.5 g carbohydrate
per meal. He is havi4ham and bananas for lunch today. 1 slice
of ham 84 g) is 22% fat and has no carbohydrate. A 1?anana (150 g)

has .no` fat Ad 15% Farbohydrate.
) , .

a. Write a vectoryjd for the-lgrams of fat yid carbohydrate
content: of one s,,l,ice /Of ham.

I

b. Write a 'vector lk for the content of one banana.

. Write a'diet .VeCtO'r D for Phil p

d . Solve a-ivector eguatcon to find out how many bananas and
.sliCes of ham Phil -should eat. .

13 For winning the Intramural-Frisbee Championship the victors,
'called the Friz.zet Freaks, were tr'eated to a dinner by the° losers
with the main dish being pork chops topped with1 cherries.. One

. pork chop (98 g.) .is '21% fat and 6% carbohydrate, and one cup .o
cherries (130 g) is 0% fat Mid 15% carbohydrate..

4

.o

f4

I

I

I

.

. I

. , .
x , A (24 0) r' (01 0)

FAT IA .1' ONE size4vING (GRAm5)

Which vector represents pork chops? Which represents
is -the diet vector?:

b. How many grittms of fat are coptained in .,one serving? HOW

many grams of carbohydrate-

c. How rtiany grams pf pork, chops 4nd grams of cherries are in
one ovving?

I 10.2 /

fl

. :



'SECTION 15;

15-1 A Second Kind of Vector. Equation

In Section 14 we demonstrated the solution ofvector equations

of the type'

=. [d1,,d2]

In this section we will add one degree of complexity. One of the

vectors on the left side will not have a zero component. The vector

equations will be of the type

x[say a2] + y[O, b2] 42]

Notetplat neither component of the first vedtor is zero.

We will demonstrate the solqtionhof th)s type of problem by

solving a specific example.

Assume that Fred's'lunchtime diet shoul'd include 34 grams of

protein'and 62 grams of carbohydrate. In his reerigeratorare*only

fishstioks and apples. Fred is understandably disgusted, but is

too lazy to ito to the store. Fishsticks are 17 per cent protein and

7 per cent carbohydrate. Apples are 12 per cent carbohydrate but

contain no protein. How many grams ofifishsticks and how many qtams

of apple's should Fred,eat?

We let P be the.nutiitional vector for,one'gram pf fishstick.

A represents the protein and carbohydrate in one gram of 'apple.

If 17 per cent of fishsticks is iirotein, one gram contains .17 ciram

of.protein. One gram of fishstick also contains .07 gram of carboh-

hydrate. ,
A gram of'apple contains 0 grams Of kotein and..12.gram

of carbohydrate. The vectorsP and are thus '

We let 5 be the

A = [0, .12]

vector expressing Fred's diet. Then

= [34, 62]

The number of 4r'ams of lishsticks to be eaten by Fred is x; the

number of grams of apples is y. Wr write a vector equation as we

I.

,did in Section. 14.'

4

t. .

103



;

This type of problem ,is presented graphical* below.

4.
We .must expand F .a expand X so 'that the sum of the resulting vec-

:tors is 'equivalent to 5. We 'expand by a factor x and expand .X
'

by a factor :y.
I ..,

We must -solve the vecior equation for x.a.nd y. We-begin by

.

.

sub-stituting numerical values fdr Pg it and 5.
,

x(.17 107] +, .121 .(34/ 62]

We perfoth the scalar multiplications of the first two vectors.

(.17x, .07x] + [0 .12y].(34,.62]

We then add the two vectors on the left.

[.17x+ 0, .07x+ .12y] = [341 62]

(.17x, .07x+ .12y] *= [34, 62]

4

$i,nce the vector on. tho 1.eft is equivalent to the vector on

the right, the first components, of eaah are 'equal, and the.second

componentio cif each are 'equal.

..17x = A4

.07x + .12y =. 62 114,



so

,

The first:41k ua ion may be-solved fc5r..x.
71

, ,34
MT

= 200

/n order to, olve the second equation for we substftute
vaiue of x obtained from the first equati

, 4
.07(200) + .12y = 62

14 + .12y, = 62

We tofve this equation forvy.

1 ,
,

,. y = 400

The answers indicated that Fred shoUld eats200 grams
,

_ 1
,)

and 400 grams of apples.
4

9

Our method of solving this prolffi,eni differed only in the final

s,step:from ale soliition-of the'vectOr;equations in Section 14.- In

...section 14 each of the final equations could be solved directly f
,

an unknown.fl In the type of problem 'that concerns us here, one e4ua-

tion contains both unknowns. herekore, .the'equation'containin .one .

f

unknown is solved directly, an then the numerical value of th un-
,

.

known' is substituted into the Other 'equation. .e i

1 i

of fishsticks

PROBLEM SET 15:
.

I.

vector = 2rand; vector g = [O, 1]., Vector '6 = [6*, 7 ].. Problems

1 through 3 concern is finding x and y stidh that A + yg =

1: Ate A and yg vector's or scalars?

X, g and 15 are shownon th graph on the following page.
,
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2. Vec or is said to be to vector
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3. Whei the vectorg and /,are extended along the dashed 4.irkes

we obtain the vectors and irEi.

a.. The vector xA which satisfies xl + =.6

.4

(2) [6, 2]

Similarly,

(1)1-67 7]

(2) [0, 3]

(3). [6, 4];

p.. , What does .x equel end-what does y equal?

In Prbblems' 4 through 8 grovide the eXpression which belbngs

thelposition of the question mark.

4... x[4, 2] = [?, 2x]
5. y[5, 6] =.(51r, ?]

6. x(8 21 + y-[3, 0] '[8x., 2x] [?,

7. (x,'10x] + [0, 7y1 [xy?].

8. x[21, 5] + 0] =. [21x + 16y,?]

106



In each of Prolems 9'through 11 a ector equatidn iirgiven. Write :

. the associatiedystem of linear equatipn. Do not solve the system.

9: [6x + y, 5171 = [20, 2]

-10. [7x, 6x + 2y] = [5, 15]

11. [100x + 18y 1.2x] = [18, O]

12: Solve the following system of equati

2x + 5y- = 100

8x + Oy = 200

Solve the following :Vector equations fcir

13. x[4, 2] + y[0, 3] = [16, 14]

14. .x[0, q] + y[l, 2] = [5, 17]

15. 'x[5, 0] +.y[6, 4] + 3] = [25,151

16. x[3,:1] + x[7, 3] + y[9, 01 i= [56, 8]
4 .

17. A glass of 'orange juice contains 61 mc v 'tamin C and 14i mg'cal-

'cium. A. bowl of corn. flakes contains no vi amin C and 5. malscalcitami

A Certain diet requires 122 mg Vitamin C aid 3.mg calcium.

a. Write tw6-dimensional vectors [mg min C, mg calcium] for

orange juice, foi 'corn flakes. ana for the lie ary requitements.

b. Let x = the number of tqlasses of ordp,g juice to,be.drunk

and y = the number of bowls of corn flakes to b eaten to achieve'
°

the diet mehtioned above. This information may' be 14ritten as a

vector equation. Which equation.describes thiS tatement?
1.

4

(1 ) x, [64 0] + y[14, 5] = [122, 33]

(2) x = 122 + 3a

(3) x[61, lt] -+ y[0, 5 = [122, 33].

(4) tx(122 33] = y[161 +"0, 14 + 5]

c. Solve the vector equation.

d. How many glasses- of orange juice and how many bowls of corh

flakis are needed tc:iulfill the diet?

114
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18. IA slice 'of br8ad contains 2 g protein and 12 g carbohydrIte.

A spoonful of peanut butter contains 4 g protein arid 3 g carbohydrate.

A.spoonful of jelly contains no protein and 14'g c&rbol*Irate. How

many spoonfuls of _peanut butter and how Many spoonfuls of jelly would

make a sandwich .(with 2 slices of bread) containing 12 g protein and

742 g carbohydrate?

19. An avOrage strawberry contains 9 units of vitamin Aand 9 mg of'

vitamin C. A scoop of ice cream contains 120 units of vit4min A

and no vitamin C. How many scotips,of ice cream and how many straw-
(

berries give 1465 units of'vitAmin A and 225 mg of vitamin C?

20. A slice of.white bread contains :015 mg vitamin B1 anc1ci.020..mg

vitamin B2. A ,tablespoon of honey contains no vitamin)Bli.r4,.01.2. mg
1

vitamin B2. To fulfill a requirement of .045 mg vitamin B1 'and

.096 mg vitamin Bi how many slices of bread should you eat-ft .and how

many.tablespoons of honey should you use on each slice of beeadl)
,

21. One egg contains 6'g of protein and 6 g of fat. NoA-fat milk

aontains no fat and 9 g of protein.per cupful. A girl has read a

(
magazin that she should at 24 g of protein and 6 g of fat 'during

breakfast.. How many eggs and aups'of milk should she have if she

fogloWs. these directions? Use vector, notation.

22. Martha's monkey love's nanas. To make'him happy and to make the I

vet happy, too, Martha stuld givelier monkey a daily dOt that

has atleast 59.4 g of protein and 230 g of carbohydrate. She de-

. cides on bananas and'hamburger.. Cme banana contains one gram of

protein and 23 grams of carbohydrate. A gram cf hamburger has .247

gram of protein'and no carbohydrate. How many grams of hamburger

and how many banahas thould the monkey eat a day?

,23. Mother Hubbard went-to her cupboard, but it wasn' quite bare.

it conained a jar of peanut butter and a sack of sugar. Mother

Hubbard and her.poor dog meted at least 10-0 grams of protein and 150

'grams of carbohydrate to survive for a day.

108



grams grams
protein callicAlpInate.

One tablespoon Peanut butter = [. 4 11'

.

One cup.sugar = [ 0 .200]

. Diet = = [100 150]

How many tablespooni of peanut butter and how many cups of sugar

do Mother Aubbard and her dog rieed,to eat-in one Aay?

24. ,Clamde ate a meal at.a pizza parlor. How many glasses of-cola

and how 4rany sections of pizza,would he have to eat to fulfill a

diet DI

Diet =

One section pizza =
1

One glass of cola =

grams grams
protein carbohydrate

[21 105]

[ 7 27]

[ 0 I, 24]

How many.calories ddoes this Meal have from protein .and carobhydrate

alone?

.

a.

,
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stprIolI 16:

16-1 The Substitution Method for Solving Vector Equatiohs

Ail OfflIthel vector equations so far have included at least

-one vector with a component'4Of zero. We will now consider'

cases in which none of the componkits of any food vector is zero.

In the previous two sections A demonstrated the solution

of Vector equations by specific esiamples. In this section we

will again use a specific problem, in this case to demonstrate

the solution of vector equations in' which no food vectors have

.

anY zero components.

We are given vectors P and F tepresenting the nutrient
1 1

1

content of two foods.

= [24

F
2

= '2]
. .

We are asked to determine*Jthe quIntAt.ies o

to fulfill a diet' giv n by vector 5 ,

1.2, 16]

As we have done previously, we multiply the food vectors by

scalqr multipliers and write a vector equation.

xP N7P- 5
. 1 2

41The scaler multipliers are :x and y . the equation expresses le

fabt that x grams of .the..first food and y grams of the second food

Eulfill the requirements of the diet.

You should by' now be familiar wtth the first several 'steps

of the solution. We substitute-thed, numerical values of the vectors

/

into the equaff.on and perform the scalq multiRlicationst

x[2, 4] di1/4y[3, 2] 1[1g, 16]

tbese foods needed

0
111

, [2x, 4x] 4- 234 = f12, ],

,

4 (

The two vectors on:the left side 4f t equation are addec4 .Then

the first .component on the left is et eyal to the first component

on the right,- and the second components are likewise set equal

to each other.



.,,

This equationt may be .solved for x.

41

i

-4x = -12

x i=1 3

[21(`+ 3y, 4x'+ 2y] = [12, 16]

2x + 3y = 12 (Equation.,1)

4x +. 2y = 16 (Equlittion.2)

The result is a -pair of equations, each of which contains both

unknowns x and y. .

We have.hOt previously encountered this situation. Neither,

equation can be solved directly for one unknown. However, we can.

.
solve one equatioli for one unknown in terms of the other fanIcnown.

We can transfer x to the right side of the equation, for example,

and *isolate y On the left 'side. This is solving for y in terms

of x. The followiT9Astep show how to solve for y in terms of x

it Equation 2.

4x + 2y 16 (Equation

2 = 16 - 4x

y = 8 - 2x

We now substitute 'the expression 8 - fOr y in Equation 1.

2x + 3y = lq .(Equation 1)

.
zx +.3(8 - 2x) = 12

2x + 24 - 6x = 12*

.24 4x = 12

41

41.

Aar'

We have. now solved fOr .x but have not yet found.y. We may

find y .by substituting the va ue of 2C into either Equation 1 or

Equation .2! Since we have already, solved EqOation 2 for .y in terms

of x we will substitute into. that asult.

y ..-, 8 2x

2 (3)

y = 2



The method-of solution in the above example is callq'd

substitution'rflothod. Let, us review the steps involvea.

1. We solved one af the equations for one of the Unknowns

in .Verms of the other.

I. 2.
101

We substituted %the expression we obtained in step.1 into

the oth uation. We solved this equation for the-second unknowni:

3. We substituted the value of the se6ond unknown, obeained

in step 2, into the expression obtained in step 1. The resulting

equation was solved for the' first unknown.

When we solved the pairlOf equations in the example we did

step 1 by solving Equatidri 2 'forty. .We could just as well have

solved Equation 2 for x, or solved Equation l'for X or y.

EXAMPLE:'

Solve r x an y,

.20x + 725y = 0 (Equation 1)

+ .75y = 15 (Equation 2)

.SOLUTION: ,

Many people pre.fer to work with linear equations having

coefficients which are integers. In order to put Etluation 1 in

this form we fitst note that the coefficients are expressed in

hundredths...Therefore we multiply the entire equation by 100,

204 25y = 1000....

Next we notice that 20; 25 and 1000 are all divisible by:

fore we divide the emtire equation by 5 qbtaining-

4x + 5y= 200' .4Equation 1)

The equation 1.6 now reduced to lowest terms. This is important

in simplifying subsequent calculations. Equation 2 can also be

converted, reducing to

2x5+ k5y = 300 (Equation 2)

Suppose that we now d'Olve Equation 1 for x.

: .



NA.

x =' 269 .5y
5=,50-'-,Ty

-We substitute this expression.linto EquatiOn

.

-5
2(50 +. 15y F-." 300

5100.- -y + 15y,=400.
2

25
100 + y. -7 300' -

25
=y 200

2

= 16
. .

The Value of x is now easily computed.

... 5
= 50 - -y

.

,4

. 5
= 50 - -(16)

4

= 30

We conclude'. that .x =7. 30 and y = 16.

PROBLEM SET 1.-6:

1 Solve 'the' following vector equattions for

. 1

e

r

and solve fov y.

x an

a. lt[6, 4] 4...y[71 3] = [75, 35]

b., x[2, 1] + y4, 5.] = [281 24] 't

c. x[.063, .Goo] i[.002, '.005] + [.090,

$ d. `x[7, ,3] + y[91, 4] + x,[2, 0.] [99, '39]'

'e. x[15 9] + 7- 3[14, 7],

d

y.

.980] .310, .60-0]

carrot.contains .5500 uhits of Vitamiri A 'and 4 mg Of `Vitamin

C. A stalk of celery co4ainS 100 units of Vitamin A and 4 mg ol

Vitamin C. John's 'diet requires 5900., units _Df Vitamin. A- and 20 mg

, of Vitamin C. Write a vector' equation. Solve it.

3. An apple contains. .04 mg oi Vit'amin B1 and .02 mg of Vitamin°

.82. A pear contains .04.mg, of Vitamin Bi and .07 mg of Vitamin )12.

.HoW- many 'apples and how many pears would you-have to eat 4NA
1.60 mg of Vitamin and 1.20 mg of Vit'amin B2

requirements?

v

he minimum daily

113
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-., Ir.

..,cine.cup of maca roni contains:1 g of fat.aiid.S g e.9' Carbohydrat.
., , . .

. .0.., .

:P.:..'cup':of.:cheese )ftS 36.g fathand2 g.Carbohydgate.. Iflrou artpronY
.,.,,

d,.w;

. .

.,.,
a.diet. restriCting yOu to'20.g fat and 79.410rbohydrate, how mapy

cUps.each gfyMaCaroni and.cheese can youegE7775Tia-;t741at iS the 'ratio.
,

I1
. . :

. .

df mgcaronirto dheese?
f

5.' A sandwich consists of two slices 'of bread, a spoonful of

pearnAt butter and a spOonful of )jelfy. A spoonful :mf peanut butter

'66ntains 4 g protein arid 3 g carbohydrate. A Spoonful of jelly

contains nolprotein and lk g carbohydrate. A slice of bread conT
, .

tains 2 g protein and 12 g carbofi'ydrate. A glass'of milk<at.ains

9 g protein-..and 12 g ,carbohydrate. If you desire io have a lunch

of 35 g protein and97 g cafbohydrate, how many sandwiches and'how

many glasses of Milk Should xou have?

Master Chef Baniersnatch likes to m-ake salads that have a

prote,in-to-carbohydrite ratio of.1 to 3. Note that any scalar-
.

multiple of the diet vector 5 = [1, 3] will have such a ratio..."

one healPiletuce = = [3, 6]

one.carrot = 6 = [1, 5]

Make .a Cbef Bandersnatch salad from lettuce and carrots. What

t,would be the proportions of th smallest salad that made use of

an integral number of carrots and heads of lettuce?.

9



SECTIal.17:

vir

17-1 lilt, Addition-Subtrabtion. Method fo Soling VectOr Equations

In'Section 16 we solved a vector eq

\
ation 'in whichTno componanci

4
.

, v

of.any vector was zero. The equation was
,

L.;

.

x[21.4] + y[3. 2] =112, 11,6]

4 lit *

convexted' this vectbr, equati9,ito the two equations

2x + 3y 12 , (Equation 1)

4x + 2y- = .16 (Equation 2)

We obtaind the values for dx and y by solving the second

equation for 4 in terms of 'x, substituting this expression for

Ot.y into the first ,equation and solving this equation for x. Finally

ze substituted the numerical value of x into an earlier ,equation and
.

solved it for y. The' solution we obtained-wa = 3 and y' m 2.
,

Thid pxocedure °is called the substitution method.

We ,will now discuss an alternate procedure, called the addition-

Isubtraction Method', Which`-may be- used to .Solve the same .pair

2x + y = 12.- (Equation 1)

4x + 2y = 16 (Equation 2)

Condider the result oftmultiplying the first equation by 2.

designate this.result br2iEquation 1).

4x + 6y.= 24 2(Equation 1)

Suppose .n90. that we subtraqt Equation 2 from thi,s new _form of

4x + 6y =_24- 2 (EqUatiyn )

- (4x + 2y 164 - (Equation 2)

4y = 8

411- Arm

Obseirve that welifflVe eliminated 'terms.contai.ning'x. The resulting



-11 4

The veaue of x Ifs now easily found by substituting 2 tor' y either
,

of 't4e Original equations..
,

2x' + 3 (2) 12

2x =

2x' =

4

(Equation 1)

1

The, values ot x and not surprisingly, are the same tha't we

obtained 'by '.the substitution method. The addition-subtraction

method produces a .lew pair of equations wkth the same solution set

as the 4original pair. When two systems of equatiops have the sameP
solution set, they are said to be equivalent systems.

The crucik step -in the, addition-subtraction method is the

adjustment- of the equations ibb. that one of the variables has the

same coefficient in both -equatitms. Usually this involves multi-

plying one or both equations by appropriate numbers. Another

eicaillple

'EXAMPLE:

Solve for x and yi

SOLUTION:7.

5

.5x + .2y = 9 (Equation 1)

.7.4x.+ .3y = 10 (Equation 2)

Neither variable" has the same Coefficient in both equations.

Therefore we must adjust the equations by multiplication. 1? can'

make the coefficient of y equal to .6 in both equations if we

multiply Equation 1 by 3' and Equation 2 by 2:

46*

= 27 3.(Equation 1)

.8)c + .6y =, 20 2 (Equation 2)

We nowssubtract the"second 'equation from the' firs.t.
#

1.. 5x + . 6y 7 27 3 (Equation 1)

( ; 8x + .6y =, 20) -2 (EquatIon 2)

. /x
7

x 1
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*

We now substitute Oils value'into t.he_origfnal Equation 1 ,po find

!the value of A

.5x .

1.5)(10) + .2y

5 + v2y =

.2y. = 4

y= 20.

Equation 1)

4

Let 'us not.44 consider a more practical question about the olddition-

subtraction ittethod. When- should you use thii method and when hould

you* use the substitution methods In Many problems ,, personal preference

is the best guide. In geneiil, the addition-subtraction method is

most convenient when the-Obefficient of ari unknown in one equation .

is a simple multiple of tile coeffiencl, in the other equation. /The

substitubion method is -most convenient When one of 'the coefficients

is a sMall integer. Both methods will always work: Consider the

following problem which we wil1 solve by both methodS.

EXAMPLE:

Solye for x a

x .1i4y = 76

llx = 46 .

SOLO'ftON: (SUBSTITUTION METHOD)

Solve the first equation for x.

Substitute this

1

(Equation 1)

(Equation 2)

x = 76 - 14y

41

expression ilito the second equaiton.
-

11(f6 j.4y) - 4y = 46

,836 - 154y - 4y = 46

836 - 158y = 46

-158y = -790

410
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4

Substitute y = 5 into th first equation.-

x 4- 4 (5) = 76

x + 70 .= 76

x = 76

x = 6
.o

SOLUTION: (ADDITION-SUBTRACTION METHOD)

Multiply the first equation by 11.

*.

llx + 154y = 836 11(Equation 1)

Subtrac,t from this the second equation.

llx + 154y 7 836 11(Equation 1)

-(11x - 4y = 46) lilquation 2)

158y = 790

y = 5

Substitute y = 5 and solve fOi x.
#

x + 14(5) = 76

x + 70 = 76

x = 6

Which method do you prefer?

PROBLEM,SET 17:
I .

Sdlve °the vector eq ationd in Problems 1 through 6 for.x'and y

by the addition-su raction ilethod.

1. x[3, 6] 4, y[4, 5] = 4'3]

2. x[9,,91 y[I, 7] = [570, 850]

3., x[81/24] + y[64 24] =12600, 9600]

4. xr.20,9 + y[ap, .36] = [2 64]

;5. xr13, .17] + y[.09, .06].= [38.40, 38.10]
4

6. x[.20 .25] t y[ 14, .35] = [110 225],

A

1 5
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7: Which of the.following systems of equations are equivalent'

to the system
4

-

A

3xt+ 7y = 5f

7x -r.9y -497

There may be pore than one correct .answei in this problem. gecall

that equivalent systems have the same solution set.

a. x'+ 3 = 5

9 =

6x + 14y

7x - 9y. -49

c. 13x +75y = 61

5Y 35

3x + 8y = 59

. 7x 8y =

110

8.. John, a football pliyer, lcoms..fried chicken drumsticks and
,

mi

il

k. He Was told that during training he should eat 767 g of

p .tein, and 169 g of carbohydrate each day. John decided to eat

drumsticks and, milk three meals a day. Fried chicken drumsticks

arta 32.5% protein ana 1.3% carbohydrate. Milk is 3.9% protein and

5.2% carbohydrate.

a. How many grams of protein and of carbohydrate are in one

gram of chicken? In one'gram of milk?

b. Write protein-carbohydrate food vector? for chicken and

'for mdlk.

c. How Mhny grams of chiCken and of milk will John nyed per

day tg fulfill his diet?

d. If John.fulfills.his diet by eating onli chicken and milk

he-will-consume 239 goof fat per day. Use the conversion vector

to determine-his devil! Caloric intake. 0' ),

9. For dessert, Jane likeslapple pie a la mode (with ice cream on

top). How many pieces of r4e and how many grams of ice cream Cain

she set if she can have only 39 g of fat and 93 g of carbohydrate?

k.

119



There are 1 5 g of fat and 51 g of carbohyd ate in a piece of ppple

pie. Ice cream isI12% fat and 21% carbohY rate. Use vector
%

tion and be careful with your units (pieces and grams).

120
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REVIEW PROBLEM SET 18:

If = [3'1 [-2, and =

,folloWing vectors.

1.

2. -21
:z

The following are nutrition vegitors for tt ingredients of a meal.

4
one hamburger patty 1.1, = L21, 7, Oj

one cup wetx beans = [2, 1, 10]

one cup rice casserole = [4, 2, 38]

compAe the

Suppose- that a, certain 'Meal consists of two hamburger patties, one

cup of beans and half a...cup of. rice casserole.
to.

4. Express the nutrition vector for the meal in terms- of _thevectors

11, and 'A.

5. Compute the components of the vector in Problem 4 and write the

vector in terms .of the components.

6. Compute the number of calories in the meal.

7. 'One evening Norbert Numnitz had a ,meal consisting of one terrapin

steak, 2 ears of corn and half a cup of mixed vegetables. Use the

information below to compute the nutrient vector for one cup of the

mixed vegetable dish.
#

total meal 27, 7, 36]

one terrapin steak = /19, 4 0]

one ear of corn = [3, 1,. 16]

The following table lists the qilories used during cert4n activities..

Activity.

Washing, dressing
Sitting; eating
Sitting; watohing
Standing
Wabking
Run:lir:00/
Typing; 91riving a.
Dancing/
Swimming .

cal/kg-min

.03.2

. 025
TV .023

. 028

.055

.147
car ..035#

.087

.163



Suppose that a 70-kg person conApes a meal with nutrient vector

A = [25 12 21].
..

- 8. -Find the number of calories in the meal.

The meal took 0 minutes to eat. Bow many calories were used.

in ealtihg?
m

10. Th meal was followed by a 60-minute walk. How many calories

were used-qm the Walk?

11. . At the end of the walk; how many calories remained from the meal?.

12. 'The ndtrient vector for one chicken drumstick is 5 . [12, 4, ()]..

Salmonella, a 60-kg woman, ate a drumstick-so slowly that she just
1.

broke even on calories (neither gained nor lost calories). How

long did she spend eating the drumstick?

13. Find x and y in each vector equation.

a. [x, 41 = [3, y]

b. [x + 2,, 5.] = [-2, y - 1

A
c: 117, llj = [2x - y + 5]

. (Solve for x and y.

. x[3, 5] + yI2 4] = [34, 61]

15. A snack of raw tuna and tangerines contains 3.6 g fat and 7.2

carbohydrate.. Tuna is 4% fat and contains no carbohydrate.

gerines contain o fat and are 9% carbohydrate. Give the amounts

of tuna and tangerines\in the-snack.

16. A lunch/ith'33 g protein and 21 g fat consists of chicken

drumsticksiand avocado fkalad. The nutrient Oectors are

one drumstick .\ [12 g protein, 0 g fat]

one helping salad [6', 14]
I

How mthiy drumsticks and how many.helpings tlf salad
0

are in the lunch?

1/7... A ,9()g steak contains..21g of protein and 27 q 6t.. A .50-g-

'order of French .fries cOntains.24 prOtein.and.6 g fat. How

many grams of steak'and:how many graMs o 'French frieS,Must'be

c
:

consumed to.provide 31 g of proteiwand 5 gof fat?.

122
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SEaTION 19:

9-1 Inequalities

Certain nutritiona problems involve determining how suffi-

cient quantities of nut lents may be supplied. at'the least cost.

The sOlution to' such problems could affept the live of many people

in poor ccountries trying to cope with starvation. An example of

such a problem is the following.

One pbund of whole wheat flour contains 60 grams of protein,

-20 mg of' niacin and no vitamin A. A pound of solr flour con-

tains'168 gkams of protein, 10 mg of niacin and 500 IU (inter-

(national units) of vitamin A. Suppose whole wheat flour costs,

15 cents p-er pound, while soy flour costs 30 cents per pound. .

, .

What is the least expensive combination of the two types of

flour that meets or exceeds a requir,.ement of 1252 grams Of

protein, 30 mg of niacin and 500 IU. of vitamin A?

This problem differs'from previous problems in one important

respect. The difference is the phrase ,"meet's or exceeds." ,The

clhbination of whole wheat flour and-soy flour need not contain the

exact amounts specified in the dietary requirements; it may contain

more than is required. The combination may contain 252 grams of

protein, for example, or it may-contain more.

Since the amount of protein in the flours must be either equal

to or greater than the amount specified, the algebra of inequalities

is involved. JThe algebra of inequalities has its own special nota-
,

, tion. We will now study this notation in order to better understand

the nutritional problem which we have posed.

The statement x > y means that x is greater than y. For example,

6 >4. xzy means that x is either greAter than or equal to y. It is

trte that 4, and.it is also trUe that 6 6.

.:
oct y means that x is less than y. For, example, 6< 8.

iridicates that x is less than or eigual to y.

The statement x y means thit x is not equal to y. For, example,

6 # 4 and 6 #.8.

1

123



Tiap may remember which sign indicates "greater than" and Which

sign "less than" by noting that the wider side of the sigh is toward

the larger number. The wide side in 6 >4 is toward 6, and in 6 < 8

it is toward .8

Inequalities in many respects are like equalities. An 0in-

equality, is a statement that may be true, false or open. (Recall

that an open statement may be either true or false.) The following.

inequalities are true.

4 > 3

3 <5.

9 3

5 5

P'1)
5 7

However, the following inequalities are false.

4 <.2 4

2 >4

The following are open inequalities, because ;they may be either

true or false.

x >°4

.17 7

y s x + 2

y< mx + b

The solution set of an open statement is the set of numbers

that mak s the .statement true.

)
19-2 Gra

/

ing Inequalities

One of the best ways to study inequalities .is through graphin

t

Itraphing inequ

i

lilies will be essential in our solution of the

nutiitional pr blem we ,posed earlier. Therefore we will give thiS

subjec some attention now.

-,pau litibs may be represented graphically. For example, y.= 3

A

fttiepredented by a line, as shown below.

a

.



4 .1

Inequalities may also be represented on a graph. The inequalipt
0

x > 0 is shpwn by shading the entiee region in whioh x is greater
than or equal to zero.

__.

11'64,Plok
II xaoIV A A%

./4 Pirs VedI n ra
astratt4
Ereirepro

a widouro

The'inequality y .10 may be shown by shading the entire region in
,

which y is greater than or equal to zero.

Ar4p,' ,V4fp.
140046.

ivir :40 y.c)
471:4494
A

Wry/A
rhzVet, fir AZ,/
MEN II
111111
MUM I

j

4.1



When one side of an linequality is grbater than the other side

(a > b) , as oppbsed to being greatei than4 Or equal to (a. b) ,

dashed line bounds the shaded region. For 'example, the graph on

the left below is y 2, while the graph on the right is y > 2. The

dashed line indicates that tfie line itself is not included in the

region, in other wOrds that y =' 2 is not part of the solution set.

KMWOK 26262
ummx, amaWV

209X9NI= MM.
ro, um NEN
1011111 0

II lliMi
WM MIN

MS

.;

W MAWAGE4
wpm* Kamm

E.= NMI
MEMO 0 111E111111

Other 'examples of inequalities repre ented graphically 'ire

shown below and ox4 the next page.
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Often a problem contains more than one consiraint. For

example, in our flour problem the amount of whole wheat flour can

not.be negative. We cannot buy a negative amount of whole wheat4P

flour. The same goes for ady flour. If x* is the quantity of

whole:heat flour purchased and y is the quantity of so.Y flour

putchased then
-

x 0 and I' y 0

How can we graph both these inequalities at once? The solution i

developed on the_ following graphs. Where the two shteled regions

overlap is the Agion where both constraints are true (Figure 4

FIGUR

FIGURE 3

.

'FIGURE 2.,

Y
IIPO titliv14,1:041

P

I11 re r. 4 10^4

Ya0

III 1E11
IN MIN
III
FIGbRE 4
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:

More than two inequalities may be represented on the ''sarne
- graph, and sorrietirnes the requlting shaded region, is entirely bouhded.

For example, thq tithe inequ4ities x l and y + 4 define
the bounded ;shaded region, in the following gkaph. 'By contrakt, the
shaded regiqns in the previous graphs are unbounded; that is , they
extend indefinitely in one or more. direttions.

Xsai

Mk

111111n1
11 lip!".

11111111741111111

weti 1111111110111111"MIER II

4 1 .

44

As a final example, consider the region .defided bx the con-
.

x 4

it Y.Z* 2

Y 3

,These- four constrain a are r*resented on th'e graph below.

Yz2



PROBLEM pgT 19:

1. State whether the

/

a. 10 > 7#

15.1 6
.

.* .

> 3.

-k5,< -4

P

5 s ,and 's 5 10

>73..i- 5'

.2x + y

_7°64

f011owing inequalities are true, false
v. .

ExpTess the.followirlg st;atements symbolically!'f'
,.,Five is less than six. .

.c

or oPei.

NegatiVe three is:greater ihan or equal to riegat.tve .10.

. Three is greater.than two and 3 is le$s than 5.

s is a negative number.,

04*

4

129.



Match the

> 1

following inequalities with the gr4phs below.

c. x 3 y 1

d. y > 2x + f.. y
.

'41

? st



*

0

4. Match the following sets of inequalities with their graphs at

the right.

a. x > 0

y -x + 1

ta

A

z

0111
I 11

INS

M MEM

a
A



In each of.problems 5 through 7, graph the set o

6ne grapti,and shade the41?ohnded region.,
44,
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TECTION
20:

6-1 Vector Inequalities

Let us Aturn to the problem presented in Section 19. The

problem is to find the least expensive combination of whole wheat

flour and soy flour that provides at least 252 grams of protein.

30 mg of niacin-and 500 IU of vitamin A. We may represent these

quaAtities by the diet vector 5.

5.= [252, 30, 500]

The grams of protein, milligrams of niacin and international units

of vitamin A in one pouhd of °whole wheat flour and in onepound of

soy flour are given, respectively, by the vectors

W = [60, 20, 0]

and g = [168, 10, 500]

We let x be the number of pounds of whole wheat flour and y

the number of pounds of soy flour. We may express the.fact that

the whole wheat flour and soy flour'must supply at 19ist the

specified quantities of each,nutrient by writing

114/ + yg a 5

or x[60, 20, 0] + Y[168, 10, 500] [252; 30, 5001

Both expression§ arg vector inequalities.

'Recall our interpretation of a vector equality. -Suppose that

Lal, an] and [loll b2] are equal.
,.4 4

two ve-c tors ,

[al, a2] = bn]
4. 4

Then the respective components are equal.

a = b and a = b
1 1 2. 20

r

A VectOr inequality ia interpreted in a si7.1tilar wayi The.

statement

,fal 2] 2 [1)1, b2]

means that each component 'on the left side is-greater than or equal

to the comparable component on the right side. 6

/ .

.(

LA..

al b
1

dhd a
2

14 0



Let US re tVril- to the vector inequality written for the whole
wheat and soy flour groblem.

x[60, 20, 0],+:y[V,I

con ert the left sidp of the expression into a single vedtor by
first erforming the scalar 1Nltiplication and then adding the two

[60x, 26c, Oi + [168y, 10y,

[60x + 168y, 20x + 10y,

500y]

500y]

2

2

[252,

[252,

30,

30,

500]

500]

Each of the three components on the left side is greater than
or equal to its counterpart on the right side .. We may exprets this

.. -
'fact by writing an inequality ,for each component.

60x + 168y:z 252

20x + 10y/ 30

500y 500

20-2 Algebraic Manipulation of Inequaltties

/Stu have lernsed ..to graph linear fiinctions when khey are in
the form y = m.x + b.. Therefore we will convert each of the th.ree
inequalities to either

y > mx + b or b

in order to-lepresent them graphically.

&Never, we have.not yet seen how inequalities may ,be marripu-

lated. Therefoie we will once again leave our flour problem
briefly to discuss!how to bailie inequalities..

Equal. quantities may be added to or subtracted from if)t)if sides

of an inequality. For. example, stait with the inequality
\ %

9 > 5

If 3 is added to both side's the result

./ 12 > 8
k

If 3 is subtracted from both sides, the result is

4

4.

6 > 2,



Try 'other examplei'if you wislix and you 1441 See that the resulting

expressiOns AA-.alwa s true.
.

. .

\ .Both'sides_of inequality-may-als0 be multiplied* diftded

.by the same OsitiV number.- For example., if 9 and.5 are\l)oth multi-,

by.2 -thp.re ulting in al4py'is true..
:

1 18 > 10

And if' 9 and 5 ar both divided by 2, the resulting ekprelrion is

also true.

4
.H6wever, if, both sides of an inequality are multiplied or,

divided by a ne tive nuFber, the direction of the inequali\ty.must

,be reversed. F example(

is tfue, bUtc.

,not true. Ralther

9 is greater 1114

wise

is false but"'

is true.

>

-2.(9) -2(5)

10

but -2 times 9 i less than -2 times. 5. Like-

+ -2) > (5 + -2),,

(9 + -2) (5 + -

\

The first inequality, of our flour problemexptesses the constraint

thate.the protein ccTtent of the two flours 1:;e equal to pr exceed the

ambunt sptified. \

60x + 168y > 252

In order to graph\this inequality it is convenient to put

it in the form

8ince we mty subtra

+ b or y<mx + b

t the sathe quantity from both sides o an



,

inequaliq 1 t subtract 60x from both sides of the protein

inequalitf

r.

60)c + 168y -- 60x 252 60x
0

168y 2 -60x + 2S2

We may also divide both sides by the same positive vumber,

Awe divid? by.16A.

0

Our second inequality rePresents the constraint that the folours

contain at least, 30 milligrams of Saci,.

.#
.3..68y, -60x +-, 252

.168. 168

-60x 252
\17 4 48 168

5 3

x + 2

20x + lOy 30

We convert this to the standard form in the same way that we converted
1

the protein inequality. We first subtract 20x fro bath :sides.
-

20x t lOy abx 30 - 20x

1 lOy -20x + 30
.

We then divide each siae by 10.

lOy
10

Y

Y

-20x + 30 .

10

20x 30

10 10

2x + 3

500y / 500

This- inequality expresses the.constraint that tOe flour that 4,,s pur-

chased contains at least 500 IU of vitamin A. It is simplified to
#

the standard form by dividing both sides by 500. #

\

500y 500 .

.500 500



Region of Feasible Solution*

We have been developing a procedure for solving a problem. The

problem' is to find' the least expengive combination of pounds of

whole wheat flOtr and y pounds of soy flOur thatcontains, at least

4 certain specified amounts of protein, niacin and *vitamin A:-

.We will be concerned with finding the least expensive combina-

'tion'in Section 21. In.this section we are concerned only with

determinipg the possible values that x andAy may kave while meeting

the nutrAional requirements.

These values are represented by a region of a graph of x ver-
.

sus y.. The region is determined by 'the constraints the problem

imposes.

In Section 19-2 ve pointed out that x and y cannot be, negative

numbers. This constraint is expressed by the inequalitles

x k 0

Y > 0

In Section 20-2 we derived expressions for three other con-

straints. .

5 . 3

y -2x + 3

y 1

The solution to the problem must-be within the region where all

fiye inequalities are true. .This region is called the region of

feas,ible solutions, because.it represents all combinations of x and

y that are feasible solutions tO the problem. The region of eafi-

1ble solutions is represented by the shaded region,in the gra h on the,

f next .page Ad itlextends indefinitely upward and to the rightY.

\
)

t The region of feasible solutions is hounded by.the lines repre-
1 .

sentlng the four equations

Y

0 y -2x -I, 3'

5 3

137
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(Thevcons raint that y be .greater than or equal to zero is not

. ,

eca se another copstraint requires that,y be grater than
4

or equal t9 on
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Any pair of values of x and y within the region of feasible

splutions is sojtition to all fiVe inequalities . 'For example, the/

.point x = '2; 2 (P on the graph) is within the region of feasible

sOlutions. This point ,represents 2 pounds of Whole wheat flour and

2 pounds of soy flour.

If we substitute theite values of,x,a d,y into the five ipequal-

ities, all fiveJexpressions are txue.



I.

xt + 3.
14 2

r z, 72x 3

.YZ1
The last three inequalities were obtaixed from the vector in-

equality

4.

x ['60 20 .0] + y [1681 10, 500] [42,- 301, 500]

If we substitute x = 2 and y = 2 into this vector inequality,

we obtain

w

2 [60, 20, 0] + 2 [168, ,10, 500] 2 [252e 30, 500]

4120, 40, 0] + [336, 210, 1000] 2 [252, .30, 500]

add thevector on thei left side and obtain

0

i\ 456, 60, 1000] 2 [252, 36, 500]

This bxpression is true, because each component of the vector

on the.left.is greater than or equal to the corresponding compo-

nent of the'vector on the right. Tv pouG of whole wheat flour

fand two pounds pf soy flour conta1nf456 grains of protein, 60 mg of

niacin andA.000 IU of vitaMln A. Mil of these quantities exceed

the spsecified amounts.

,
Of course 42, 2) is only one of an lInfinite number of points

lying in the region of feasible solutions. We could just aheell

have choseh (61 4) 'or even'(db, 1000), which represents 80 lb of

wheat ilomr and'1000 lb of soy flour.

Our task in the next section will be to find the values of x

a d y within the TegionOf feasible solutiOns that meet the specifi-

-c tion foc the lowest cost.

41;

d
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PROBLEM SET 24:

Perform algebraic manipulations that will. isolate the variable on

one side)or the other of the inequality sign.
,

y + .6 >10

<2x.

3. >18'

4.. 8 <4
I -

.*

0

Transform the following inOtualities into the standard form

mx + b or y > mx +

5.. .5Y - 7
"

6. 2i + x 15

7. -3x - 6y < 12
a.

'Ek
i-2x +' 6 < y - 8

.9. Given that it =

that )1 +

a. 7] and 6 = 15] .and

a. Substii.ute the coftlponent form of the vectors, .B, into

the equation and write. the new equation..

b.. Perform:the scalar multip4cation.

C. Perform the indicated add4tion.
.7"

:d. Use,.theineq)l4ity conmenton. for vectors to transform the

vector ineualitY/.jto a set of alg raic inequalities.

*

10. Glitien the/Vector inecivaiity

4+ ygz6
.41h, and tha // t. [2, 4], = [43,. [15, 10.]

a Substitute _the +Lent form of the vectors, A,

thel vector equa on anewrite the new equation.
-

b. Perform e indicated sceilar multipl*Fation.

4

. '

. PerfOrm the.indicated yector addition.

147
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Use the inequality convention -for vectors to transform the

nequAlity into a system of algebric inequalities.

e.\\ ewrite the inequalities in the form y >mx + b.

he igequalities of Part e and the inequalities x 0 and

y > 0 def nea region of fpasible solutions. Graph and label this

region.

.11.
Given the vecor inequality

+ z

.and given that

[2, 1, -1] [4, -1 1], 5 = [8, -3, -5]

a. Following the steps df ProbleM 10, transform the vector

inequality into a set of algebr ic inequalities.

4

. b. Given that x 2 0 and y > p raph the five inequalities and

label the resulting region of feasible solutions.



Covt,TION 21:

21-1*-The Optimal Solution

Ii
,

the previous two' section's we w eveloping a procedure

for solving a problem. The, problem is '12,',\find \`the.,combinaion of

x pounds of _whole wheat flour and y.pounds \Of sOy flour that pro-

vides 252 grams of protein, 40 milli4rams'b anniacin 00 1U ofd 5

vitamin A for the least' cost. We assume that Whole wheat flour
/

costs 15 cents per pound/ and Soy not= cost's '30 cents per pound.

1.n Section 20, we °graphed the region of 'feasible solutions.

This 'region is the part,of the. graph in which*.the values of x and

y satisfy all the constraints *Of the'problem! TWo,:of the constraints

are that x ahd y have non-negative values, sinces'we cannot have less

than zero pounds of either flour.

x > 0
4

y ".
Three oher constraints were obtalned from the vector inqua1itioli.e'e4'

r

x[60, 201 '0] +y[1,68, 10, 500] [2521 30.1 5,00]
,

We expressed the vector inequality as/three ineqaalities and.

'we !converted these inequalitiei to the form 1

The results were .

y > mx + b or y b

y > 1

The region of feasible solutions, the region in which the, five

constraints are truer is shown on the graph in Section 20-3.1
itiow we must find a' solution within the region of feasible solu-

,

tions that involves the least cost.. The valuep of x and'y resulting

in the lowest cost dre the_optimal solution to the problem.

We begin by writing an, expresis-on for cost as a function of
s

and y. Wbo1e wheat flour costs 15'cents per pb10,1 and soy flour

costs 30 cents pound, s'PO if we let p be, the total cost in cents

c r--% 15x, *+ ..30y )
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I

.lEtefore we-try. pther values.of briwe.put the,Cost

= 155C4- 30y :.in.the form.y.-=
de

15x +.30y

301; = -15x t c

1 .1y .= - -x + c
2 30

equation.

, We now check cost values of 6Q and 90 cents. When:there values

substituted into the .equation above we get the two equations.
*41

2

.are

y = + 3.

The'graphs of these lines are.shown below. .

,
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There are two important things to note about the cost line.

1., The 60-cent and 90-cent lines pass through the region.of

feasible solutions. Therefore, the nutrient requirements may be

met by combinations of flours with these costs,...

2. The cost lines .are aal parallel because they have the

same slope.

What about the cheapest combinatio

\ There must be a cost line parallel to t

We reason as follows...

ones drawn on the grctph



4

amd just touching a corher of the shaded region.) The line will

correspond to+a cost"somewhere between 30 cents and-60 cents. To

get an idea of what the fine oks like, tliink of sliding the c =

30 line upward toward the c 60 line untill\You touch the shaded

region. The first point touched will be the intersection of the
e4

ines y = -2x + 3 and y =
14

+3 3

T
5

The coordinates of the intersection of the lines y = -
14x 4.

3I land y = -2x + 3 is the solution, of-the two equations. We may

find the values of x and y at this point by solving the pair of

equations.

We have encounteredftwo methods fonlsolving a pair of linean

equations. One is the sub tution method; the other is the addir

tion-subtraction method. The results, whiCh you may verify for '

yourself,-are
21

. x = 2S

27
"I.

.

21
The least expensive solution ta our nutrient problem i

23
27

pounds of whole wheat tlour and -2--s pounds of soy flour.

The cost of these quatitities of flout is calculated by.the

equatidn

6...c. cr. ...pa

c 7 15x + 30y

23 23

21-2 Linear PrograMming

The procedure we used td dolve the flour problem in Sections '19,

20 and 21-1 is called linear progiamming.. We digressed from solving

Ae problem in several instances to discuss ielated matters. Since

15Ts (21 + 2 .,27)

15
(21. + 54)

23

_ 75
\,,23

*
a 49'\cents

e;
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you May wish to see the solution to the problem in a form that is

easier to refer to, it is reviewed below as an example'.

EXAMPLE:

'Suppose that whole wheat flour costs 15 cents per pouhd and.

contains 6Q g of protein, 20 mg of niacin and no vitamin A. Soyf

flour oohs 30 cents per pound and contains 1613 g of protein, 10 mg

niacin'and 500 IU of vitamin A. How much of each type of flour.

should you bily to obtain at least 252 g of protein, 30 g,of niacin

and 500 IU tvitamin A at thd ;east cost?

OOLUTION:

1. Let 144 represent the nutrient content of

144 = [60, 20, 0]

trient content of soy

r

Let g represeht th

= [168, 10, 500]

Let 5 represent the dietary-iequirements.

i = [252', 30, 500]

whole wheat flour.

. .

Let x be the number of pounds of whole wheat flour,and y be

the pounds of soy flour.

2.41Write inequalities to express the constraint that x and y

cannot be negative numbers.'

.0

3. Write a velc7 inequality t express t

:the flours mustpcompain at leaA as much of eaJh

.alitOunts.specified bY the diet vector.
,

x[60, 20, 0] + y[168., 10, 500]

constraint that

nutrient as.the

> [252, 30,

Perform the indicated scalar multiplications.

[60x, 20x 0] + [168y, 10y, 500y] > [252, 30, 500],,,

Add the vectors on the left.
A

0[60X "1" 168, 20x. + 10y, 500y 1252',130., 500

1$3

"s



'VOtite this .vecior

(ill) 60x + 168y

- (b )16x I+ 10Y >I.
-7

three, separate plegual

c. .500y > 500'.

C..

,

5. convert eich of these ine panties to the form y > mx

+ b or y < tux + b

(a) 168y_ > -60x + 252

5 3

/

Tb) 10y -20x + 3

y -2x + 3

(c) y .> 1

61 Represent the two

A"..

4
constraints of ,Step , 2 and the

A

ree con-

straints of Step 3 graphically; This is dcine by graphing t lines

representil the following five eguationS.

x = 0

y
3

4f.

y = -2 +13

y 1

indicate the region of feasible solutions.

;

a

4 1.47
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an' equatl.onmfor cost (c). in, terms o

c = 15x +.30y.

Convert this equation to one that gives y 'in terms qf



8. Assume va1ues_g9rj6.and\substitute those values in ihe

eguaki*of Step 7. Draw the Lyles representing these'eguations

0
..on the graph. The egUations whenc -A 30 and a = 60 are repreSented

.on the.following graph \
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.9. Locate on the-graph the point at Which c,has its 1east,

value,within tlie 'region of feasible so1utions.0 Ihis point is\the

intersection of the line y = + 4,andAy = ,2x + 3. Determine

the'coordinates.of, the-*tersection by solving thp two equations, ,

simult neously. In this case jt is conveniellt to .use the supstitu-

tion m hold.

5 3

23
x

x =
21
23

4. 3 ,

,

Substitute x =
23
21 into either expression tor y.

I
4

1 \*
= 5 (21 3 .

14 23) '7
,*, \

27'
1:- Y = -27

\
10. DAtermine the cost of this solution by subaituting
21 1 27

x =z3..an0 y = 15 into the expression for cost.

=
(21

15 21)+ 30
t.

c .49 cents

t?,
1014941
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The graph below shdiasthe region of feasible solutions.deter-

mined\by the inequalitiAs i'..
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Suppc4e.we want tp find :the minimum value of the function

on the shaded region.

a. Put tile equation S = 2x + y in the form y = mxii+ b.

b. Reproduce the regiOn of feasible solutions'on your own

,graph paper. Then a d d, g raphs of the equation in' part a when s =

c. Give the letter of the point in the .r,egion of feasible solu-

tions.which corresponds to a minimum value of s.

:Wbat are the coordinates of the point?

1 e. Substitute into the equation a = 2x + y to find the minimum

value of s.
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In this problem you will be morkinf with the region of feasible

solutions defined by the following inequalities

a. Graph the region of 'feasible solutions defined by the

inequalities.
lf
'b. Suppose ttlat you want'to find-the minimum value of the

.function w = x y on the region of feasibility. Put this equatial

in the form y = mx + b.,

c. On your graph, draw in the i es.corresponding to the values

2 and w =,4. lot

A. Find the coordinates of the p int in the region where Wwill

a\minimum (solve a system of lineajr equations).

What is the minimum value of 'w?

Consiler the following problem:

5. Elmo has decidea to try*14ving on wild foods. He is planning

a modept dinner partly consisting of swamp'cabbage and raw,snails.

He fiOres he will need to collect enough cabbage and snails to

meet or exceed a diet vector 8f 5 = [60 g lerotein* 40 g carbohydrate

One pound of iwamp cabbage hls a nutrient 4ector of 7 15 g pro-

tein, 2, g 'carbohydrate and one pound Of snails a'vector of A =

[30 p otein; 10 g carbohydrate]. It takes Elmo 30 minutes to

collect pou of swamp cabbage and 20 minutes to collect a pound,

of sdhil,. What is the least time Ae can spend in collecting dinner?

a. T.ket x = number of pounds of swamp cabbage, and y = number

of pounds of snails. ExAain why it must be true that



Sbow interpe iate steps bkween this

, (1) + 2y > 4- Iprotein)

(2,) + 2y > 8 .(carbohydrte)

cior and theiko lowing.

94/ For ach of yle above inaqua;ities show

and the foll wing in qualities.

./

5

A
hy is it. also true that x > 0 and y > 0?

.

steps between them

e. Carefully graph the inequalities of parts c and d and label

the r? ion of feasible solutions. Label the horizontal axis 91 pounds

of ca:#1 age" and the vert* al axis 'pounds of snails." rale tile

graph'iso that 2 cm =s1 1

ff ,Let T represent the number fminute,s reqUired to collect

the Explain the .equation

T = 30x + 20y

Derive the equation,

Y =

tGraph two time equations on the graph for Pa* ef one for

T = minutes and one fort T = 80 minutes.

1
ibcate the point,in the reiion of feasible solutions where

the ti eT Ill be a minimum. Mark the point'with a star\(16.

j. Find\the doordinates ofthe point in Part iv (Soli.re a

system of linear equations.)

l

, dia

k. What is the minimu i time T?A.
Conside the following problem.

..*

6. One round of hamburger contains 90 g fat and 100_IU of vitamin A.

One poun of chicken contains 15 g fat and 400 IU of vitamin A.'



/
0

. \

4s o ea,vto meet or exceed a diet
costs $1.00/1b.and Chicken hosts $.5b/lb how

many pund f ch should you buy
,

vectouof , 80 g fat, 800 IU vitamin A) fotheJ.east amount
t.

of moley? ,--

6
-

.a. .If H representqlone pound of hamburger and reptesents
-0-

. ,
one pound of chicken, 'is it true that'

[90,.100],and

400?

If it is incorrect write thd correct vectors.
st.

)

b. If x = number of pounds.of hamburger.needed and y = number

of pounds cd chicken needed, explain why it must be true-that .

A + >

C. Given that

xA + 17 >

must be true, Ealdiik intermediate steps between this vector equation

and the following set of inequalities.,
4. ,

(1) 90x + 15y:> 180 (fat)

(2) 100x +.400y >, 800 (vitamin A)

d. For each of the above inequalities shoW intermediate equiv-

alent. inequalities' between thr and:the following. inequalities.*

(1) y > -6x + 12 (fat)

1
(2) y.> -ix + 2 (vitamip A)

e. Why is is-algo true that x > 0 and y > 0?
6

f. Carefully vaph the inequalities. of Parts e and f and label

the region of feasible solutions. Label tee horizontal axis "Pounds

in Hamburger".and the vertical axi§ "Pounds ih Chicken." Let 1 cm =

1 .1b.

Use dimensionallalgebra arguments and the information

1 lb hamburger.11.dollar

1
, 1 lb chicken = dollar,

oto derive the exPresbioh

cost' in dollars

155

l



from the equation

1. Graph two cost equations on the graph for Part one for

c $2. and one for c = $4

j.. The Minimum c St is that!, point wh'ere ^cost line WiTrfirst
0:4

in4rsect the region o fefasible solutions. Locate

the grAph avl mark it witl a star.

this point' on
,

k. What are Ole exact coordinates of the point? ,How many

pounds of hamburger 'and how manir poupds of chicken 'should be

,purchased?

1. Find th,e minimum cost.

_7. 'Prof.:L. Mobucs claims that he cilia cure Colds with his tripleirt
formula pills. The vector thatep4esents his blue pills is'

= tl grain aspirin, 8 grains sugar', 6 mg cinnamon]

The vector representing his red pills is
0

=12 grains aspirin,*5 grains sugar,

Prof. Mobuds research hers convinced him that the vector'

= [12 ,grains aspirin, 74 grains sugar, 24 mg cinnamon

Must be attailned or exceeded to effect his trkily-unbelievable

cure. 15etermine the minimum number of pills' that Prof. Mobucs

4 .

l'Ing cinnamon
4

should prescribe.,

If x = the number of bluexpillj

and , y = the number of red pills

h = total number 24 pills

an interpretation for the consbraints

.0 and y

e eXplaining, the constyaint

,



From the ,vecttor inequalty

"241, 61 +:y[2, 5,.1.1]_[12, 74, 241 ,
z .

,b,erive.the folrowirig, system of linear inequalities,
*

+ 2y .> 12 (aspirin)

, 5y.>. 74 \ . (sugar)

y > 24 (cinnamon).
ShoW all work.

d. Prom the: inequalities in Part derive the folleming tet
- .

of inequipties. Show,' all work.

1
6 (aspirin)

o

o

'8 74 -
(.

-6x 24 ,(cinnaliton)

e. Graph the region of feasible solutions. Rememller

aiertive Constraints: Label each axis accurately....

f. Label the regic4i of feasible sorutions on your graph.1

g. Write a one sentencp interpretation of "the algebraic statements

i .1n.=.x + y i
, . . z

Prom the., equation in.iart 4 derive the equation.

y.,= --)c + n
4

'(1). Graph the equation' in Part' h 'for n-= 4 on the graph

,

,
'Part e. Write n 4'on the line.

, s
. ,(2) Repeat part (1) for n 84'and. an .;-." 10,

for

Jo Refer to the .graph you have 'been :constructing.- Select the
6

apprciriate' syMbols in order tb make the following statement trtie.

(1) .s- itnplies th&t:xt3 + ?

(2) < implieslEhitt + IT-A ?

64f

(46.

.(3) s .= 10 ,implies that +

. CW

I

T. )

t
1 64



k. The minimum IcUmbeir of pills necessary to meet oF exceed.

.Prof. L. Mobuce re irements is achieved when x = and y =

The number pills is the sum of x and y, which is-
,1

Of the twenty odd amino acids making up protein, eight cannot
6

be synthesized by humans and .are known as the essential 'amino

acids. A diet which provides adequate amounts of the three amino

acids tryptophan (TRP), lysine (LYS) and methionine (MET) will

generally provide enough of the other essential amino acids. Meat'

is .an excelle-ht soUrce of the essential amino acids, but they maY

olalso lie obtained from several other sourdes. One of the sourdes

is nuts. In the table below is listed the approximate number Of

grams o'f the amino acids TRP, LYS and MET in a pound of beef, a

pound of peanuts and a pound .of cashews.

TRP. ,LYS MET

Beef 1.2 '8.0 .2.4

Peanuts 1.5 5.0 1.2 4

.

I

.p.shews 2.0 3.0 1.5

,..Peanuts dost $00'a'powid, and cabhews sell for $1.50 a p 'Our .

:problem is:td. find' thetheapest coMbination of peanuts and ..cashews
I

that ephtain ..an amount!. each -of the three athino;acids. equal
,

. or greater',than the a140-$ 6 . n a pound of beef..

a. Express*,thilquantity. of tlie amihO acids in, beef as a three-'.
,

vectors for P.

to

. 4
dimensional vector B. Alsp write three-dimensional

and C, the amioo° acids in peanu 'ts and cashews, .respectively.
:

b. Let x.= pounds of ,,peariuts and y = pounds of cashews. Iden-

tify a Vector inequality expressing the constraint that the amount

of each amino acid in the nuts be equal to Or greater than the

amoont n a pound of beef.

1) .x[2.0 3.0,

. (2) x[1.5,.5.0.,

(3"). x[1.5, 5.0,

(4) x[1.5 5.0,

1.:,5] + y[1.5, 5.0, l21> [1.2, 81.0, 2.4]

1.2] +.,y[2.0, 3.0, 1.5] > [1.2. 8.0.. 2.4]

1.2] +,y[2.0, 3.0, 1..5] > [1.2, 8.0, 5.0,

1.2] -2 y[2.0,,3.0 .1.5] > [1.2, 8.0, 5.0,

1 .e,

2.4]

2 4]



c. iThe vector inequality may be written as three separate

inequalities, one for each amino acid,, 'The inequality of tryp-

tophan, for example, is
,;

1.5x + .2.0y >

Write corresponding inequalities for lysine and methionine.
- 1

d. The three inequaliAies in Part c may-be solved.for y. For
3 3

tryptophans, for example, we obtai* IF> + 3, Sorve each of the

two other inequalities for y. /

e. 'Which choice below expresses the impossibility of a nega-

tive amount of either nut?

(1) x = 0 and y = O. (4) x > and y > 0

(2) x Y (5) x < 0 dnd y"< 0
,

(3) x > P and y >

11/ f. Graph the inequalities o; Part &along with the two you

chose in Part e.. Label the Tegien of feasible solutions. Label -

the axes.

g. The -cost, c, of x pounds of peanuts and-y pounds of cashews

s given by which equation?

(1) c = +.1.50y (3) c = 1..50x - .50y

(2) c = 1.50x + .50y (4) c = 3c + y

The equation of Part g may be rewritten as

= + 1.50qw " (3) y.= -Tx +2

1
'(2) = 7 x + 4.c

(04). Y 4= Tx

'
Plot your answer, to Part,h on 'your graph for c 50,

c = $1 00,and"c ='$1.5

c) j. What sis the lowes value bf c for which the cost line intern

E54cts the tegion pf feasible stolutions? This' is the minimirri cost
%

of nuts that will ,provide ..enpugh-of each amino acid.

I

, At the.point of minimum costr, x * and y

-, Therefore, the cheapest comblhatj.on
I

of nuts that contains at
,i

leastas much of the three amino acids as a pound of beef is

pounds of peanuts and pounds of cashews.



9. In Problem 8, a diet of peanuts and cashews was determined

which contain much of threetof the eight essentfal amino acids

as a pound of beef. In cadt a diet of nuts does not appeal to you,
t

another satisfacpory vegetarian diet may be devised with egg and

pinto beans. The table below gives the approximate grams of each

of the three amino acids in a pound of pinto beans,and in .one egg,

as well as giving wain approximately'the grams of each.in a_pound

of beef. -

TRP LS MET

i-tbeans 1.0 9.5 1.0

0.1 9.4 0.2

1 lb beef 1:2 8.0 2.4

Assume that eggs sell for'.60 a dozen (5 apiecei and-that pinto

beans cost 30 a pound. Find the least expensive combination of

eggs and beal that provides at'least as much of each 4ssential

amino acid as a pound, of beef does.

10. An outfitter in charge of setting p 4the menu for group back

packing trips plans toAerve scrambled eggs and'pancakes as part

'of thq,breakfast menu. To minimize weighte'bothiare purchased in

the form of dried preparations intended,for backpacking. The pro-

tein, fat and carbohydrate contents of 100 grams of each dried

prepai'ation is as 'fol ows.

I
grams grams (rams 4

protein fat garbohydrate

scrambled eggs 52 42 0

pancake mix 15 15 . 60
,

s

On the basis of flietary coAideration the outfitter wants to-serve

enough of the two dithes each mbrning to provide a total of at least
A k , .

.20,gr ms of prOtein, ls grams of fat and 30 grams of carbohydrate, ..:

per p ison. , ,

i.
, 0

a.4, Suppose that the outfitter is interested in minimizing the
(,

weight of thejingredients to be carried. How many grams of each

iFied product should he allot per peton per day? - /

6 1
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0

tuppose that the scrambled egg.mixture costs $1.00 per 100

grams and the pancake mix costs $0.15.iper 100 graMs. If the out-

fitter is interested in minimizing tjke combined cost of tfie products,

how many grams of each driedtproduct should 'he allot per person ),

Tpr

per day?;

, I

<4 ;

4ts

4



PROBLEM .SET 22.: 0
In Problems 1 through.4 compute the range of uncertainty.,

h

1. (80 ± .10) + (17 ± .05)

( 037 ± .002) 4. ( 162 t .001) (1.06 ± .01)

5 09.;± .01) x.106 + 1(6.34

000,000 ± 1,000:

+19,\Op0,000± 500

± . 01 ) X 10 J

5.. The folloWing is part of a table which appeared in the

Biomedical Sci nce Text.

WORBANCE7T SMITTANCE.TABLE_

Trans.,

(%)

.

\

Absorbance
Trans.
(%)

,

Absorban e
Trans.4*
(%) Absorbance

Trans. i
(%) Absorbance

0.0 '. .,.--- 5.0 . .600. 50.0 .300 75.0 .125

2,300 2 .0 .5.95 50.5 ..29 75.5 *420 .

- .7

1.0 2,000 \ .585
,

51.0 .290/,-...*

1 7E10 420

1.5 1,825 6 5 .575 51.5 '.29,o 70.5 .115

2.0 1,700 *27. .570 52,0 .285 .77.0 ..115

2.5 .1,600 , 27. .56p , 52.5 /..280, 77.5. 410

a
a. What is the im lied uncertainty of the transmittance values

in theA table?

b. What is the impied uncer

6 The dry mass of a f4sk is 75. 3 ± .02 g. After the addition of
4

portion of hamburger Ur flask a d hamburger have a combined mass

of 94.87 ± 02. g. What he rgn4e of uncertainty of the mass of

hamburger?

'ainty.in the absorbance values?

7. (8.9 ± .1) - 3.1 4± o

8. (8.32 ± .01) - (5.10 02) (1.01-. .01)

9. [(3.75 ± .01) xi 1023 (2.01 t .02),x lei..

DX. .e17.01 ±. .02) (1.31 ± 01) + (1.52 ± .03)
#

pse the approximate fo mu a for the product of two ranges Ibf

.urmirtainty (x Ax) (y 4y) y txAy + yAx) .to solve Problems

11 through 14.



11. (20 ± 1)(1.5 ± 1) =

12. a. (10 ±

(10 ±

13. Pi square hail a side 20 . 2' cm dn length, Determine the range

of unceAainty of the area.
4

14. A cube has at edge of 1 ± .1 meterS. °Determine the range of

uncertainty of the volume.

Stlate the, relative uncertainty of each of the 'ranges of uncertaioty.

, in Problems. 15 'through 17. I

15. 56 .5

16. .250 ±- .5

50.0 ± .03

116tate the absolute uncertainty of the ranges of unce

' 'Problems .18 through 20.

18. 87 ± 5%

19. 92 ..5%

2/6. 146 ± 1%

21. Determine the rangell o uncertainty of (187.1 ± . ) + (22.9 ±

in terms of

. absolute uncertainty

b. relative .uncertainty

22. 0.,iley wanted to calculate the 'miles per gallon thtt his Burp-

. mobile was getting. When he filled up his tank his odometer read

40,356.2 mdles. When he ran out of gas it refad 40,612.4 miles.

Burpmobile gas 'tanks hoid 12 gallons. His odometr hass --a' correctable

uncertainty of 4%. The odometer errs A the high s de. In other

words, the indicated number of miles traveled minus .4% giver th9

corrected number of miles_ travyed. How many miles per gallon did

,,Rile30 s- Buipftbile get? 'Round your ansTitt to the nearest .1 mile
0

. 'i

, .

?
. i

per. gallon-.

#'

4



f

.

1

23. Riley readjusted theoignition timing on this old Burpmobile.

He went 190.0 ± .05 atua miles on 10 t .05 gallons of gas.

a. What is the range of uncertainty of his miles-per-gallon
x

calculation. Use thd formqla x Ax xAy + yAx
± Ay y 2_

i

IA Do Am think R'ley ought to learn more about ignition

timing?

21. A solution of'125 ± 1 ml contains 6.25-± .03 grams of eggwhite.

.a. What is the concentration of the solution in gkams eggwhite

per ml af solution? Stap you2 answer in the form (midpOint±

absolute uocerteinty).

b. What is the concenttation (as a range of unpertainty) in

vams eggwhite per 100 ml of solution?

25. The protein concentration of arl tggwhite;solution May be

obtained by this dimensional algebra roblem.

(E) e gwhite ( ) rot (C) g protein
(M) 100 ml solution g egg ite 100 ml solution

If the relative uncertainty of each f the /Actors isfer

. relative
-factor uncertainty

E .5%

2.0%

1.1% .

--k.,

what is thie reitatiive uncertainty of the prote*n.concentration (C)2,

26. A slice of bread 'contains.2 olvams piotein,' 1 gram fat, and 12 \k.
$

, , 0

grars carbohydrate. , I

4

a. .Wtite a row.Vector
.

.the nutt.tional ing4ed4ents of 'one

slice of bread.,
,

F. .2%

b. If a loaf of bread hab\O slices, write a vector t which

ceptesents the nptritional ingredients of the loaf.
'10

,

27. Given tilat A m [-1, 01.3], 2*\ [0 Of 1], = [-2,

la.. Fihd .-113 41
1.

\

(Find p-21 + A



Il.
,28.. If [1, ,afid =.[0, 10'

4- 4
B A =

Does B B?

30.

41f_ ,h. The vector K L4, 9, 4] represents the number of cqloriet

contairied respec ively in 1 gram of protein, 1 kgram of fat and

1 gram of carboh rate. Given that a lettuce and ,tomato salad

vector is 4. = [3 0, 7], use the device of -dot product to dleter-

mine. the ntCmber f calories in the salad. Show your work:

32. From the vec or. expression [8,, 11] = [2x .+ jr, x - y]

a. Derive, b application of the principle ofvector

alence, two open entences.

b. Solve the pen Sentences for x and y

33. A group of Girl \Scouts,eat Swiss cheese and apples for lunch.

If their/total diet irake was [64 g protein,. 80 g carbohydrate],

determine the nun/1)er o apples and the number of tdeces of Swiss

cheese that were eaten çi apple = [0, 18j 1 piece of Swiss cheese

= [8, 1 ] ) .

equiv-

34., In order to achieve diet of [800 units vitaAin A, 200 mg

.
vitamin C] how many Calif rnia and. Florida orangis, must you eat?

*(1 'Californii orange ..11 [2 0 units vitamin A, 80 lig vitamin C],

add 1 Florida orange =. [3 0, 60].)
4

3 5 Solve ,the equatiNs by the substitution,Method.

3x 3y = 15
4

6 = 5x + y
($,

)

165
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36. State whether te foltcwing jnegualities are true, false, or
,opOn.

a. J5 <,

b/. x > y

37. :Translate

5 c.-.7 a. and 1,0 > a

/ 4-1 '

d./ 3

I

the fllowing into mathema( cal statements choosing

letters when needed to represent unknown quantities.

Five is greater than negatl.ve two, but less than 8..

Twice a certain number is three more than one hAf the number.

c. 'The totalatmber of nut trucks

sev' n but no more than,fifteen.

T is a positive number.
-/

38.

and bolt trucks is at le st

Graph the region determined by the following set of

< 0' y > -
.,

_

Graph the region determined by the following set of inequalities.

\3 ,

y > -4 and y < -2
*

aph the region determined by the following'set of \inequalities.

ualities.

41 Transform the f llowing .inequalities into the standard form

< mx, + b or y > mx + b.

a. 3y < 6.x + 15 c.

0
b. 15 - x, > 2y . d.. 2x < -y 3,.

42. Given that 'WI + bY > 1", where )1 = [2, -1, 3], 4 =1011 -21' 1]

and = [-1, 0 e -1], transform the vector inequality in'o a tet 0

of algebraic inequalities.. Show your Work.

43. Given that = [1, 3), [0, -2] and [-

a. 'Transform thq inequality sI + t < into a set of algebraic

-1],

inequalities.

166

173
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b. Oraph the region determined by t

44. 'Given ihe vector inqqualitii 40 >.6
ef

1..1here Lo,..1, 1], = [4, -2, /0], = [-1, 2, 1], derive

algebraic inequalities and shade the regi6n of simultaneous scilution.

45.
/
/Tlke following table shows the protein and carbohydrate ccnitents

-etof lent13.s and soybeans.

Pr9tein Carb h drate

Lentil's' (100 g Portion) 25 g 60_g

Soybeans (100 g portion) t\ 35 g 35 1

.Suppose that we want a combination of lentils and soybeans which

will contain at least as 'rich protein and carbohydrate as the

, diet'vector.

= [210 g pnotein, 455 g carbohydrate]

Find the corination satisfying this requirement such that the com-

bined mass f lentils and soybeans is as small as possible. What

is the smallest possible mass? (Show all work!)

1'



SECTION 23:.

23-1 IatE2Ailatism_L2J4tAti94:
.

, Miring the next few weeks you will be studying the mathimatical

field-called statiitics. When you have mastered some of the basic

6ondepts, you will perfoxm Several activities in which you will"col

lect data and apply sttistical,techniques to the results.

Roughly speaking,,the field of statistics involves the study

of tertain trends or patterns which, arise in large populations or

'groups. In. medicine, patterns of disease re studied. using sta-
,

. .

tistical methods. 4n example is the inve tigation of the -kb-cation-
,

,t

ship between Smoking and emphysema.

What isinvolved in testing Whether smoking\and emphysema amt

related? If you have known a 'Smoker or twO who developed eNhysema

it proves nothing at all; it could haVe just haPpenedloy chance. On

Oe other hanlc suppose you Work in a hospitalsand you notice that

most'of the,pdtients with emphysema Are smokers. Can-you now ton
,

clude that smokers are more likely to develop emphysema than non-

smokers? The answee\r- is still no. Perhaps most people in the general

population are smokers. Then of course most emp*sema victims will

be smokers too.

In order to show that smoking and emphysema. are statistically

relqed we must do twolitthings:

1. We must show that a .higher.ercentageof. smokers,than
6

nonsmokers develop emphysema. 6

. 2. We muSt have dat) on a

can be confident Of our results.

large number Of people so we

We want data on a.large number of people so we can be reason-,
_ .

,

.ably.sure that .oi resultscaren't jlist,an acpicitnt7-just a.freak /

'.ocantxence.becaU ave happened_to investigate-an unusual group of.-
, :,'"
Teciple. 'But .how do we know, when:we have:collected:data on .enoM

,

peoPle? iowcan.we knOw:how likely 'it is that our resillts,are7just-
. .

ati "accident" andsprove no ing at all? In the sectioni to come you

Will learn how to use mat ematics to help answer such questions.



I

Before We go on, however, a Word of c ution is needed. Medical

researchers are 'always trying to find the ause of particular medical1
. . . ,

problems, Therefore they'do statistical research to plentify vari-

ables which arecommonly'associated with the ailment. However not
--:--

all things which are associated with an ailment are causes of the

ailment. A misunderstanding of this idea could lead to disastrous

results, .For example, suppose Dr. Elmo's research'has shown that

all emphysema victims have. heads.' rThe distinguished D. Elmo con-
.

.

cludes that heads are the cause of emphysema, and recommends-the

headectomy (removal of the head) of everyone. Perhaps Dr...Elmo should

be the first to try out his revolutionary new procedure.
,

23-2 Randomness

.Ineveriday life:we are fac d:with co events Whichowe'hardly

think about at all. But once in a while s ing happens which is

so unusual that we ,take Ospecial notice ot it. For example, suppose

you went for a walk'and the.fir, t five pe ple you passed were all,

naked.' This would certainly be an unusua
I,

event, but it could occur

by chance alone.. Now and then/,some people get the notion to go out

and walk'around the block naked. If3five such people happened to_do

so t the same time,..that could account forthe event,' But;the com-

bination is so unlikely,thatoyoU would probAbly loOk for'some other

explanation besides chance, Perhaps you walked into a nudist colony

by Mistake or were having'an hallucinatiOn.

event which occurs by.chance alone is called a random event.

Some random events.occur fr7quently. Others ard very unusual. An

. unusual event like the one above ig <variously described as a rare

event, an eyent with a low relative frequency, an event with a loi4

probability.,

In our ktudy of statigtics 'we will be particularly interested

in rare random e7ents. You .Will begin by performing a- rand6 events

activity with a s4t11)f 16 cOins. You shake them up a'nd then dump

them out on your Ask' toi). You' probably already have soMe 'correct
I ,

expectations about what will haPpen. For example, you would prd;ably

be!surprised if you got 16 heads or 16 tails. This isn't impossible,

bu 'it is a rare event.' You probably 'would expect 15 heads and one
\

tail to happen more often\than 16 heads and so forth.

169



Wh,b of heads do you thinfc w4ld he'seen most often?0
i

,

, OP

1'
at nuMer,

,

e 7The answer hassomething to do with our expectations about the way

"fair" coins behiroe.. In the long run we expect tb see just as many

,heads as tails. 'This,has.implications for our set of416 coins. It
-

suggests that we might expect to see 8 heads, and 8 tails,more often

than any other combination. We can summarsize,tur intUitive feelings

by saYing that we expect 16 lieads very arely, 8 heads most often

and zero heads ve'ry WoUld you expect 10 heads or 9sheadq to.'

occur more often? Singe 10 heads-is farther alw from 8 we would

expect 10,heads tOk happen less often-than 9 heads.' This then i the

'general trend of things for 16 coins. /The farther away from 8 heads

the less oten we expect to see it. How often we see an expected

pattern of events is, somewhat dependent upon the number of trials.

Inlan experiment with a million trials we will pioduce a pattern

that agrees very closely with the expected' pattern. When the numper

of trials is small we will more often see unexpected patterns of
4

events.

23-3 LLS2i.11:?-1nrILTi_alli

So far we have put forth scime ideas on the mitcomes when 160

coins are shaken up.and dumped on a'-desk. How Will these expecta-

tions beor outin practice? In orderito finO o t, you will spend a

class period'Aumping a 'set of 16 coins. To h p you record the .

experience and apply it, we will define some words to'describe the
-

*activity. Ybu will be repeatedly dumping 16 coins and counting the

number of heads. You will'be doing this again and again. It would

seem reasonable to call, one'dumping a *dump." However,.we won't

because there is,a lack of dignity in the word "dump." You may wish

to.agrue this pOint. We will call each dump of the doins a tril.

This is tfie language of.statisticians. For example, a statistician

would say "The result of Trial 14 was 11 heads."

Pen 16, .0ins are dumE;ed there are 17 pOssilile.outcomes,, rom

16 heads all.the wayAown to zero heads., We will call each of thtse

possibilities dh e ent. For example, 16 heads is an event. In

general, the set o all possible outcomes of/a trial is the set of

possible-events. or, example, when a single die is thrown,.....there

are 6 possib'e events.
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'.(
-

.

Since you dump out 'the 16 qoins again and again, it is likely ,

that a,IpartieOlar eyent..will (happen more' than once. We will call
k

.
the -number of t es 'a particular event occurs tlie frequency of the

,

event. Fo example, Wilbui', Caliente performed 50 trials. 'The fre--,
. - t 7 .

'quenc f., 9 heads Was 13. In other words, tstie everit q heads occurred
:

mes.
. .

When you do your Cbin dumping, your results should be recordeV:

in a manner similar to the way we liave recorded the results of an

acttial set,of.50 trials.

,

_Event .(NuMber`
of neadS)

0 .

114

1

2

5

, 7.

8

9

10

12

14

16. .

total
-of

on,

Observed.Frequency.

0

_A V.

number.:
trials,- .

F

Total Number.
of Heads fo,r
Each Event

4

5 x = 25

6 x 8. = 48

etc. 56

.72

72

, 60

44

245

.

,

total number
'Of heads .

401

b

.

.When you Jiaire corigeted all of your trials you-w,ill report
.

. your frequendies to your ;teacher, who will record the 'grand totals

.6*
a

for.-the entire clasg. %Then you should calculiate6 the mgan (averlge)

*. '70-4,
a. t



number. of heads ,per trial for'your data. We have demonstrated how

to do this in the example shown on the previous page. Your teacher

will. calculate Ohe mean number of heads per trial for the entire

class. You are doing this to test a statistical prediction; The

prediction is that tlie mean for the whole class'will be.closer tó .

*.
8than most-of the students' individual means.

A

PPNBLEA SET 2;3

1. f(True:or:la/ If you have known a couple of smokers who

devetoped'emphysema then it proves that smoking causes emphysema.

2. SuppoSe that. you work in a-hospital and you notice that most of

your emphysema patients'are smokers., lOne possible explanation is

that smokir5' caase6 emphysema.' What are other possible explanations?

3. What two things must be done to show that smoking causes:

emphyseMa? ir,
.0

,4. Listed below are-pairs of variables which are assoCiated with

each. other. WhIchOairs are related as cause and effect?

ae It has been found that countries With high,per capita incomes
P,

end to have high heart disease tales. ,

.

4

b. It has been 'found that 132.4% of All people wkio break their

hips were wearing shoes at the time of theilaccident.

c. An increase in teMperature is associated with an inctease in

volume for a quantify of trapped gis at constant pressure.
.

d. An tncrease in pressure is associated with a decrease in

.vqume fqr a quantity of trapped gas at'cOnstant temperature.

e. People go to lunch in California when the clock strikes

3:00 PM in New York.

5'. List two Nariables that are commonly associated with one another

that are nbt ielated as cau6e_and effect. Do not,use any 'example

listed above..

6. Identify,th6 ranch*, eyents in thet,following list. litl.decNiu

1 dice:.and.Coinsn'are "Lair."
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A. oin ill't ,Ised. It tiirns up heads.
li "r

..

. 1 ,

., so p,ir of d 0.e is 'rolled. A pair of sixes comes up.
,

ii, 1

C . A cord is-dealt. It iS a! jack.
/

, .
,

t....1 A key is ins4ted into a lock. It' opens the ,lock.

1 I . ,1 . a 4
e;., A 'car runs out of gas.' The car stops.. ./ I

f. 'A person Alls a pair If dice. He gets ten 7' before he

rdiis
,

2.

7. List two random events not listed in this text.
mt. !'44:

8. List twd. nonrandom events ivelisted in this text.
.1

,

9.. Which event iri. Problem 6. is the rarest randim'event?
$

10. Sixteen coins Vire shaken up and repeatedly clumped on a table top.
i s

. Which two numberS of heads would we expect to see least Often?

. What number of heads would We expect to see lost often?
fr

c. In the long run, the farther away from 8 heads, the (more,

less) often we expect to see At.

. Six coins are shak&I up and repeatedly dunil6ed on a .iable top.

pelow we have listed all possible events which might occur (h =

"heads"). The set of all posible events = f Oh, lh, 211, 3h, 4h,

0
Which' two evnts would you expect to see leasi often?

;

Which single everlt would you expect to see mos often?

c. Which event would.you expect to see. more *of ten , 3h or .2h?

d. Which event Would you expect to see more, often 4h. or 5h?

12, Ten coims, are shaken Up and repeatedly duinped on a desk toP.

BeloW, we have a table ,fhat oiders our, expectations about the number

oftleads. It 'goes from niost . often to least often. Inseit Oh, 1h4

in the appropriate box in the table, .



11.

When 10 coins are duMped\ there ar possible events.
$ '

When "n" coins are dumped there are opossible event's.

In- class you dumped 16 coins at a time in eabh t 'al. IrOthe qlext
,probiems, suppose you are dumping.,100 coins at 'a time and counting
theT.ntimber of heads. Therefore, on any given tpial you can get anple
thing between zero and lop- heads.. Sappose the number of trials is
very large..

..14. We expect that the most frequent event will b

15., Which event do we expect to.be rarer, zero headS or'.3 heads?

16. Which event do we expect to be rarer,, 3. heads or 52 heads?

.17. Which event do We expect to be rarer 40 heads or 6.2 .hdlitds?

,fter four trials of a foUr-coins-at-a-time coin dumping experiment I

the, tally s eet looked like the one below..

a

Event
(Number of Heads) Tally

2'

bbservadN
F*equency

4 11

D6ethe tally sheet :prove that the coins are
4

.nwkrandomfashion? (Yes or NO)

.:Hoy do Ithe results, in the table differ from our .expectations'
z abilkt.# randomness?

'26. *hat might 6Xp1ain th e. pattern in the table .
.0

behaving a
f
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.Below is. the tally sheet 'for the'

:Event (Number
.of Heads)

ame exPliriment after 20 trials.

Observed
.Tally Frequency

1 t

6.

2 7

3 '//// 4

'4 I // 2

21. How many pos-sible events are there? :4t.

22. How many. trials, (or dumps) were there' in the above activity?

.23. The event "t head occurred with frequency

24: The most frequent event was_

The rarest event .was heads.

26. What was the total nurNber of heads app.earing in all 20 trill's?.

27. What was the mean number Of heads per trial?.

The following .table shows the results of measuring the syStolic
--blood_pressures Of 102 men-aged 75 and 'above.

systoli-C---Pres-su:_ Observed
(mm (Hg) . --rmrcittetcy_

" 4 1.1.0"1.10. 18'

heads.

130-149 31

156-169 -23

170-18-9_

190-209 ,7

'4 210-229
230-.249,

Total

a. How many posLble elvents ire there in this survey?
I.

b. How many trialswere there?
,

29. The event of a blood pressure in the range 190-209 mm Hg oc-

durred w(i.th a frequency of'

.

.



30.., a. The most frequent event w a. a blood pmssure in the range
of nun Hg. r

.
The . rare'st ob861**4d '8'Vent was a blood prlissur0 in the range

of mm Hg.

Sdme of the best medical surveys available are based on military
pereonnel and, on inmates of Mental hospitals . This is no surprise
since siach people are given systematic 'medical:- examinaticiris.r The

4

. following table gives 'the head heights in nun, of 68 male nental .pa-
tients. The source of the table did not explain exactly what !'head

height" means, but this is unimportan t. for our' purposes. d

DATA ON HEAD HEIGHT .OF MALE INMATES OF
HADDINGTON OISTAICT ASYLUM

'Ot

Head Height (mm) Frequency

1'15-119 1

120-124 0

125-3.29 10

130-134 15-

135-139 l'/14
140,144 16

145-149 5

150-154 3

1557-159 1

31. The most frequent event is a head height jn the range
mm.32., IT.he rAtrest events is a head height in the range

33.. This survey was based on only 68 ma1eV2/ If the survey'were done
.

on 1,000,000 males which event is likely to be more unlusual, 11-
,

119 Min or 12.0-1211

34. Hbw many trials utere there?
10.

Create tally sheets and repord the data for' the experiments described

AI

below.

35 153 trials of an experiment with fivr, possible events I.'S run.

176

The frequency of the, zeroth event was 6.
IS'The'frequency of the first event ,. was 27./

.



The frequency of the second event fa 80.

"The frequency of the third eventtivas 33,

,The . frequency of tile fourth event was ?

Be.itst.tre to include the.. numerical valuer for the frequericT of the.

fourth event,

36., 127 trials of an exp'eriment Wi!th seven possible .eventA is run..

Heights in .the 'range 150 -cm td.154

-Heighti iny the-range. 155 cm to 159 .cm are obseved 17,time

Heights .in the range 160 cm eo 164 cm ,are observed. 41 ti es.

Heights in the range 1465 cm to 169 cm are .observed 36 times. .

-Heights in the r-ange 170 cm to 174 cm; are observed 15 times .

geigthts in the range 175 cm tO 179 cm are observed 9 times.

cm are observed 7 times.

Heights in the range 180-cm to 184

(.

cm are observed ? times.



SECTION 24:

24%-1 Tally Ho:

A,tallY similar tiL the one you made in the prev,ious sectioA is

one way 'to display a'frequency distribution. It shows the frequen-

cies ok different events. We will later examine mote elaborate ways

Of displaying a frequency dieribution. But there is illuch.more that

'can be.j.earned from the simple tally in:Section 23-3. k

For example, were our Acpectations-confirmed fOr that Par-

ticurar set of trials?' In other words, did 8 headloccur most, often?

Were 5requencies lower foi events farther away from 8 heads? Cer-

tainly 8 heads was most often seen and, in general, the farther away .

from 8 heads the less-frequent the event.

There is an exception, though. Can you spot it'd Six and 7

heads both occurred 8 times. 'But 6 is farther away from 8 than 7,

therefore we expect that its frequehCy should be less than the .fre-

*quency of 7. This result underlines something important tq keep in

mind abbut random events. -We can anly predict what is!most likely

to happen. We can.never be certain exactly what.mill tiappen.

The Unexpected pattern of >6 Ileads and.7 heads happens moie often

wi h_small numbers of trials. (The grand tally for the whole class,

pro ably will not shbw 'this kind of.behavior.) There is :an under-

lying principle here. It is that frequency distributions will more

expectations (if they are Correct) as the nu(ribv of

tria s indre.ash. The exercise in computing the mean number of heads

per triitl was designed to'test this hypothesis. If the iman for the

entire class was closer to 8.than a majority of theikeans*for indi-

viduals, .then our expectations pro4.accu'rate for yotir clasS.
.

4--
.ever, if.the grand mean wasn't closer, this.doesjuit disprove'our

. .
1 .

.hypothesis.: Since',we,a.re:dealing with randoh evpnts;:ther0e is always
f

, the possibility that.aTare event .may:-be observed.,
- I

\
. .

24.,2:Relative Frequency:, A Zero-toOne Scalie for Never. to Always

0

.1

Is;An everit that\happens only mite a rare event? The answer
.

..
,

depends on the number of trials. If there were onlT one' trial, then

/ the answer would be, "Not necetsarily." If theie were a millibn 4- ,.
I 0*

Re
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trials the event would indeed be considered a rare one. The ratio

of the observed frequency to .the totat'number of trials is a.11ed

the relative freguehcy 8f an event. This is'summarized in the formula

'below.

=

/where R = relative frequency

0 = observed frequency
11

N = total number of trials

Fot example, the relative frequepcy of 8 heads in our earlier example

is the ob4efved frequency (9) diVided by the total number of trials

(50).

, What this figure means is that the event 8 hea,ds occurred in 1856L

,of-thetrials.Youwillcalculate relative frequencaes for your

'own, and the entire'class tally.

' ReMember 'plat a relative fretluency of one means .khat an event

always happened, while an R of zero means that it never happened.

AlsO, relativelfrequency is a descriptive statistic. It describes

how oft6n a paiticular(event happened.,,

24-3 Probability7-An Expect-ed Relative/Frequency
k -

Probability is a preclictive statistic. It predicts how often

a pariticular event can be expected to happen on the average. th.

Probability is related to expected frequency and the number Of

trials by- the; formula

where p = probability .

e

E = expected frequency

N.= number 01 trials,.

.p =



_

This foxrau1a looks,a lot like the prevlous one and it is. p and4R

are relate& quariiitles. A probability of one mpans that an event is

certain'to happen. A probability of zero means.that an event cannot

happen. Relative frequency deals with history while probability-

- .deals with future expectations.. ,

In the relative frequency formulal-R ib generally the unknown.'

N and 0 are known. However, the p is generally a known quantity in

the prbbability formula. TA unknown is usually E or expected fre--,

. AN
quency. We can use this relationship to predict the expected number

of heads for a particular number of t!rial.

.The.first thing We must do is to determine the probability of

getting a head on a single throw of a coin. We shall.assume that

the coin is'"fair" (heads and tails are equally likely) and that

it cahnot land on edge. Since a head is one of two equally likely

events, the- chance or probability of getting a head on a, single

throw is one-half 8r. .5.

/ Stippose we flip a pingle,coin 16 timeS. What is the expected

f equency of,he&ds? We know p (it is .5) and N (it is" 16)-.- Note
. . . .

t at we are calling.-the flip of a single coin a trial: What we

will calculate it the expected.frequency of heads in 16 flips.
.

.where

E
. P

.E =?

N =.16

We substitute these numbers into the formtia.,

"-

(.5)(16) = E

d = E

When a single:corn-iS flipped 16 times the expected frequency

of'heavas is a. What.dcies "expected"--mean 'in this statement? -Two

things. It mearip,tha,t 8 heads is mire likely than,any other .

6

4?me When we flip-i single coin 1.6 times. 'It 1So%meang thy< if

w4 repeat the series of 16 flips many, many' t mes, we exPep tthe,

.180
A
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average number of headS per series of 16 flips to be very close
0

to 8,
Y.Qu may have already realized thilt_ flipping one coin 16-times

is equivalent to d'umang 16 coins at dnce, as you d in class.
This equivalence permits 'us to state that 8 heads sitthe most likely
event when we dump 16 coins at once. Notice that this does not mean
that G, heads will come up in a majority of the trials. Eight4eads
did in fact appear more often in oux example than any other number,
but still only 18% -of the time.

For the saine reason we expect' the average to be very close to
8 heads per trial (of 16 coins .at a time) after a very large number

of- trials. In Section 23 the average number of heads per trial,
after 50 trials was 8.02. This is' indeed very close to

For the sake of variety we consider another example of the use
of the probability formula.

EXMPLE: lk

-What is the expected- requency-of a 3 in 6_0 rolls _of op single
die?

SOLUTION:

Since we expect -that each side of the die will come up squally
.often, the probability of a 1? corning up is one out of six or
.6. The !wither of trials is '60.

*

/
where

N = 60 .

E = ?.

We substitute this. information into, the: forinula.

e see
I .

n 60 rolls of a single diet.,,L
4

1 SIG

1 iE
-6

= E

that the 'expected fr6quenCy

#

is 10 for coming up

181
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1VOBLPI SET 24:

siiple tally is one' way to display a

, 2. (T or F) Statistics allow

-c

the 'future.

3. Relative frequency.sets up a zero-to one scale for

fo

4. In the formUla

.. I

us to make exact predictions about

c.

R =

d. Which variable. is most commonly the unknown?

5. iRelative frequency is a descriptive statistic. It descri es

how often an event -
6. Probability is a statistic.

t.

' 7. (Probability,.Relative frequency) Pred cts 'the Pattern of

future.events while (probability, relati e frequenc ) describes-

the pattern'of.past ei7ents:

8. In the formula'

<,

)d. Which variable is most commonly the.unknown?
I

(Multiple Choice)

-When 16 coins:Are cluMped simultaneouslywe eXpect tO see '8 heacti

r(huilf the time:, every tim More.than half the time", more often than

Any Other event)-.
.

V

A,
182
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100.A single die is rolled 90 times.

a. On a single roll wh:at 4the probability'that a.5 Will

come up?

b. What is N in the formula p = &'? ,

..
, ,

C. [CalculaV the Txpected number of'time that a).5 will come Alp.
.

,

d. If 5 came up 17 V.mes, would you be suspicious,about the

fairness of tilb die?

e. If 5 cam& up.90 timeswould,you be suspiciods?
4

li. In order to compute the relative ftequency of an event we'divide

the observed frequency by

12. If the relative frequency of an. eVent was .62, it means that the°

event occurred in % of the

The following table appeared in Problem Set 23. (It

comes-of 29 dumps of 4 coins.

lammt--- Observed'
kamber of Heads) Frequency

0

.# 1: 6..

2 7

.3 4 .,

4 2

shows the out-

e

13. Show, ialculatiOns verifying that the relAi e frequency of :the

\/event 4 ,heads was A.O.,

14. Show calculations verifyirig that the relative frequency of the

event 2. hAcTh was .35e

e °

,

Ale fo;.lowi:ng is the ame table as above, exCep't that the observed

frequencies have been replaced viith relative frequencies.

Event .. Relative
2(Number. of Heads) Frequency_
c .

0

3

05
. 30

. 35

. 20

183



15. What event occurred in 5% of the trials?

16. One of the following siatements is true. Which*one is it?

a. The event 1 head occurred 'With the,same relative frequency.

t
. as the event 2 taads.

0

b. The. event 1 head occgrred-with the same relative fre'quency

as the cOmbined eveht 3 heads 'and 4 heads.

t c. The event 0 heads was more frequent than the elient 4' beads:

.

The following table is based on a survey of hetoglobin values for

54 female medical students.

,..,,,..,... %.,..,...,y..,...,,.,.. ,,,,......

ranges in grams per
100 milliliters blood') ,

IvIl

,

Relative
FrequfIrcy

11.5<V512.0 037

12.0<V.1.12.5 .056

1,2.5<V513.0 .166

13.5<V14.0 .204
,

14.0<V514.5 ,

,.222

14.51.7415.0 .037

. 15.0<v<1.5..5

.

17. _How 'many possible events are there for this set of data? Re- -

member that an- esint is .a pOssible opt6ome' of a:trial. A trial in

this case is a mea urement of_ hemoglobin value..
6 1

18. How many trials were there?

.19. 16.6% of the Students had hemoglobin' values falling in the . .

range g/ml. .A

20. A- hemoglobin value. in the range greater ,than 14..5 to .15,0 9-/m1

was obsepted in % of the cases.

21. Notice that the srelative frequency .of a valiie in the rapge

greaier than 13:5. to 14.0 g/m3, .204. Show"that the ooftesponaing,

ObserAd frequency must be 11. (You, gill 'need &;) uge the formula
0Fi and solve for- 0 )

-1
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22. What.was the observed frequenoy of,values in the range greater

than 14.5 to 15.0?

23. What is the sum of the relative frequency'coluirin? (Don't add--

thini about it.)
k

24. Recall that the probability p ,is!0.5 that a coin will come up

heads on'a given toss. Compute the expected number of heads when

4L coin is tossed 20 times. (You will nIged to use the'*formula

p Fi and solve for E.)

25. The probability p that a certain expel.imental drug will be

effective is 0.6. If 100 patients are treAted.with the drugr.what

is the expected numbeer of patients )(Ton whom 'the drug will be
./

effective?

26. Calculate the relative frequency of each of the following

observed frequencies. N 250

d. 93

27. Calculate the relative frequency of each event for the.total

clss data from the coin dumping activity of Section 21..

i!

4.

A

.1

°
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25-2.A Relative Ftequency.Histogram

In the future we will.often want'to compare observed frequen-

cies with probabilities. It turns out that relative frequency is

more comparAble.With probabilitY than ObserVed frequency. For this

reas6n, it is sconvertlient to scale the vertj.c.al axis of our histogram

in terms of relative frequency'instead of observed frequency.- .The

telative frequency of eachi4vent.is summarized.below.

EvEtrr Number
of Heads

Relative
, Frequency

The graph of this frequency distribution is similar tO the

previous graph. The only dif,ference is in the vertical axis. It

is scaled in terms of relativ frequency. As you can see, the )

relative frequency of each event is wiitten on.the corresponding

histogram bar. 4 gi.aphof thik.type is called a reiatixie frequency

histogram. Note that the shape is identical to the observed

frequency histogram:-

2
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The two graphs and the tally are all different ways of representing

frequency distributions in math class youwill construct arelativew

frequency histogram. It will show the frequency distribution of the

results of the class coin-dumping exercise.

25-3 Combined Relative Frequencier

This sequence of lessons-is leadinq up to the interptetation

.of a statistic called chi square. The chi-square'procedure produces

a probability for a combination of events. To understand the.meaning

of this probability we are going to start out by finding relative

frequencies for combinations of events. Fot example, how often did

either 7,.8 or 9 heads come up? Half of the time. We cansdetermine

this by adding the relative frequencies of each of the three events.

..16 + .18 + .16 F .50

,

An important .point to keep in mind is that the sum of the rela-

tive frequ9ncies of'all the events mist always be one. .This is true

because the sum accounts for every event-that occurred, and therefore

the sum represents an event that always happened: An event that'

always haq,ens has a relative frequency of 1. Try adding up all the

rrelative equencies on the histogram bats of our example. , The sum

should be L.
,

-25-4 Area and Histograms

A very'important feature of histograms is the relation between

the area df atbar and relativb frequency. Allof the bars have a

base of 1. The height of each bar is the relative frequenay of the

particular event. The area of each bar is the product of the base'

and the height. Since all of the biases have a width of 1, the area,

of each bar iqumerically identical to_the relative frequency of

the particular event. This idea is very usefUl when describing com-

bined relative frequenci,es..-The Shaded ,region of the''graph on the

next page repr sents the combined relativp frequenbies of 7., 8 and 9

heads. The s ded area is .5 and the unshaded area
-. a
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.

Notice that the base ,Oidf ea histogram bar is .5 .g hemoglobin
per -100 ml. If the height.,!bf ch 6ar (relative frequenty) were

, multtplied by this .5, th the area of each bar Would not be nu-
meribally e.qual .to the relative frequency.. However, this is an
artificial problem which is related to the scalLing of the horizontal.
axis. We can consider each hemoglobin value range to be one event-
wide. Now, if wo Multiply the height of each bar by its width in
termst of .events, then the height of each bar, will again be numeri-
cally'-equal to .the area. ConSequerltly the total area will be 1,
just lik:e 'the totil relative frequency. When we look at the histo-

Agram in this light, then it ,is sim,ilar.tp ovi coin-dumping example. 4
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, YROBLEM SET.25:
.

re
9

,The following table summarraes the outcome of dumping four coins

20 times. (This example appeared in the previous two problem sets:)

.EVENT (Number OBSERVED RELA IVE
of heads) FREQbENCY FREQU NCY

% .

.01
1 6

.°
2

3 4

4 12

. 05

. 35

;20

.10

1. Draw a frequency histogram of-the above results with the verti-

cai axis scaled in observed frequency.-

Draw a relative frequency Jlistogram of the above resits.

In Problls 3-5, give the relative frequency of each combined event.

Refer to the table above or to your histogram.

ZerO heads or four.heads.

4. One head or two heds.1

5. Aore than one head.
A

6. What two events may be combined to, give a relative frequency

of exactly 0.50?

The following relative frequency histograms are the same as in

the_text example. In each case, give the area of the shaded 'poltion

of the histogram. '
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The relative-fr-equencl.e,histogram below iS the . same as.z
page 1Q4 The' relatiVe f.ipquenQies are. written onitth

,.

-

.05

HEMOGLOBIN VALUES
FOR' 54 FEMALE- MEDWAL TUDENTS

e table on .

'bars. ,

viemoaoolki
VALAZ..

II OINHIINIIIIH HHHIIII 1 111

mumum m
m igloo

IHIIIUIII

11E111111 in iernaliaEr mormom oil

lir INT
056

°311111111111111

mtur No. . HT+2±3-+

r()

+-6-4-7-± 0+.

a

v < 15.5'

For Problems 11, through 16 determine the relative frequency of the

combined events.

11. A pemoglobin.val-ue (v)._in the range greater than..12.5. to 13.0

(12.5 < v 13;0) .

12; The combined events, 1, 2 and 3.

13. A valpe (v) in the range greater than 13. 5 to 15.5

(13.5< v5 15..5).

14. The combined eventsl,

2
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I -
.A 'value (v).. in the range greater than 12.5 to14.0

2.5 < v S 14.0Y.

What is the relative frequenCy of a value (v)

reater than 11/5 to 15.5 (11.5 <.v, 15.5)3
. t

the-range

7. Calculate the observed ,frequency of each event in the hemoglobin

histogram. Keep in mind that each observed frequency must be a whoI.e
,

number.
A

18. .The combination of events 4, 5 and 6 accounted for what fraption

of 11 'Observed events?

.19. Construct a re1ative frequency histogram for the total clads

data from the coin dumping activity of.Section 23.

4,

4
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SECTION 26:

26-1 Yet Another FrequencY'Hist'ogram
. ,

fiow often will.t42e number of mdles.in a randomly selected class deviate.,

by 4 os More froM-the Overage_flUrnber.for.all clasgesZ'

This is an example of the kind of question* which we will be
-

answering with 'the chi,. square procedure

,In this section we will develqp a ,histogram that focuses on
áviations...from the average"- and a t'able that focuses on the .

. or more" phrase in the question above..
41,

To develop these, new tools we' rettirn ( s usual.) to the :/kmiliar
coin-dumping data.

Recall from _Section 24 that the expected:frequency of heads
in a toss' of- 16 coins is 8. In Other words, ' 8 is, the expected
number of heads per. trial. qenerally,:, .Ehe 'farthr from 8 heads the
more iare the event. °,We can focus on thiq paiteign by drawing a
ogrAm .based, an deviation' froM the expected nUmber of heads. Eight
heads has a zero deviation- from the expected Value. Both 7 and 9
have a deviation of 1 from the expected valte. The frequency histo-

4

gram will Ricture the relative frequencies of particular .deviations .

from the expected value. The information needed- to, .construct such
a histogram is ehe table below.

EVENT,
number

of heads
0 1' , 2

.

3

,
-..

-

-10 11 12 13
.

14 15 16,

RELATIVE.
FREQUENCY ,

.10 :1'6
'.16 .18

.

.16 ,12
,

i

. 8 ;04,

Your table have thei form ,sho*nbelost. Note that we have
changed the event row to iecorc deViattoris fr3m the expected. event
,(8 heads). For example,' the relative frequency of a deviation 'of
1 is the sum4of the relative frequencies of 7 and 9 heads, namely,

.16, .or- .32:

EVENT
Deviation from'(

expected value'

n

h / I. ti

.

.

.

6

RELATIVE .

FREQUENCY

.

.1.8
.

.32 . gs .18'
- .

.04 .
.
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, # /

*Value. It is just to theiright of it. From there on,-the farther.

away from the expected value,Ape shorter the bars. .

.

This kind of frequeficy'histogram has the same relation be-
,

tween reratiNie frequency and area,aq.00ur earlier histggrams.. For
/

example, the.area of the iero'bar is (.181 x (1) =- (.:18). Area'

is equivalen to rel e frequency. Look at the graph on the
-*-nextpage.. The first two bars have been shaded in. The shaded

egion repr sents a crbined relative frequency of :18 + :32, = .50
id ,

for how ,bAen 7,8 or 9 heads weve seen; '
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26-2 Rare-Events and the phrase "... Or More"
4

" We Mentioned earlie4r our desire to measure the rarity of ran-

darevents. This kind of histogram makes our task easier. 'Events

'farther to the right on the horizontal scale were seen less ofpen.

They'are farther away from the "expected" event. We can upe this

histogram to answer.such questions as, "How often did the number

of heads deviate by 4 oi more from the expcted value?",The

shaded region in the graph on the following page represents the

answer.

,
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In other words, a deviation of 4 or more from the eicpected value
%

'ocCurred in (pray 44 of-Ehe; trials.
4

,. This kind. of question.is,very similar to1be one .weopened

the section pith. But for a fe4 phrases they a e

:How often did the n. umber of heads deviate' by 4 .or more ftom theexpected Value?,

Vow often will the number of j`r-.706.7t,...deviate Of 4 oi more from the average?

*

The graph below represents the answer to another question

.about the rarity oS, a ig,ertajin set . of events. .Can you give the
N

question?
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a

Thil question IL Jimbw .often did the number of heads deviate bisyk,
or!ttore from the expecte0' value?" The area: of' the shaded region

ig `(.18) + (.04) = .22.

The shaded area below represents the

...qurncy "of a deviation of 2 or mdire.
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Look back now at the last thtee graphs.' -Notice that we have

moved fiom right to 1e4, shading in an additional bar -in each 'step.

In the n.ext section we will demonstrate how.to construct a table

which recordp the combinated relative frequencies which corkespond

to the process we have visually produced here.

26-3 A Table of Combined Events

A table, that shows the relative frequencies of different combin-

ations of events will have this form.

TABLE OF COMBINER EVENTS

EVENTe, .',
Deviation from h

4. expected value

0

or

more

1

or

more

.

?

2

or

more

?

3

or

/more

.

4

or

more

5

or

more

6,

or
more
,

?

7

or
more

?

8

or

more

s

RELATIVE ...,

FREQUENCY

zoo
1k_

r-7,



j.
1Notiae that Ohe events in the ta. le all have an "or more" tag..,.

-./ .-We can find -the r lative frequencies or these combined events by

following therea oning df the previo 6 discussion Ind using th
. infOrmation in' th table belOw. This s the same table t:hat we

. , .

developed 'in Sect on 26-1. Just .below is the able of combined 7
,

events.
TABLE 1

EVENT

(

Deviation from Ah

a peCted va lue

.

. .

RE LAT I VE

hEQUENCY .

1. la .32 . 28 te . 4

/

,

EVENT -MI

Doviation- from).
expected 9lue

RELATIVE
FREQUENcY

-TABLE, 2
COMBINED EVFNT

0
or

1:00

.1

or.
more

. 82

i ,

, :i'able a may, Le most effiCiently develop d ,by st rting from
'ii, -.44

.,-the'rigtit and working left, zig-zagging between tab es
:For- example tp.e relatiNe frequency for, deviations fy. 3 or mOre m

,'
be found by adding R for 4 or more (.p4, Tabae 2) to the it for a

, , Y

deviation of exactly 3 (.18, Table 1). to icg'e 11,= 2 (Tabie 2)
ifor .deviations of 3 Ot xpor..

I

Now it is timt to tak a break from carculations and look at
the' table w tiave constructed. Remember that A relative frequency .

.

Of I-means tha event ajways-happened. We see by looking at
the Table of Combined gvents that o or mare. heads 'happened alL the

time'. This is vex:), ieksonable.'' From a mathematical point of krieid,
f .

we also know that we got the e1ative freqUency for > 0 by adding

up all of the relative *freque Oleg. And, we know :that the sum of
o

all of the relative frequenci s must be I.

Now notice that the relative frequencies decrease. from 1 to 0
as you move from left to right (+) in the table. In other words;

,if ran event is to the righ4eof another ev,ent, the right-most event'

is mote rare.



I

. Finally, remember that the relative frequency which "is entered

in the combined event table represemts an area. 'It is the combined

area of the histogram bars for .Ah greater -than Or equal* to the

stated th:

PROBLEM SET 26:

The folloging relative frequencY histogtams are .the same as the one
"developed in ,Section 25 based'on the.tossing of 16 coins.
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, 1. The shaded area'in the above histogram represents the relative

iteds or . headsi."frequency of the:cambined event, "

.2. Therefore, the Shaded.area represents*the relative frequeii.cy. of

a'devia;tion (Ah) of from-the expiCted.value of 8.

3. Therefore, the relative frequency of a deviation of 1 from the

expected value is
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4 . The shaded area in the, abomk histograth represents the rplative

frequency of a deviation of frpm the ekpected value.

$. . The relative frequency of this deviation from the expected

value is
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The above mean-centerea histogram .is the same as the one d veloped

in Seation 26. It is another way of aisplaying the results of toss-

ing 16 coins.

7. The shaded area represents the relative frequency of a deviation

of from the expected value.
-

8. Does the relative frequency. . 8 agree with your answer to

Problem 5?

. o
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9. The shaded area above represents the-relative frequency ,of a

. devkation of or more from the expected value. ,
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*

10. Here we'have Copied the Table 'of Combined Events and the Mean-
,

Centered Histogram developed in this section. we have drawn in
I '

lines to show how a particular table entry corresponds to the area

of a combinatton of histogram bars.
k

Ah

0

or
more

1

or
more,

2

or
more

3

or
more

4

MO

5

or

more

6

Or
more

7

or

more

8

Or
more

R 1.00 .82 .50 .22 .04
46,

0 0
,

0
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a. SCopy both the'table andsthe graph on .your own paper. i

4

P.b. Draw in lines similar to the ones above for each relatiJe

frequency in the R,row of the table.

The,followin table summarizes the outcome of tossing 4 coins 20

timei (you have seen this.example in previous problem sets).

EVENT RELATIVE
.P(Number. of.-HeAds ) FREQUENcY

-0

2 35
3 0 t* 4

4 .10

11: The expected value for the table aboveris 2 heads. The rela-
. 4,

tive frequency of pviat.ion of 1 fro' the expected value 4.43' .

wt5 f,
206
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-Use.the table aboVe.to.compIete the:following tableri.

. EVENT
Deviation from Ah
expected value
(

.

\

4.

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

.

13. Cqnstruct a mean-centered histogram based on the table of

'Problem 11.

14. Using the data of Problem 11, complete the following table.

fttice the addition of the "or more" phrase to the column headings.

EVENT
Deviati o, from Ah

(exTected value

-

0

or
more

1

or
more

.2

or
more
,

RELATIVE
1

FREQUENCY
-

15. A' deviation of or more was observed in 65%)of the' trials.

16. 14 coins are repeatedly dumped.

a. What is the expeCted number of heads 'for a sirigte trial?

b. List all'Pevents for which Ah = 5°. -

c. When h = 9, Ah = ?.

d. When h = 5,\Ah =y? ,

e. List all events for which h > 5.

f List all events for which Ah > 3.

g. List all events fOr whi h Ah < 3

0

(Remember that 0 is, les than 3.)

17. 12 coins are repeatedly d4ped.

a. Whai is the,expdcted number offheads

.b. List all events for which Alit= 0.

c. List all events for which Ah = 1.

d. List all events for which Ah <-1.

List all %vents for which Ah = 5.

List all events fihr which Ah.> 2.

g List all events fOr ithich Ah < 2.

f.

21

for a single trial?

207



b-
I*

18. Calculate the observed (0) frequency of each cOmbined event in.

.the table of combined events in-Problem 10.

N 50.

19. Oonstruct a.mean centered histogram for lie total class data

for the coin dumping activity of Section. 23.
T4

L.

a.

208- ..

. f
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SECTION 27:.

27r1 Frequency Ddstributions from a Theoretical Point of View

Sp far we have been concerned only with the desc'ription of "fre-

quency distributions that We have obtained experimentally. /You'enow

have quite a good idea of how 16 coins behavt when they artitossed

a large number of times. But thiS information did not come pacticu-

larly easily. Tossing coins and tabulating results took quite a bit

of time. And to make thing's more complicated, maybe some of the

coins you used were lopsided, and maybe you didn!t throw.,:them a

random way. .Maybe the frequency distribution you developed in clasS

_.is a "freak" and doesn't look the way it should.

Because of the above-considerations it is very useful to 8e able ,

to predict the appearance of a given frequency distribution. Since

a frequency distribution is based on random eventi, we can .never pre-

dict it exactly, but mathematicians have developed methods\for pro=

ducing an "ideal" modeie Their predictions' for .16 coing\art summar-
,

ized in the table that follows. Remember that a probabilicy is a

theoretical relative frequency. It is selated to expected frequency-
4

and-the numbpr of trials by the equation
, -

ii

where p.= probability,

4PE = expected frequency

N = number of trials.

NUMBER APPROXIMATE RELATIVE NUMBER OF 'APPROXIMATE RELATIVE

HEADS PROBABILITY FRE UENCY HEADS PROBABILITY FRE UENCY

.0

1

3

4

-5

6

7

-.000015

.000244

.001831

I.:008545

. 027771

.066650

.122192

.174561

.781

b 9
,:

.1745ei1 . .16
N

0
s

10 .122192 .12

., p
11 .. 066650 . Q8

0 ° . 12 . 027771 . 04

0 .13 .008545 0

.10, 14 <,

. .001831 0

46 ' , 15 .000244 0

.16 ., 16 ' . 000014 0
qh

209



a.

,Y
: li

- .
,

,
'In aequainting yourself iNtith theanformat

,
in theltable,

. (

,npticethat there ks rough.agAement between4iie theoretical
.

relatiVe frequencies (probabilities) and'the...e.b.pretTed relative

.trequencies. A statistician would .tell ug that the'larger the

number of trills, the more closely We should exPect the two to
,

agree. Notice also thati,some of .pe probailities are very-
,

small. Perhaps it is a little difficult to'appreciate what, they

mean. le can illustrdste ttleir meaning in a little mOre depth-by
,

A ,
,.

using the formula
.

1

EXAMPLE:
,

,

o'How often.do we,expect to see

, 50 trials?

SOLUTION:

4 heaas out of 16 coins in

By referring to theapable we find.that the 15robability of

14 heads is -.001831; therefore, p = A01831.. The.problem says
4

1

that N We substitute thiS information'into the,equation

gt

0

to get .

-E

.001831 E
50

, , y

So ye see that the'expected frequency of.14 heads is\tmuch much less

than .1. This means hat we would very rarely gee 14 heac4, in 50

clumps Of. 1.6 coins:.

\ Since we found *th.e expected frequency for 14 heads in 50 dumps

to be,much less than 1,.it wOuld be interestihg tofind out how. many '

trials it, would take o expect to see 14 heads once.

EXAMPLE:

HoW many prials'are necessary to have an eXpected frequency,

of 1 for 14. heads obt of /6 Coins?

SOLUTION:,

We know that'.

J

= .001831
,
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In the problem it states that

E .- .1

The problem,is to find N. We subskit'te C.la." known

.int.p the foimula

. .

information

to get t .001831

4

N =,
.001831

S.

546
. .

In other:words, we expect tO see 14 heads. out' of 16 coins about once

-out .of eVery 54Et trials.

./ .

Below we have made a histogram that represents

for f6
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0

Again, it is important to notice some features of the above

graph. 'Jirst, it is symMetrical to the left and right' arourid 8'

heads. Second, it has a shape similar to a bell.. In statistics
4 ,

- there are a variety Of bell-shaped histograms. We will not now

:pursue theina;thematics involv.ed in the derivatior of these. proba-

bilities.. Later, when we deal with the subject of,genetics, we

will explore this topic in greater detail. For our present pur-

poses we will assume that the mathematicE derivations are accurate

and merely use Ne results.
'1

Interestingly, the same histogram describes rather we11 our

°expectations about,the number of Males (ox females) in a family

of:16 phifdren. For example, it predicts the .122 (roughly one

eighth) of all 16-chithren families would have e"Otly 10 male

c hildren.

27-2 A Theoretical Mean-Centered HistograM

Just as in Section 26, we are interested in a histogram that

shows the relative frequencies ofAhe different deviations from the

expectvalue (Ah's). The table is constructed just as before.

,

EVENT
(Deviation from
expected value)

or Ah

0

Predicted Relative
Frequency

. or
PROBABILITY

. 19638

. 34912

. 24438

.13330

. 05554

. 01709'

. 00366

. 00049-

. 00003

,
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1

The table bele,/ showr the combined probability, of different

deviations from the mean. Nati e that events bqcome rarer as you

move from left to_right.

EVENT
((Deviation from Ah

expected value)

0

or

more

I.

or

more

2

or

more'

'3
or

more

4

or

more

5

or

mote

6

or

more

7

ar

more

8 '

or

more

COMBINED
PROBABILITY .

1.00 .804 .454 .210 .077 .021 .004. 5x10 3x10- 5

Remember tbat the above, table is based on thdoretical predic-

tions. It tells,what relative frequencies we expect to find after

an infinite number of trials. It is illuminating td compare the

above theoretical table with the one we got from our run of ,50-,.

trials. This table follows.

EVENT

(

(eDeviation from Ah

rected value)

0

mooIe moorre

1 2

mc)c)e

3

moof4b

4

mcnore
,

5

m(oni:e

6

moorre

7

remOr

8

moll:e

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

1,00 .82

.

.22 :04 g o

:2-

0

PROBLEM SET 27:

.1. List two reasons why it is useful lt.o be able to predict the

.appearance ofcoin-produced frequency histograms.

2, How does a probability differ froin a relative frequency?

3. a. Complete the table betow. All entries in the third;Column

should be,poAitive.

Event
(number
of heads)

5

6

I.
'9

p. 9

10
11
12

. 17

. 12

. 17
. 20
. 17

. 12

. 07
. 03

214



a

b. Congtruct.a table similar to the one on the preceding page

which compares probabilities with the observed relative frequencies

of tile total class coin-dumping data. Include 411 events with non-

zero observed relative.frequencies.

In Problems C.through 11 refer to.the table on Page 209of the text.

4. The event which.is expected in about 19.6% of the trials* is

heads.

5. Thirteen heads and heads are expected to occur with equal

frequency.
4

6.. In about 2.78% of he trialswe expect the event

a. 1 head- 12 heads'

b. 8-heads

7. If the number of trials were 10.00..then the expected frequency

of 7 he4ds would.be

8. If.the number of trials were 100 000 then the expected frequency

of 1

1

headt would be

9. ow many trials are necessary to have an E ofil for 16 heads?

.(E -7 expected frequency)

10. How many trials, are .nepessar,17 to have an E of 1 or 8 heads?

(Use p ,20)

11. a. How many-trials are necessary,to have an E of 1 for 15 heads?

(Use p = .00025)

b. How many trials are necessary to have an of 1 for 1 head?.

.(Hint: No calculation is necessary).

12. Listrtwo important,features of the histogram in SectionA3-1 of

the texe.

s.

In Problems 13 through 15 refer to the'table on Page 212 of the text.

13. The probability of getting either 10 heats or 'helads is about

.244. A

14. A deviation of 7 from the expected val\ue is expected to occur

about 49 times in every trials.

15. The rarest event is a deviation of from the expected value.

, 215.



I.
16: Construct a Mean-centered histogram for he theoreical freqtrency

distribution describled in the t.ib.le below tt is the distributif

for repeated dumpings of 8 fair coins.
,

et

EVENT
(number

of*heads)

10

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8

. 0040

. 031

. 109

. 219

. 274

. 219

. 109'

. 031

. 004

17. a. Constkuct a table of combined probabilities

distribution in Problem 16.

for he frequenCY

b. Let N = 59. pitticulate.an E for each p of part_a.

,18. Construct ,a mean-centered histogram for the theoretical frequency

distribution described inthe table-low. It is the distribution

for repeated dumpings of 6 coins.

EVENT
( number

of heads)

0

1

2

5

6

. 016

. 094

. 234

. 312

. 234

. 094

. 016t

19. a. Construct a table of combined probabilities

distribution in Prol4em 18.

b. Let N = 50. galcUlla e t for each p of part a.

for the frequency,.

The following table shows the predicteA and Obsetved relative fre-

quencied of the various deviations from the expected value for re-(

peated dumpAgs of 16'coins. fSee p.214of.the text.Y
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EVENT
(Deviations from
expected value)

0 or
MOTe

1 or

more

2 or

more
3 or

more

4 Or

more

5 or

more
6 or

more

7 or

more

..,.-

8 or-

more

174:
IA

IT
ITY

1.00 .804 .454 .210 e077 .021 ;004 5x10-43x165
$

COMBINED RELATIVE
FREQUENCY FOR
SAMPLE DATA

1.00

.

.82 :50 .22 .04

2,0. Both the combined probability and the olterved.relative frequency

are'he same in the "0 or more" column. Why must they agree?'

21. Look at the last four columns of the table. TIld probabilities

are not .0; but the observed relative frequencies are all 0. How

can this discrepancy be explained?

.22. Copy .and .Complete thfs table. Use the relative frequencies.from

your class's coin-dumping activity.

EVENT
(Deviations from
expected value)

0 or
mori

1 or-

more
2 or
more

3 or

more

4 ort

more
,

Vor
More

6 Or
more

7 or

more

.

8 or
more

COMBINED
PROBABILITY

1.00 '.804

'

.454 .210 .077

,

.021 .004 5x10
-4

3x10
-5

COMBINED
gELATIVE '
FREQUENCY

1

_

.
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SECTION 28:

128-1 A Quiak RaView

,/ How often do we expect4the number of heads to differ from the

expected outcome by 4 or more when 16 coins are tossed? In Section

16 we Pound that this quesabn could be answered by combining the

probabilities for Ah = 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. Graphically this is repre-

sented by the shaded area in the histogram below. '

H
1

I i

;Hi

I`

1'

11
,
,

1

1

l
I.

1

; I.
.

f "
! ;

i

I.
1 I

!i
ll
I I

111
1

I 114

0/7

2. ...

EVEN F (',17.\/)..AT1011 FIZ/7/Y) e,)4r-re.Y.c?

The area for the entire shaded region is about .08. Therefo

expect a deviation of 4 or more in about 8% of all cases.

28-2 The Chi-Square Procedure

The question posed in the last paragraph was" easy to answer

using the mean-centered histogram .which we have developed. Hiwevere.

it is nOt very eflicient to construct a tabre or histogram each time

we run into such a question; It is natural to look for a shortcutb

0

Fortunately;there is a formuli which we can-use to find the ap--
-

proximate area of part of a histogram. Instead of drawing the,histo-

gram and, adding the areas of the bars we.subStitute into'the formula

ahd,then lOok the area in a table. In .orddr to illustnate this

process we wil look at a specific exampp.
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Sup6Ose you tosS 16 coins and you get 12 heads and 4 tails.

You can display:the event in a table with two boxes: -

)

HEADS

(
TAILS

12

The observed numbers are 12 heads and 4 tails. What are the ex-

pected numbers of heads and tails? py now you can probably answer

this question easily. We expect 8 heads and 8 tails. The expected

\\values are entered in the table ap follows.

HEADS

TAILS

12(8)

(8)-
41..

A table of,this form is called a contingency table. It is a conven-

ient way of displaying observed and expected frequencies. Notice

that eath observed value 'deviates by 4,from the expected value.

Since "you will be working with contingency tables, remember

matach frequencies go inside the parentheses and which do not. -One

way to remember is to think of the frequencies without parentheses

as.representing actual experience; these are the observed frequencies.'

We can think of the parentlieses as indicating4,06t4'a frequency did

. not actually occur, in other words, an expected frequency.

We are now "going-to answer the following question. "With what

relative frequency do we expect a deviation as great or veatbr than

that in the table above?" This is the same as asking hol, often we

expect to observe a,deviation of 4 or more.

The first thing we do is calculate the quan,tity

(1 El . 1)2

, E
s ,-

for each of the two "boxes",of the.contingency table. Here
, ,

0 = observed frequency ,

,

i

E = expected frequency. .

io
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The expressibn 10 - El means "absolute uplueft.

always posSible. In other words,

112 -.81 =,14 - 81

4 = 4

Absolute values are

Substituting the values from the first box, we.get'

(112 - 81 - -1,) 2 4 -----1)--1.2----__,
_.

8 .

12.25

= 1.53

"
substituting the values from the second box, we get

(14
..91 _422 -(42
8 8

E.= 1.53

.You have probably noticed that this result is the same as for

the first box. This happens whenever 10 'El is the same for each

box and E is the same for each box. Knowing this can save us from
i

repeating calculations in soMe cases. But WATCH'OUT! These values

are not alWa a the same for the different-boxes.

We now mpute the quantity x 2
, 'called chi square, because x is

the Greek'le ter chi. x
2

is just the'sum of the two numbers obtained.

abova, one for eac

:

box of the table. Remembering that X stands for

"sum," we can writ the formula for x 2
as follows.

f.

In our par,ticular example*,
." .

3.1

+ 1.53

Now we look up this value of, x in a x 2
7-probability table,, Not ce

2

that 3.1 appears in the x2 column opposite a p of .08.



2 2 2
41

.00016 .99 .045 .84 .46. .50

.00063 .98 .054 .82 .56 .46

.0017 .97 .064 .80 .72 .42

.0028 .96 .081 .78 .84

.0039 95 ,098 .97

,./38

.34

.0063 .94' .12 1.1 .30

'.0087 .93 .13 .72 1.2 .28

.011 .92 / .15 .70 .26

.014 .91 .21 .66 1.4 .24

.016 .90 .27 .62 1.5 .22

.026 .88 .34 :58 1.6 .20

.035 .86 1.8 .18

2.0 .16

2.3 .14

2.5 .12

2.7 .10

2..9 .09

3.1 8

3.4 .07

3.6 .06

3.8 .05,

4.3 .04

4.9 .03

5.4- .02

6.6 .01

-q

We conclude that a deviation of 4 or more from 8 heads can be

expected to occur about 8% of the time. Notice that this agrees
2

withithe value obtained in Section 28.-1. The x method does not -

always give such good results, but it is more than sufficient for

most purposes.

Recall that we were able to find exactly 3.1 in the x2 column.

'Often' this. will' not be possible. For example, suppOse .that we
2

Want to find p for x2 = .28. When we look in- the )( column, we

See that .28 4alls -between the °table 'entries of .27 and .34.

X

. 27 .62

34 .58

What p should be reported for a x2 of .28? Since .28 is closer to

.27 than .34, report that p '.-*s .62. In similar situations- follow

.
2

this rule. Report the p which correseonds fo the nearest x table
-,

Intry, If your x
2-
value falls exactly in the middle of two x

2
-

table entires, report the sMallest p. /

1.

,
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To summarizer-there are three steps'in using to, estimate

expected relative frequency.
11

4.
4 sqqare of any number that ends in .5 by the ollowing procedure.

2 4

1. Take the integral part of the n k.er and multiply d..t by

one more than itself.

1. Construct a contingency table displaying observed

and expected frequencies,.,, .

2. Compute9(
2 by substituting Into the formula.

3. Look up the probability or expected relative.frequency

in the )(2 table.

28-3 A, Handy, Dandy Shortcut in.Chi-Square Caolculations

2 2
(x + . = x + x + .25

= x(x + 1) + .25

"So what?" you might ask. . Well it just so happens that whenever .

the observed and expected frequencies are integers, the dhi-sqd'ae

forkla requireO.kou to square numbers that end-in .5. If you enjoy

multiplying out such numbers as (4.5) ,

\(9.5)2 and (14.5)2 stop reNa-

ing ri,iht here. Go directly to the probl set.

Still with .is? The,equation above tel s us that you can find thefl

2. Add :25 to the resuIt.of*step 1.

.A few examples should *ye you the hang of it.
[3t 4

(4.5)2 = 4(5) .25 = 20,25

= 9(10). + .25 = 90.25

(14.5)2 ='14(15) + .25 = 210.25

1

If this prOcedure confuses you, then don t use it.
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PROBLEM SET 28:

'The hollowing contingency table shows the outcome of a toss'of 16

, coins.

HEADS

O. TAILS..

11(8)

(8)

1. Ihe.8's in parentheses represent the (expected, ob-
e

served) frequencies of heads and tails.

2. The other number not in parentheses represent:the

pected, .observed) frequencies" of heads and tails.

3 '',Show calculations verifying that

2

(10 - 1)
2

E
0.8

for the left-hand box of the contingency table.

(10 - El
1

)

2

4.
2

Conipute for the right box of the.contingency

5. x
2

= ? (Add the answers to Problems 3 and 4 ) Apress your

value of
2

x with Fi implied uncerfainty of =.05. round to

nearest tenth.)

st.

(ex-

ip

6. What is the' probability. corresponding to yO4r value of x2

(Use the x2 table on p. 221.)
/

A

7. This is the probability that the number of heads will deviate by

ormore from 8. t .

8. Refer to Ole table on p.214 and write down tile probability of

a deviation of 3 or more using that method.' (It you followed all

the above steps carefully, this value sho9ld differ from the One in

Problem 6 by onli .01.)

2Refer to the x -probability table on p. 221 for Problems 9 through,q1.

2
9. As' x gets larger, the probability of the evelI gets

. .

(larger, smaller).

. 10. As'x
2 of .00016 corresponds to an event which we expect, to

happen . of the time.

2 23



than P Refer to the x p table.

Suppose that you toss'16 cains and get 3 heads.and 13 tails.,
. %

12. Set up a.contingency table showing these tesults.

2Compute x . Round your value to`the neatest tenth..

2
,14. Refer to your x table'. What probability corresRonds-to your

value of; .x2?

15 Therefore we expect a deviation of.5 or.more from,8 headi about

% of the

Now suPpose you simultaneously toss 100 coins and g t 0 heads and

43 heads..

16. Set up a contingency.table showing ,these results.

17. Compute X2 (with an tmplied,errorPof .05).

18. What is the corresponding probability?

19. Po we expect.a deviation as great or greater'than.the one

observed to have.a 0 > .50? (Yes or.no.)

.



SECTION .29

2R-1 Chi Aquimt and Your Biorlied Class
e

At this point you have eeen how' to use chi Square to estimate
A

tht probabilities of various outcomes when tossing coins. Fortu

natplY the eki-squarg procedure can be applied tf many other situa-

tidns as well. The cqin-flipping .approach was used tq introducethe
%

concept because it is easy tp visualize: In the next two sections

you will s'e'how.chiesquare Can be applied to,án entir"ely different

=type. of 'problem. NA

Let'us turn our attention ',now to your Biomed cfais. Your oclass$

61..represents some.small portion or sample of allthe people in your

*ade at school./There are many'possible ways to'choose such'a

samgle. For example,4a4erandom process could be used. The names of

all the students in your grade could bb placed in a hat, and then
A .
your.class could be 'chosen by:drawing names. 'In this case we would

f

expect that your class would be much like a scaled-down vprsion of r

your entire grade. That is, we would.eXpect about the same porpor-

Jtions of males, females, brown7eyed people, football stars, cheer=

leaders, bongo drum players and so on, as ther4 are in your entire

grade..

In sumMary, your clase was formed by a random process, than

we Ncpect.that its composition will be about the same as the cdmposi-

tion of 'your entire grade. But what should we conclude if the .com-

pos4ion of ydur glass is quite different from that of your entire

grade? There are ,two possible conclusions. Firdt, we might conclude

that your BioMe4 class was lot formed by a random process. 15econd,

we may have observed a rare randod eventy analogous togetting al-
,

most all heads when 16 coins are tossed. .

AS'
In'order to tackle a gne-siYed p'roblem, we will.restrict our

-

attention to the sex composition of your class.. Weiwill use chi5,

square to estimatte Ithe probability of randomly selectpg from your

'entire grade a class with the same sex coMposition as your Biomed

class: The lower the probability, the more'likely it is that we

need tojook for a non-random explanation dor the observed stx ratio.

23,1106

I

4.
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In the math class we are merely going to estimate the prob-
.

ability. It is the business of the social scientist to decide when

and how toillook for non-random expianations in a problem of this

typ'e.1

29-2 The Prop7tions of Random Samples

You might expect that the probability of selecting a male,

-for example, at. random from your igrade would be .50. This'is not .

necessarily so. Suppose you were in an all-male or all-female

school. Then the probability of picking one sex would-be 1 while,

the probability of.ipicking the other would be 0. Your school probaz

bly lies'somewhere between the extremes of all-feMale or all-male.

Cah you think of a way to find the probability of picking a male

or female at random? One place to start is witli the school records.

Certainly if you knew the numbers of males and'females in your grade,

then you would be one step closer to getting the information you need.

For the sake of having somdnumbers to crank through our statistical

.mill, we sent Elmo down to the office of Pudworthy High School. He,

badgered
4

the secretarieb until they took pity on him.0
.

Elmo came back with these nutbers: males--230, females--270.

You already.know how to proceett'from here. Remember how.We calcur-'

lated the relative frequency for each number of heads? We will cal-

culate the relative frequency for the males and females.in the same

way.
0

R -
N

where .= relative frequency

=. observed frequency

N = total number of students
.

:The number of students in Elmos. grade. at Pudworthy High School.is

'270 + 230 = 500.

alculate the.relative frequency of the number of Males

226
_

' t

230'
R = 500

46
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4r

Similarly, the relative frequency for the number of females is

R
270
500

= .54
.

Of course, we could just as easily have obtained tihis number by

substracting ;46 from 1.

We conclude that Elmo's entire grade is 46% male and 54% fe-

male. For the sake of argument, we are considering the Biomed class

at Pudworthy to be a random sample of. the entire grade. Therefore

we expect the Biomed class to be 46% male end 54% female, tog. The

Biceed class4bas 25 students. We can now 'Qalculate the expected

frequencies of the males and females in the Biomed calss.

MALES: ,(.46)(25)

:= 11.5

FEMALES: E = (.54) (25)

= 13.5

Do not be concerned.that the expected numbers of malep and females

are not whole numbers. Expected frequencies often come out this

way. The numbers do not implia person who is half male and half

,femaiel

At this point we halite calculated the expected irequencies of

males and females. What about the4obsdrved frequencies? A head

count in Elmo's class yields the results, 17 males and 8 females.

e can,summarize our results In a contingency table.

MALES

FEMALES

TOTAL

17
(11.5)

8(13.5)'

Notice that each expected frequency (the number in parentheses) is

the total (bottoM box) times the relative frequenci of males and

females- respeCtively
,

*
In the nert section we-will apply the chi square procedure to

--these data.



PROBLEM. SET 29:

4 At NUrdsburg High School there are 200 students in grade lOt. 110

are females and 90 are males.'

1. What is the relative frequency of males in grade 10?
16

2. What is the relative frequency of females in grade 10?

3. The grade 10 algebra 'class contains 20 students. If thiT class

4 is a random sample of the tenth grad What is 'the ex ected number

of males inPthe algebra class?
S.

1

4. What is the expected number of females in the algebra class?
4

5. Suppose the algebra class is actually, made up of 13 females

and 7 males. Construct a contingency:table displaying the observed

and expected frequencies of males-and females.

The following table gives the relative frequ6ncies of blood types

in the U.S. white population.

BLOOD 1p.ELATIVE
TYPE: 'FREQUENCY

0 .45.

A .40

.11

AB .04

6. In a randomly seledted group of 100 white Americans, what is

the expected frequency of blood type AB?

\ 7. In a randomly selected group of 1100..white America* what is the

xpected frequency of blood type 0?
. ,

8. In a randomly selected group of 12 white Americans, how many do

we expect to have either blood type A or blood type B?

The fo owing table gives the relative frequencies of blood itypes

in the U.S. black populatioh.

BLOOD RELATIVE
TYPE FREQUENCY

0 .47

A .28

B .20

AB .05

.228
t/ 1\.

4



1k.

11. In a randomly selected group of 80 'black Arieficans how, many

cio we expect to have blood type AB?

10. In at randiply selected group of 450 black Americans what is the

expected frequency of blood type A? s

11. ,In a randomly selected group of 12 black Americans, how many

do we expect to have either blood type A or B? Is this answer the

same'as in Problem 8?

The.table belOw gives the relative frequencies of blood types in the

West African population.

BLOOD RELATIVE
TYPE FREQUENCY

v 0 .46

A ..23

.26

AB .05

12. Calculate the expected frequency of blood type B in'a randomly

selected group of 150 West Africans.

13. Calculate the expected frequency of blood type A in a randomly

selected group of"30 West Africans.

14. A survey of 400 randomly selected people of one ethnic group

4' gave ,the following results.

BLOOD OBSERVED
TYPE FREQUENCY

-180

96

B -100

AB 24 .

These data mist closely fit which ethnic grbup, U.S. white, U.S.

brack or West African? (Hint: calculate relaive frequencies.) ,/

,



I. TONGUE ROLL/NG II. TONGUE FOLDING
,0

15. Many people inherit the ability to curl up the edges of .their

tongue as in picture, I above., Can you?. The relatige freguency

of tongue rollers in the U.S. population is about .67 and non-rol-

lers .33.

In a group of 500, randomly closen from the U.S. population,

what are the expected numbers of tongue rollers. and on-rollers?

16. Suppose that the sample of 500 a6tually contains 320 tongue ,

rollers and 180 non-rollers. Ccinstruct a cohtingencrtable displalag

the expected and observed frequencies.

17.. A tiwit which is quite rare in the U,S. population is the ability

to fold the tip of the tongue back when the tongue is xtended (see

picture II above). The relative frequency of people w th this

ability is about .002. In a high school with 1000 stud nts w many
0

tongue folders would you expect?

18. Taking the population of the U.S. to be 200 million, approxi-

mately how many tongue folders are there in the U.S.? ,

A



I. HITCH-iHIKER'S THUMB II:STRAIGHT THUMB

Some people have t e ability to hyperextend the last joint of the
4

thumb forming the 'hitch-hiker's thumb"'shoWn in picture I. Tliere

is some difficult inIdeciding who hag this trait becaus6 people

can hyferextend,t different degrees: We will disregard.this de-
o

tail and summarlzel the relative'frequencies of "hitch=hiker's thumb."

U.S. white population: .25

U.S. black ppOblation: .36

19. In a sample of\25 randomly chosen from the U.S. black population,

what is the expected frequency of hitch-hilcer's thumb?

20. Suppose that the observed frequedcy of hitch-hiker s thumb in

the above sample is 12. Construct a contingency table for

Aample.

t
21. In a random sample containing 80 white people an 20 black

4 pe rile, what is the expected number of Ipeople w th itch-hiker's
,

:0

thu ? (The answer is not a whole number.)
\

41
231



SECTION 30:

30-1 'How bia (Statistically) Is Your Class:?

We are now prepared to apply the chi-square procedure to'

Alit sex ratio of Elmo's Biomed class ai.Pudworthy High Scho 1.

By followthg-the -same -procedure you can calculate the chi quare

probabintw for.your class.

Let us recall the results obtained in the last secti

Biomed claps at PudWorthy contains 25 students. If,the c ass

.were a random sample of Elmo's entire grade, we would expect the

class to contain 11.5 males and 13.5 feMales. In realit thé

class contains.17 males and .8 females. We summarized t ese acts

'in a continger table.\

n. The

\
MALES

FE LES

$TAL 25

applying chi squart to thesis data, the'techn'que will be

exactly like that of SeCtidn 28. You can refet to t at section

as an aid in tracini through the development..

The formula for chi square is

- 2
=

E

In order to apply this formula we substitute the values from each

box or dell of the contingency table into the expression '

and then

follow.

1 2
( 0 - E - -) .

2

6
E

add 'the two resulting expressions. . The pmputations

\
(117 - 11.51

1
7)

2
(18 - 15.5r -

1
,)

2

.11.5

5
2

5
2

TM- 13.5

232
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1
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Now we refer to the x2-probability table onlp. 221. It will

tell us the probability that a random, sample will deviate from

the expected values by as much or more than in Elmo's lass. In

fhe table we find that ia x2 of 3.8 corresponds tO-a probabi\lity
2of .05 and a x or 4.3 corresponds to a probability of .04. 'Since

4.0 is closer to 3.8. ttian 4.3 we report a probability of . 05.

In other words, we would expect only about 5 out of 100 randomly

selected classes to haVe as large a deviat±on in' lex composition

as Elmo's! class). In 95% of randomly selected classes, the sex

distribution will be closer to the predicted Values.

This is the point at which, social` scientists have to make a

decision. They ask themielves, "Am I observing a rare random event?
,

Or is there :Some other explanation?" Typically, when. the probabil-

)1\ity is as iosw as .05, social scientists will start looking for Some .

other explanation. For Elmo's class they ..vould look for factors

which would cause more males than females .4) end up in the Biomed

class.

In math. class you will calculate x2 for\your own class. From
2

this value of x the probability of random se e,ction may be found.

If the probability is low )(p < .05), then you ill Ascuss possible

factors which might have catised your class to cievthe.markedly

from the' expected sex compositiOn.

PROBLEM SET

The following contingency table shows the expected and observefi
^frequencies of males and females in a high school claSs. /

\

.MALES

FEMMJES :

:TOTAL

Compute x
2 for this table.

7 (9)

,hundredth.

Round your answer to the nearest-

/

233



2. Refer to your x
2-probability table and find the probability

2
corresrng to your value of

if

3. ComPlet the
i
following.sentence,

"Th refore' we expect a random: deviatioh of

fi. more om the expected values about i
6

% of thd time."

In Problems 15 of Problem Set 29 ye listed the relative fregtiencies
t

of tongue rollers (.67) and non-rollers (.33).

4. Suppose that a group of 100 peopll consists of 56 tongue rollers

and. 44 non-rollers. Construct a contingency table displaying the

expected and observed frequencies.

5. Compute x 2 rounding your answer to the nearest tenth.

6. What'is the corresponding probability? .

7 Does this probability ingicate that the group of.tongueirollera--

and non-rollers were i.andomly selected or not? Explain. V

-8. A.certain.drug is known to be effectiVe in 60% of cases treated.

A doctor who has uged the drug on 100 Patients finds that the drug

was effectiye in' 50 cases. How often would we expect a deviation

this great or greater due to chance alone?

.

p,

r4

234



ItIIIEW PROBLEM SET 31
f

The following table shdws the results of 368 Separate 14asurements
of the vital capacitkof e 'single individualr - The m asurements were
taken to the nearest- Al liter.

# jr_._

VITAL CATIACITY OBSERvED 4LATIVE
.

(liters) FREQUENCY FREQUENCY

6 :10-6 :14

..5-6.196 ?_

\

1 -.

3 -

)

.003

.008

620-6...24 13 .035 --

6.2576.29

6.30-6.34. ,

29

78..

.079

.212

635-6.39 91 .247

6.4076.44 .61 .166,

6.45-6.49
f,

51 ,139

6,. 50-6.54 31 .084

6.55-6.9 7 .019

6.60,-6.64 3
__.....

.008

TOTAL 368

1. How many different events are there?

2. The event df a vital capacity in the range 6.50-6.54, liters occur-

red with a frequency of

3. The most frequent event was a vitali capacity in the range of

liters.

4. The'rareStf'observed event. was

.liters.

a vital capacity in the range 14,

5. lo find tlie, relative frequency Of a giyen event we divide the ob-

servef frequency of that event by
/

6. Tt relative frequency of which event is .247?

7. This means that 'that event happened in % of
;the

tials.

8. Which event happened in 8.4% of the trials?

9. The event "vital .capacity an the range 6.60=6.64 liters" occiarred

witb the same relative frequency as the eVent

40. Draw a. frequency histogram 6f the vital capadity rtlasuremdnt r4su1ts

given in the preceding table. Label the vertical, axis: "Observed

Frequency." 21! )
tr."



A

11 a. Draw i.relative frequency histogram of the da.ia in the

preceding table.

b. tiow does the shape of this histogram compare with that

in Probiem 10?

'The following table records the results of 20 trials of dumping 10

coinst

EVENT
(Number of Heads)

0

1

2

3

t4

5

6

7

8

9

10

OBSERVED TOTAL NUMBER OF HEADS.
FREQUENOY

4

for each event,

'0

0.

4

3

12

15

36

21

8

04 0
TOTAL #
OF TRIALS 20

TOTAL #
108OF HEADS

12. Draw a frequency histoqram of\the above data. Label t*

horizontal axis "EvenOnumber of hrds)" and the vertical axis

"Observed Frequenc .",
, 0

13. Complete thifollowing relative fr quency table:

(nulr
EVENT

of ih d6)
2

\

'4 5 6 7 10

'- LATIVE
EQUENCYR

,

%.10 .05 .15,

14. raw a relatiir frequency histogram of these data.
1

213



In\problems 15 through 17 give the relative frequenCy of each
4

combined ev9nt. Refer to your completed al:p1e (Problem 13) or

to youi. hiStogram (Problem 14).

15. Zero ileads 'or 7 heads.

.16, Four heads or 6 heads.

17. More than 3:4ads.
%

18. The combination\of heads or heads occiars with a relative

frequency of exactly 0,40.

19. What is the relative\frequency of the combined event, 9 heAds

or less?

20. Recall that we are dealingwith2Oldumps and 10 .coins each.

What is.the expected number of h ads per trial?

21. The relative frequency of a dej,,aticn of 1 from the expected
4

value is

22. Complete thefollowing table.

EVENT Ah
( Deviation frol
expected value

5

L

.

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY

, .

.

23. Construct a,mean-centered,histogram bastd on the table f Prob-
#

lem

,24. Using 'the data of. Problem" 26, complete .the following table;

EVENT
°Devi tion from

1ekp ted value

40
or

more

1
or

more

2

or
more

3

Or
more

4

or
more

5

or
mpre

RELATIVE
FREQUENCY ,

A deviation of or more was observed in 40% Cif the trials.

4

J1



The f lciwing table gives the probabilitiess- e theoretical relative

frequencies or' the matherhatical predictios) i'or 20 trials of dumping

41-L10 coins .

EVENT _

tit of heads) .

4

'\.,:
\ .

.

.

10

PROtABILITY: .001 .010 .044
I l

.47
.

.205

.

.24.t ,..205 .117 .044 .010 .001-

26 , The event which is expected in 24.6i of the'otrials is

heads.

27 . Two, heads and

frequency.

heads are. expected, to occur with equal.,
_

28 If the number of trials":were 1000, then the expected frequeOcy of
,

2 heads would:be ,

.29e. Complete the following table 'using the probability data just\.pre-

ceding Problem Set 26.

, EVENT Ah
(deviation from
expected value)

.

0 1

.

2 3

I

PREDICTED RiLATIV.E
FRhQUENCY,
OR PROBABILITY

f

.

N

.

.'

30*. The probability of getting eithex .3 heads or heacis

31 . A deViation of .4 .from the 'explcted value is expected to oCcurt' 200 .

times itin- every trials. .

,,

32 : Complete 'the foll9wing table using the table .. ydu completed in

Problem 29

EVENT Ah
(deviation from
expected' value)

0

or
more

1

or
moiae

2

or
more

3

pr
moire

4

or
more

5 4
`- pr ,

more

COMBINED
PROBABILITY

.

,

33 What is he probability of an event deViating 3cr more

fr6m the. expected value?



. - . .
. ., .

ccent.' of' .the -"ttial,s would we; expect a devia4on of ... ..,,.
.-

4.

The following- dontingencyitable..elorsell..ts the dutcome of a 'toss

.... The numeral 5 in parenthei§es representsthe'
'observed). frequencis IleadO. and

,

36. The numeral 8 repreSents the
iency of heads.' . ' .. ,

-.
, I 2**

. .. ....( I 6 E 1 -2- )

'37.. Evaluate ..,'
E .

fOr

expeated

° ,

A .

(expedted,K observed) fre-
.

'the box in .t e!.contingency table labeled "HEADS."
,0

,The bOx in :t
2 .x; . tr- °. ? ..Rourid. , .

2Use...the.,x,
.

table' labeled "TAIis."
answei- to 'the mearest tenth.

on page 221 of your' text to find the probabili
corresponding tol,our value of., x 2-

. What is thqt probability (tO
,

:the tearest. Wandredth
1

40. T g". the probability .that the nuznber,o,f heaft deylate
by orc 'More from 5.

'

41. -Refer &to. the table yiu constrticted to answer Problem' 36 'and yrite.
the prOfia.biiity4, of a deviat3.4211. 'of 3 or moreodetermined by...that , -4 .
method.

, .

.42. Refecrd.ng to the table_ precedIng Problem .12, we .6an. set-,up 'a .

contingency tablie to deeermine Whether the total number of heads
iirhich occurred Kai a rare event' given. tte .total number of coins
tossed.,_

a. 'How. inaiiy trials were theke in all, taking I trial to be
toss of 1 coin4,

b. iithett is- the expected number of heads in that many trials?



.1

.46

4

What is the expected number of tails? . <

d. Wtat were the observed fr'equencies lor head and tails,

,regpectively?

e. Complete the contingency table below.,

2

HEADS

TAILS

TOTAL

Evaluate. X2 round your-answer to the nearest tenth.

g. What is the probability,associated"with your value for

24.0
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SECTION 32
r.

32-1 Drugs and, the Placebo Effec
1

At titits point we are ready to look at a slightly more complin
A

ca d situation in which chi square can provide useful information.

Specifically, we are going to tackle the problem of measuring the

effectiveness of a new drug before it is, released for medical use.

After a drug is developed, and tested on laboratoty animals. for

toxicity, it must be tested om a group of people who have the medi-
4 ,

cal problem which it is intended to treat. Moreover, the effect

of the drug must be coMpared. h that of A piacebo given under

'comparable conditions.

A placebo is an inactive medication. Therefore it should have

no physical effect on the human body. Neventheles* a placebo may

change a patient's symptams through psychological avenues. Among
1

patients who are not told they have taken placebos, as many as 60%

may experience an improvement in their condition.

Because of this placebo effect, we do,not know whether a druii

is -really ef fective, even if 60% or so of patients show improvement.

Therefore it id standard procedure to give some patients the real

drug and other patients a placebo. The results can ,then be compared.

We can also state that the investig,ation is properly controlled.'

The following example ipustrates the method.

200 patients suffeking from pain were selected, of which 100

were given a placebo and lop were gi'ven a newly developed drug for

pain relief. 60% of the patients receIving the placebo improved

and, 80% of the patients rece*ving the new drug improved.

.

You will notice right aw y, that the patients on the new drug

did better than thoi6 on the placei)o. But is thir because. the ew

. drug .is better or is it/ just

ch4 square is usefully% t cat1

ence is due to chance alone.

We begin by exhibiting the obeerv_ed fiepencies' in

geqcy table.

a cha.gce phenomenon? This is whele
\,

tell the ptobability tisat the differ-
..

e

a contin-



IMPROVED-

DID NOT
I OVE :

TO AL

DRUG PLACE 0- TOTAL

This abl is a Little.more complicated than the ones in
0'

previous 1 s. ) There are four'bgxes, or cells, in the 'table

instead of two.

At this point, we have no expected frequencieb, since we don t

know what to expect. First we must make an a-Ssumption. TheN.apsump-

tion is that there is no difference betweeri the:drug and the placebo

in terms of improving the condition of patients. This woul

that the relative frequency of improvement would be the san1e for

both the drug and the p);acebo!4`

To obtain the expected frequencies, based on oit assumptlon,

we reason this way. In the total group of 200, 140 improved and 60

didn't. Therefore the relative frequencies are as follows,

140
IMPROVED: nu,. .70

d/D NOT IMPROVE:
60

200

If.the relative frequency of improvement is the same for both

groups of patients, it must be .70 for each group. SimilarlY, the

relative frequency of no improvbment must be .30 'for each group.

Of the 100 patients giveri the new'drug, we would eigiect .70 x 100 =
.°

.70 to improve and .20.x 100 = 30 to show no improvement. The same

goes for the group given the placebo. We enter'the expegited frequen-

cie0 in the contingency table.

24te

IMPROVED

DID NOT
IMPROVE

TOTAL

'r 4

. DRUG PLACEBO TOTAL

80 7°) 60(70) 140

20 40 60
t

100 100 200

4.*

._



Now we can apply

The formdt is

the data of the table,

x2
,E

-In all our previous ek mples there were only two cells in the con-
2

tingency table, and thlarefore only two terms tcli add in the x for-

mula. But in the present case there are fouj cells in the conti-

geny table. Therefore, there will be four terms in th6 x2 sum,

c--:%one for' etch *cell.

2 (180 -.701'IL
X I 70

2

1.3 + 1,3 + 3.0 + 3.0
8.6 I.

Now refer to the x2-probability table on 221. It turns

out that -6.6 is the largest value of x
2 listed. Therefore our

I

value of 8.6 is "off the Vale:" We can conclude that the corres-

ponding probabrility is less than .01.

There 4 less-than one chance in a'hundred that the new drug

is no more effective than the placebo. In other words, it is

highlyilikely that the dtug is effe&tive. ,This.kind of informa-

tion4along with data on any side-effects Flaused by the drug,

would be used to make'a decision about whe*her to release the druig
:.1

for general usee
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PROBLEM SET 32:
c

Dramamine is a drug used in the prevention of motion'sickness. .In

an actual study on the effectiveness of Dramamine, 108 people were-

given Dramamine and 108 people were given a placebo. The entire

group of 216 was then sObjegted to turbulent flight conditions. A

record was kept of those who became sick (i.e., vomited) and those

who did not. The table below shows the following results'.1

SICK

NOT

TOTAL 108 : 108 216*

DRAMAMINE PLACEBO

.60

TOTAL

In order to determine the .expected frequencies, we assume that

. The total.numberipf people' who became sick was -t

The total number.of people who did not become sick was

91
4. The fraction ---216

represents the relative frequency of those

who (4d, did not) become sick'.

5. Therefore, out pf ).08 people, we expect

sick. (Your answer shoun end in .5.)

125
6. The fractionim- represehts'the relative frequency of those

who (did, did n4t) become sick.

to have become

7. Out of 108 people, we exp,ect

(Your answer should end in .5.)

8. Copy the contingency table and add t

for each of the four cells.

2
-9. Compute x for your table. If you do pot have a calculator,

round the denominators to the nearest 10 before dividing.

10. The probability that Dramamine is no betteil than the placebo

in preventing vomiting is less than 'This might be cOnsid-

ered strqog evidence that the drug is,e ive.

have Arikbecothe:sick.

k
it the expected frequency

I

".

.244
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SECTIOil 3/3:

33 1 Introduction to the -Cola 'Activity

EverOpdy is a consumer; we all buy. things. When we buy
products such As breakfast cereal, rice,tbread and so forth, we
Must choose a single brand from a great variety of brands. ahat
factor's influence the choices we make? ,The people who sell us
things are 'very interested in answers to this question. They

tend millions, for "motivational research." '
.

ft

We Will spend pehnies. By means of a cola-tasting activity
we will demonstfrate how information about ircitivation can be, ob-
tained. We will as0, "Is taste related to brand preference for
Coca-Cola arid Pepsi-Cola?" Taste is only one amohg many factors*
which might influence brand preferences. Some, ,like taste, are
related to information which our senses can gather about the cola
itself. Others are not.

SENSE
FACTORS

fizziness, 'temperature,

OTHER attitudes of friends, advertising,. ...

In t)he Cola Activity we will use chi' square to _investigate
whether the taste of a cola (either Coke or Pepsi) is related to
the preference for a particular brand.

Here is what will happen. You will be asked to state your
preference for 'Coke or Pepsi. This will be recorded. Your re-
corded preference for Coke or Pepsi will be called yar "brand koref-
erence." Then you will taste. uniclentified samples of Coke and

Pepsi. They will be called X and Y,' or Y 'arid x, or something else.
Your choice on this test will be called your "taste rireference. "
When the taste and brand preferences'for the entire class have

been recordl, the true, identA.ties of Brands 'X .and Y wfli be revealed.,
,

.

Notice, that we have chosen two drinks which are..very similar
/so A

as far 'as humarenses are, concerned. Both polas are frthe same
color/ and will be served to you at the same. temperature. Every

effort will be made to make sure that yod base your . choice only
. 4
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on tile taste.10This is an effort to mak% taste the onl sense-4

related factor available for decision mating.

if
33-2,The Unerring._ Tasters

The students of Oracle High School performed'the Cola Activity,

The results are summarized in the contigency table below.

C6KE.

TARTE
PEPSIPREFERENCE

TOTAL

BRAND PREFEfENCE

EPSI TOTAL1 COKE

0
(18)

0
(12)

30

0
(12)

20 (8) 20

2 -50

First, 1 es get .familiar with the table.

QUESTION 1:

How many-ptudents said they preferred the Coke brand?

id ANSWER- .

3 . Brand preference ipformation is found by reading columns.

The "30" which 'answers the question is found at the bottom of the

"Coke Brand Preference" column.

QUEiTION .2:

How many students preferred.the taste of Pejpsp.

ANSOER:

20. The 1120" which answers the quesjon i 'found dn the right
4of the ."Pepsi Taste Preference" row.c'

Notice that all students. who Aaid. they preferred Coke actually

chose the taste .of coke. . The same.is true for'pepsi.
1

An inspection of the

/

table reveals a strong pattern of associa-

4r, tion between Coke brand r fer nce 4nd Coke taste,preference and

plso between Pepsi brAnd p efe ence and Pepsi taste preference. .

-,
From a statistical point of view this is a vyy strong,coirelation.

There are four possible relations which might account for
I

such a strohg corelation.
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. yob

4causi and

Effect

Relationships

Taste mhy cause brand preference.

Brand prefere4pe may cause taste preference.

SoMe third factor may be causing both.

The patteri may be just a very rare chance

occurrence,

possibilities art: cause-and-effect explanations t5f some sort.(

Notic that if we can 4iminate possibility 4, then all other
.%

The chi square procedur6 allows us to calculate how often a

'chance ccurrence would produce a pattern like this.
. ,,

Tht expected frequencies in the table are calculated in the

standard way. We assume (for the sake of comparison) that each,-/

BRAND PREFERENCE subgroup is a random sample of the total voup

with respect to TASTE PREFERENCE. For example, COKE taste pref-
-,t

,

erence'had a relative frequency of .60 for the ntire group, This '

A is found by dividing the number in the upper riight box ,(30) by the

total number of subjects (56)." The'expected frequency of Coke

taste 'preference in a random subgroup of 30.would be (.6) (30) or

18 (Upper left box). Other expected frequencies are calculated

similarly.

Withopt even calculating x
2 we can see that it would be rite

'

A

large, corresiDonding to a p .01. In other words, the pattern

of Abservedlfrequencies in this table would be a very rare random

event. In fact, the probability'is so small that we will neglecty

the possibility.that the pottern is a chance occurrence and assume

that-sbme sott of a cause-and-effect eXplanation is responsible

for it.

33-3 The Coin Flippers

Elmo's Pudworthy High School Biomed class attempted to admin-

ister the Cola Activity to the Home Economics class. Unfortvnately

they ran into some pyoblemS. Every.student in the class claiirted

that he or she liked Cokor Pepsi equally well. Not\a single

student could decide Wilether he liked Coke or Pepsi better. This-,

stopped prwress. Nobody Nas allowed Wo taste the Iclinks Until'he

stated brand preference. At last,. Elmo had a brilliant Q) idea.

glie suggested that each student flip a coin to decideen a brand

preference. All agreed that th's war an acceptable solution. The
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'table itel9w is a record of the Home Economics class' data.

1

". COKE

* ,TASTE.
NIFERENCE PEPSI

BRANIX:PREFERENC,

)>BRA''ND

COKE .PEPSI
'(HEADS). (T ILS)

16

'14
-(15). (10)

il. 25'

30 20. 50

There id'more information in this table and it will probably

take a little study to interpret it correctly.

'QUESTION 1:

How,many stlidents said they.preferred the 'COKE BRAND? (Or.,

.equivalently,. How many students got "HEADS" on the flip of 'the coin?)

ANSWER:

30, which'is found'atethe bottom'of the COKE-HEADS column.

',Of the 30 in thfs gkoup not all sttidents chose a Single lipste.

In fact 16 preferred the COKE TASTE' and 14 prefeired the PEPSI

TAUT.

QOESTION 2:

.:How many students preferred the

ANSWER:

T

taste of Pepsi? te

25, which is found at the rgight of the PEPSI-TASTE row.

Also notice. that 14 of these were in the heads group andfli in

the tails group.

It is important to Aote that Elmo's solution produced randomly

selected BRAND PREFERENCE spbgroups. Therefore, the pattern of

observed frequencies in the table is a true random event. iiow

t notice that the observedlapnd expected frequencies do not agree

exactAy, although they hie close.-,6.This is a common random pattern.

(ReC411-our earlier.coin-dumping activity. Nien though 3 heads

was the expected number of heads for a trial involving 16 coins,

we actually got exactly 8 heads less than a fifth ofithe, time.)

*248
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When we determine,p for this table, we 'will be calculating

how often randomly produced tables thll Ave 3(2 values as ierge
2

'or larger than the x for this table.

2
Without going thraugh the details of x calculation you should

2
by naw expect,x to be small because the differences between ob-

served and expected frequencies are small Small,x2's correspond

'to large probabilities. In fact x2,.= .083 and p ='.93. This

means that 93 out of 100 tables'produced in exactly the same way

would hove x 2 values this large or larger. In other words, it
2

is very common for randomly produced,tablep to have x values which

are larger.,

33-4 Looking Back--Looking Forward

' we have just examined two extreme x
2

, tables. The first one

lwas fora group of students who knew defi itely which brand they

preferred and who later were able to cho se, without a single 4

error, the.taste of.the brand they had ,p eviously stated. We also:

found that this.table had a. larger x2 anà. p < .01. Such a small/

"p" implies that it is very unlikely th t this table could have,

occurredkas a result of a random proce s. Therefore; if we examined .

the tab10 and then claimed, 'Prhe students of Oradle High School

prefer the taste of their-previously, stated brand preference,"

then no ope could turn around and agree that the results could

just as easily have happened by chance.

\

The second contingency\ table 'was for a g*oup of students who

had no predisposition to prefer'either brand. When forced to

make a brand-preference choice, they flipped a coin. This produced

a table in 'Which\there was little disagreement bftween observed
2-

and explcted freqqencies and, consequeqtly, a low x . For this

I table p wasL93 which implies that the observed pattern is al.ao

a common ra dom event.
4

2
When"yoi calculate x and fi d p for the Cola Activity results

for your Bioxied clags, you will 11e finding out how often deviations

fiom expecte

would happen.

selection.

.frequenc*es as lagOe or larger than those observed

as a result of, a r ndom ethod of brand-preference
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In.other word

large or larg

had brand pre

coin'fqlp or ti

will prsume

then see whet

Oracle High $

you will be calculatin4Phow often delliations as

r than those actually observed could have happene

rences been chosen bilk a Iandom method such as a

e roll Of h die. Stated still another wal6 you

random method of brand-Treference selection and

er p is pw or high..If T < as it was for the

hool cOntingency 'table, then we say that the Tattern

in the table/departs significantly from common random patterns.

> .05 as it was for the Home Economics table, then we sa?,

th/at chai& alone could account for the observed pattern.

33-5 What'

Sup

sults ft m your own Cola Activity. The meaning is straightforward.

Tie' dep rture from common random patterns is,not significant. You

must conclude that,your clLss as a whole 'could j'ust,as e.Aily have

-gotten the results by some randorir"Nhod'of BRAM4REFERENCE selec-

tion, pimilar to the method the Home Economics class used. There-
,

an Be Concruded if .45?

se that you determine a p > .05 for the table which re-_

fore,

prefe

, raise

taste

you must conclude that taste is not a major factor in brand

nc.efor youttst group. This -conclusion quite 'naturally

Ithe'question, ".If brand preferences aren't rllated to

'what (iVanything) isl

call that the colas are nearly(identical in their sense-
,

relate characteristics. Therefore, it is reasonabieoto ask

whethe brand preference is related to other influences like peer'

. pressu e,didvertising and po forth.

33-6 Wh t Can Be Concluded if .05

, Su pose p < .05; can it then.be -concluded that lere is a

cause-ano-effect relation between TASTE PREFERENCE and BRAND

PREFEREN E? In other words, can we conclude that a pattern ap-

proaching the Oracle Hi4h School pattern iP being observed? It

would cer ainly be convenient .if this were true. Unfortunately,

p.<..05 do s not necessarily imply a cause-and-effect type,of

explanatio 'because of another unlikely (but possible) pattern

,4Which coul

de
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also result in lowiprobabilities.
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?3-7 Statip

ConIfider the following table.

BRAND 'PREFERENCE

COKE
TASTE

PREFERENCE PEPSI .

4

CO E PEPSI -

(12.5)
25 . 25

(12.5)
0 25

25
,

25 5Q

Examine the, table. What is the pattern? It is a weird one. .Every-
,

one who said they preferred Coke chose the Pepsi taste and the

reverse. This is another mathematically possible pattern which

would result in igh X and low We will call this pattern

negative correlati n. We will call the.Oracle High, Sohool%pattern,

the one in Which br4ind and taste preferetices agreed perfectly,

positive correlation.

Fortunately there is a simplefmathematical test to determine

which kind of patterri is responsible for Your p < .05. For example,

COKE'

PEPSI

COKE PEPSI

(15)
20 5

(16' 25

10(15 15(10) 25

30 20

I
I

50

The diagonal from uppep left to lower right (04) represents posi;

tive responses i.e., CbKE-COKE, PEPSI-pEPSI. ,If the sum of the

observed frequencies in this diagonal (20 + 15 = 35) is greater

in the other diagonal (10 + 5 = 15), then a positive pat-

tern-is being observed. If not, then it ism negative pattern.

In the given example it is posiyve because 35 > 15.

,
For other ')(2 tables theAliagonk rule may not work. In such

cases you'll have to examine the tables to disocover which boxes

rePresent positive responses enNhich represent negative. Then if

the sun? o4 V.,1! positive 'responses is greater than the negative,

a positive pattern is being observed.
4

1 #
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33-8 2_f:ILI4RTIE12151P-T11.

7 41

Tf you dletermihe a p < .05 and the pattern As positivel, then

you Tay conclude (finally) that for the most part t44e people in

your test group form BRAND prefeiknces on the basis 'of TASTE. '

A word about the significance o this.conclusion is}n order.

It is a finding for the test Jou . It really says nothing about
r

the ability of a given. indivi ual to recognize-the taste of

their favorite cola. In order to answer this question for a single

person a different kind of/experiment is required,. .For example,

a given person could be ypeatedlyi tested and thabdata from this

activilty analyzed. ,

,

One final caulon. .You may.be tempted tO think that the con-
,

clusions drawn from9kir own Cola Activity investigation would

apply-to all possibl test groups. Unfortunte*,-this is not

so. Thisi's because' your test subjects (high school students)

care not a random npleof the entire U.S. population. In,faqt

they may not,even be a kandom sample of the entire U.S. high.schodl.

Ipcipulation. However, there ,is a good Chance that your results

may apply 'to the entire populatiorrOur own high school, How
-

.acqurately they desCribe.yOur school dependston how representative

of the whole school your test groups wereAt

PO

33-9 Ending on a.Positive Note-
.

'The r:esults ok'chi SqOareanalysis'must bp_qualified: so much:

that.
it is easy to forget what chi.,square can.actually.tell us--

1.- If p' -05, the assumptiorrof any sort of cause-and-efelfct
. 17

!relationship. ig unjustified.

2. p < .05 sugigests some kind bf a cause-and-effect explanatiOn.

252
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PROBLEM SET 33:

Q nu,estios thiough 5 refer 'to the followillg table.

,

TASTE

, ,PREFERENCE

COKE -

PEPSI

TOTAL

BRAND PREFERENCE

COKE PEPSI TOTAL

30
I.

20

35 15 50

,

How many .studPnts prdferred the' TASTE of COKE?

. How mak, students said they preferred COKE by BRAND?
I f

3.. Of the PEPSI BRAND-PREFERENCE group, .bow Many actually chose

the TASTE of PEPSI?

4. Of the COKE BRAND-PREFERENCE 'group,- how many preferred the
Q.

TASTE of PEPSI?.

..5. a.. Copy :the. table.

19; Calculate' the expected frequencies apd" fill' them 'in.

2 r 1
c. Calculate: x f9x the tatIle'.' (Hint: L E 7== .4)

.1

d. Determine p

e. What can be Condluded?

'2'
a. Calculate x ..,..tbx this table. .

. .

19 -- 21 .

.

40

16 44 . 6,0

15 . 100r



%
Which table below showe a negative correlation?

COKE PEPSI TOTAL PEPSI TOTAL

\ 10 10 20

.25. 15 40

35 25 60

b. Justify your answer to Part a mathematically.

Suppose taste is not related to brand preference (p

What other*factors.(if any) might be?

9. The Cola Activity is designed so that only one factor is availab4

as the basis for a PASTE PREFERENCE choice? What is it?



PROBLEM SET 34:

Following a charity luncheon there was an outbreak of nausea.

ConpequentW an investigation'was conducted to find out which

`food wag responsible,. The results are summarized' in the table

below,

ILL

NOT ILL

TOTAL.

ILL
.

r"

NOT ILL

... TOTAL

.ATE

p.
EGG SALAD

DID
NOT EAT TOTAL

.38 (3.1) .. (10Y
3 41

27
(34 ). 18(

II) 45

65 21' 86

0

MA6ARONI AND CHEESE

AT '

DID
NOT EATS. TOTAL

. ...

2
,( 6.2) 24.8

41

45

34 TfL 52 -86

=g 10.7.

.01

1. How many people ate egg salad and then became ill?

2., How many people ate egg salad and then did not become ill?

3. How many people did not eat

becothe ill? ,

macaroni and cheese and did not

.

,

,

4. .How many pecTle ate macaroni and cheese and did not becomOill?
o 1.

.
5. What assumption is used as the basis for calculating the ex-

pected frequencies? i.

6. a.. For the egg'sal table, what is the probability of producing

a table with deviations as large or larger as a result of A random

subgroup selection. probedure?

For the macaroni and cheese table, interpret "p .14."

7. Whibh food shows the stronger gositive association with.be-



8. Por which fo:d\I the association with becoming ill more

0 4

likely to be attribu_able to ghanoe?

I.

9. a. If the nausea was causdd by eating egg salad, how can you

account for the 20 people who ate the macaroni and cheese and be-

cate ill?

b. On the other pand, notice that 3 people who experienced

nausea also claimed ,k they ate no egg salad.' What might explain
4 - "'

this?

Genetics is-th0 study-,

'from parents 43 offsgri

Afr

ransmission of ertain characteristics

Many genetics experiments use fruit

flies because they reproduce rapidly, and therefore many. generation8

iThe ob-servedin a Short time.. They also happenitaThe easy to

work with.

One propos6d mechanism for the transmission of eye color in

fruit flies predicts an approximately equal split between red-and

.white-eyed females for the first generatioA after a cross between

males,and females of cliderent7colored eyes. We will treat the

resultsiof a. particular fruit fly experiment just avs if they had

occurred as a result of a coin-dumping exercise. Expected frequen-

cies will be calculated just as they were for the coin dumping

data.'

Problems 10 throu4 14 use these data.

Red-eyed females 86

( White-eyed females 91

Total 177

'10. ,,The theory predicts a' relative frequency of'.S for each color.

0

a., Calculate the expected frequency Of each color.

bi Copy the contigency table and insert the expected frequencies.

11. Calculate
2

f for the data.



$

13. Do the observet frequencies represent significant devi'ations

from common random patterns (i.e., p < .05)?

14. What does the probability Ar tha :t.Ale imply about the

original asAumption that each eye color is equal1y

Problems 15 and 16 refer'to these data.

15. a. Determine p for the table:

b. Do the observed deviations represent,a significiant d

parture frot cgmmon random patterns (i.e./ p < .05) 4_

16. What/doeS the probability for this table imply about the orig-
/ ,,

ihal attsumption that red- and white-eyed females are 'equally Likely?

Elmo's'class at Pudworthy High School cbnducted an experiment to

'determine whether positive feedback influences subjects' opinions

// of their.own performance. The subjects were dIviddd into two
. /

groups; an expeO.mental 'group and a c9ntrol group. The exPeriment
l'

. was conducted in two phases.
ir

In the first phase, ell subjects were given a list of,ten non-.

sense words, were told that these words were actualy biomedical

terms with which they-weie not-familiar, and were asked to guess

the meaning of each term. After guessing the meanings of the terms,

each subject wasasked to rate his, ovih performance on a scale of.

1 to 10, X
1.

In the second phase;,all sukijqcts were given anothetr list of

ten, nonsen w. words with thesame insitructions. During this phase,

'confedeirates of the experimenter circulated among the subjects,
, k. ,

:

' 0,

'



looking at their work. The confedtrates gave sitive feedback

to experimental subjects (i.e., "You're doing pretty well."

\,"It looks like.you've got a knack for this kind of work.") They

si,d nothing-to the control 4ubjects; if the control subjects

asked\them any-questions, the confederates made neutral remarks

(e.g., working."). At the end of .)he second phase, each sub-
p

ject was ked to rate his performance oh the second phase, using

the same sc4e of 1 to 10.

After the\experiment was conducted, the experimenters examined

. all subjects' answer sheets fromi both phases of the experiment,

and determined for\ each subject wether the subject's self-rating

was hligher for the second phase than for the first phase. The

results for 100 sujects (50 ex*imental and 50 control) were as

follows.

change in higher\

self-rating lower or
from first no change \

phase total'

TREATMENT

' experimental
(positive feedback)

. control
(no feedbaCk)

.

Total

35
't

15 N 50 ;

'15 35 .
50

50
a

p, 50
N

100

17. What assumption is uspd as the asis for the,calculations of

.expected frequencies? t

18. a. Determine p for the ata.

b. Do the observed fr uencies represent a significant depar-

ture from common randompat erns?

c. Is it likely that c ance alone could account for the pat-
,

tern in the table?
s,

d. What does p imply,f Ithe assumption used,to generate the

expected frequencies?



-

e. What appears to be the relationship between positive

feedback and self-evaluation rating?

N

'.I.
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SECTION X:

X-1 -Correlation:

16,

Sugar and Heart.Disease:

Since the development of antibiotics and iminunizat\ions,

diseases caused by bacteria and virusus have declined° as causes

of death in the United States. Instead we are faced with dis-

(eases for 'which is difficult to find ,a single cause, such as

Cancer and heart.disease. There are many factors involved in

these diseases, s ch as heredity, dietary habits, cigarette

smoking and the ps

the major projects

are most important

liethis , searcthers

trends or correlat

The Framingham Stu

is- an example of s

In order to g

look at the itable

rates per 100,000

in 1966.- They are

rate. AlsO listed

sumed per person p

tion of Hungary. for

The value Listed fo

c

ohological state of the individual. One of

of medical research is deciding which factors

in causing -a particular illness. In order to do

ook at large groups of people and try to find

o s between certain factors and a given disease.

y, mentioned in the Biomedical ScienCe

ch a' statistical study. .k

t an idea of how a statistical study works,

n the following page which lists the dead

eoPle from heart disease ifor twenty countries_

listed in order from highest to lowest death
a .

is the avera0 number of grams of, sugar con.;.

day over the years 1948-1965, with the excep-

which there were insufficient data before 1960.

Hungary its an educated guess.



Number of
caused by

deaths7100,000
heart disease

(1966)
Country.

\-

Aver4qe grams Sugar/
pterson /day
(19148-1965 )

I /

United Kingdom 1130,3 / 378.5'

i

373.1.Denmark
.

U.S.A.

I.123,8

127.5 371.2

Sweden 119.7 ' 359.4

Finland , 102.3 342.2

Australia 146.5 338.6

AustO.a 86.2 316.8 .

110.47 Zea1a0
,

128.2 314.9

Norwo 102.2 301.2

1

Switeitliand 111.8 278.9
-'

Hungary
0 .67 277.4

Italy 50.0 °
263.3 -1----

West ',Germany 81.3
. 262.1

Netherlan'ds 119.2 227..7 .

, . 206.3
Isiael 84.5

Franc 77.5 199.6

Spain 40.3 , 130.5 i

/ Greec '
35.8

..

128.0 f

Japan
.

''4 33.5 83.2.
.

Taiwan . 26.0 39.4 /----,

When the da:ta ai.e representhd by a graph, tIke relationship

between sugar intake and heart disease.is easier to see. This

graph is shown on the followipg page.

262
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You.may, remember from tnitI that one way.of measuring-the--
I

strength of a relationship.is tO:see how.close the plotted points .

o.

OP '

, come to forming a straight line. This can be cif:511e visually by

drawing a "best" straight line through the points and-examinitlg

'the degree to which;t e pOints tend to cluster around ttis "bestP

line&

Statisticians jlave a more precise wiy f doing much the-same

thing. They speak in terms of the correlation between two variables.

They have developed a sCale for measuring correlation, and have de-
.

ined a,term called the correlation coeffic'ent. If a graph of the

daia is a set of points :Chat lie on,a perf ctly straight line, the
,

correlation coeff4ent Is I (Figure 1). If the,set of points.is
,

-scattered cometely,At randdm over the graph, the correlation

coAficient (Figure 2).

1\

0,

a I

CORRELATION COEFFICIENIb= 1 CORRELATION COEFFICIENT = 0

FtGURE 1 FIGURE 2.

Relationships which lie somewkere between the linear and random

cases will have correlation-coefficients somewhere between 0 and 14

Fidkires 3 and 4 show exampleq

be

CORRELATION COEFFICIENT = ;66

FIGURE 3
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If the correlation coefficient is,clos to l we say there

Iis a high correlation between the variables If it is close to
,

0 we say there is a low correlation. Now look back at$the graph

of heart disea4as a function of'sugar consumption. The correla-

tion coefficient for that, graph is .85. This indicates quite a

strong relationship. ; ()

#

,
Gan we now' conclude.that sugar consumption is a cause of heart

disease? The answer is no. We Col.& just as easily conclude that

heart,disease causes people to eat sugar. '11r a third factoezmight

cause both increased sugar consumption.and heart attacks. To

use a far-fetched examplei we could' argue that money is such a

third factor. We could,say that money'allows people to buy More

sugar and that worrying about mon iy cause he 'diseases. Based -

only on our graph,,this,is a poss ble exp

tionIclemonstrates only thpit suga consUmp

related; we cannot automatically conclude

n. The correla-
;

and heart disease aie

that one qauses the other.

To use another example, the relations14ip between annual in:-

(come
i
and the'death rate from he4-t disease turns out to have a cor-

, Ae
relation coefficient of .78, which iq, quite a high value. So both

'su.gai and annual income are correlated with heart diseaSe.

have already mentioned one far-fetched explanation, namely that

money allows people to buy more sugar and worrying about money

cau-Sds heart'disease. We could also put fortS the absurd explana-

tion\that people with heart disease develop'a Craving for sugar

and that\sugargiVes people more enerqy tofearn more money.

There are rainy pogsible explanations, some absurd and some

plausible. \On the besis of statistics alone we cannot choose

between them., .To prove a cause-and-effect relatiOn between,say.

sugar and heart dishabe,.controlled experiments are neceseary.
_

Thelmechanism bYwhich foods cause heart disease must;be specified.

It so happens that\ atechhniSm has been hypothesized tO explain

the correlations between supar-(and fat) consumlition and heart

disease. Experimental evidence has been collected to support the 4'

hyppthesis. ,This,is the topic of a-later science section.
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EM SET )0

In scienoe class you discused the relationship between-fat in-
.

take And heare disease. In order to focus on this relationship,

look at the 'table below which lists the death rates peF 10.0,000

people from heart disease for twenty countrkes in 1966. They are

-.listed in order from highest tb lowest death rate. . A10 listed

is the average number of gram6 of fat in milk, egggand meat con-

* sumed'per person per day froM 1948 to 1965, with the exception of

Hungari for' which there were insufficient data before 1960. The

value listed for Hangary is an educateeguess.

Country

Average grams fat in
person/day (1948-1965)

'United Kingdom

Denmark

vU.S.A.

Swe4n

Finland

Australia'

Austria-

NeW Zealand

Norway ;

Switzerland

Hungary

Italy :

WeSt Germa*

Netherlands

Israel

.France

Spal4

Greece

-:JaP44:

Taiwan

67.5

77.3

61:2

52.0

78.6

44,50

90.0

52.9

58 6

32

26.1

43.3

945.6',

25.3

, V1.0. -

16.7

19.6

4.6

t.153

. Number of deaths/100,000,

caused by heart disease (1966)

V.

378.5

.373.1
371.2'
359..4

34,2.2

...338.6

316..8 .

314.9

301.2

278.9

.277-.4

263.3

262.1

.227.7

.206.3

,130:5.
128.0

83.2
39.4.
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1 Dr4tw a _grOh. displaying, tile, datta in
,

2. Based on 'Your graPh ,a1.-one, does therd !seem"..to be ,,An ass6cia-

tiop--between:;:fat-intakie- and death from heart: disease?

st,.

3. Look at all the., graphs in the text and make an .clucated guess,

'on the. correlat.ion .coe'ffibient. °for the:graph .Of Questiori 1.

.' 1 '' ,* 1
4.... BaSe4.- on your graph., .cah yob arume, that fat. intak% .c4uses

, . \
hearV di,sease?

#c

4

'14
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' U certainties in the Vitamin C Anal
? k

:You will4phortly be involved'in,a laboratory attivity .to

measure'theascOrbic adid cOncentrtfon of oiraAgejuice, Measuise
_

ment is involved in'every phase of this activity. Involved, in'

,eVery.measiltemen't is some uncerta;nty. ,y4p°19ill discuss how.the

uncertainty.assbciaied with each measurement translates into an

uncertainty-in tfie firiaf result. ;Also;_w& will discuss faCtors

Which need Con§iddred when,pdeciding oh' an. estithated 'unoertainty.
° 6

k.? The stat scorbic Acid SolUtion ,

.'

rAendlx.laboratoryassistant, will prepare a

sta#dard .
qscorbic acid solution. A balance will be used to measure

',Ol ttiof.a§cOrbic abid whi.Ch will be transferred to a lrliter

volumetric flask. Then enough water will be added to make,1 liter.

'JAIsIT.ii MAKING THg rilANDARD SimUTION

1.g
ascoriAc water

.'acid.
A

-
ar- BIM to nark

with46ter

1
1. Weigh 1.g ascorbic acid .

A. DIAGRAM

Add ascorbic acid to flask
and add water, to mark.

Both the-balance ,and the volumetric flask contribute someuncertaintY

,to the doncentratiOn of yitamin C in 'the solution.



ft

cioncentta.

of
' =1 00 ml

Ascorbic Aclid 4,

I.
}VolumetricF as

Since t e concentratiO is a quotient, the 'relative uncertainties
A

of th lwo measurements are added together to obtain the uncertainty

of the concentration.

Relative
Uncertainty

ai of
- Standard
Solution

ReJaave
Uncertainty
of
Mass
Measueement

Y-3 Standardizing the Dye

In the next 17,,art of the activity you will use

ascorbic acid solution to. standardize the dye.

gATtT II: STANDARDIZINGTHE DYE

Relat0ii.ve

Uncertainty.
of
Volume
Measurement

1 ml standard

'solution

. Add 1 ml 03tandard
0 .

,

solution to beaker

I

the standard

a.

'2. Titrate, 'with x .m



t .

A pipet is used to measurekl mlpof standard solution and a 4

buret'is used to Measure thekamOOnt-of de that will react With o

the amount of ascorbic acid in the test 'soluVon. . The objective

is to find the convdirsion factor between ml dy and mg ascorbic

acid. In additión,. we want ascorbic acid in'the uMeratArwhen

we'lie'through, because we waht the ansWer to indicate how much

vitamLn C is in.a given amount of orange juice. Therefore, we

begin with the concentration of the Qtandard aScorbic acid solu-
,

tion and then link up,the,remaining theasurements so that the ."ml

se'd sol'n" unitS cancel.

balance 4 Pipet .

%-----Net,

1 g ascorbi.c acid 1000 mg ascorbic acid 1 ml st'd sol'n 1 mg ascorbic acid
1000 ml st'd sol'n 1 g, ascorbic acid x ml dye x ml dye

110....._______n_______.
volumetric flask convers3actor-

, ,exact
#

. -

Since all f.the arithmetic operations are either multiplications

Tor divis-ians the relative uncertainty of\the result is the sum

of the relative uncertainties of all of thd measureTents involved.
I.

Y-4 Determination of the Vitamin C Concentration of)an Orange

In this patt of the activity you will determine the volume )

,
Juice Sample

,

1

,

of dlr.? that reactelwith the a,scorbic.acid irf a 1.-:-ml sample of .,

orangq ii4ipV,,, The procedure is the same as described in Section Y-3.

.,I.

\I '4

v

ols:

t!
.4.4'

ii

;
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PART
0

. t

TARATING "ORANGE JUICE SAMPLES

dye ,

1 ml orange
juice

ior

Add 1 ml orange
juice to beaker.

_.

The amount of dye usdTY yeLdivided by the amount of orange
-----

juice (1 ml OJ) is a con

1

ersion factor Which-can,be multiplied
. . --------.

,by the tonversio4 factor f Section Y-4 to find the mg of-ascorbic_

f i .

. 'DIAGRAM 3

I.

.2. Titrate with y m1

. dye

acid in 1 ml of orange juice.

1 mg ascorbic acid y m1 dye y mg ascorpid acid

x ml 03x m1 dye

/Ithe uncertaintyi
'constant agd comes-

from the previous
section.

s

1.m1 03

Pipet

Once again, since 4.1 9f the arithmetic operatiOns are either

multiplicatilons or(divisions, we cars'firid tte.relative uncertainty

of the result by adding. the relative =Certainties of the factors.



v

Y-,5 Finding The Relative Uncertaintir,
,, ` J

4

Thophrelative uncertainty pf the ascorbic acid concentration

of orange uice sampleOdepeAds upon the relatiwe uncertainties
c,

of all the'measurementsginvolved., Four instrufnents were nd6ded. 1.

They were

\ a. A balance fo/Measuring 1 g of ascorbic ac0.

b. A volumetric f1a4k for measuring the volume df the'

standard solution.

c. A pipet for measuring 1-mi samples of, ascorbic acid and

orange juict'samples.
1.

d. A bUret for measuring the amount of dye used (twice).

Our task is to.estimate-the relatiVe uncertainties associated

with measurements made by each of these instruments. Occasionally

the accuracy of an instrument will already be stated in,relative

terms. Often, however, we wili know the absolute uncertainty and

need to convert it to a relatiVe uncertaintir. Recall that relative

unce ainty is the ratio of the absolute.unaTtainty to the size

of measurement, i.e.,
4

.

a absolute uncertainty
relative uncertainty = sfze of measurement

* (100%)

You should use this formula to convert absolute uncertainties

Before anyuncertainty calculations can made, it is neces-

sary to kna5W the Uncertainties of the instruments used. Thereflore,
%

the class' will scrutinize the instrumentXand arrive at'a cojnton

decibion for'the uncertainties associated with- each strument.

To arrive at your decision.for the estimate of absaute uncertaInty'f,,
4 /

you will,have to consider

a. Imprecision or scale-readigiuncertainty--roughly one-

tenth of the smallest division.

b. Inaccuracy--information about Ve inaccuracy of your instrkir

ments may be obtained from the catalog from which they, were ordered.

Xccuracy may bp referre0 toas "tolerance" in,these catalogs.

These two considerations will be adequate for the flask and pipe;t.."



An estimation of the uncertainty for.thlbalance is more complicat

but has been considered earliet. Tresurlably, you have al eady

arrived at a decision for the balance.

Y-6 The Buret

A buret measurement involves two readings, one
P

at the tbg at the beginning of the titrwation and one

lower dotm-ht the finish. To find the amount of fluid

adUed, the.difference between the two readings is de-

termined. .Recall that the absolute uncertainty of a

difference IS the-sum of the two absolute uncertainties.

For the situation'depicted in the diagram the measure-

ment would be-44.8 ± (u f v).ml.
; A

_To estimate the uncertainty of the initial reading

(u), we need only consider inaccuracy and imprecision.

To estimate the uncertainty of the endpoint we also

need to consider the problem of seeing the endpoint.

When excess dye is added to the ascorbic acid solution.
4

'the solution changes from colorless to faint .pink, a

color chang that Is difficult to see when'it fiist

happens. T is factor will have to be considered in

the estpmation of the uncertainty (v) of the final

reading.



"

Detrmine- the range of. uncertainty 4f each of tht following prodUcts

and. quotients. :State kmcertainty in relative terins.

1. (10d ±-1%) (.250 ± i\%)

-2. (4.50 1.5%)(.400 ± 1.2%)

± .8%)

280 ± 1.1%
.70 3.2%

-1560 ± .03%
80 ± .13%

.04 ± .03%
± .01.%

#Determine the range of uncertainty of each of the following sums _

and differences.. State uncertainty. 1.n absolute terms.

7. (50.0 ± .2 ml) - (30..0 ± .2 ml)

.8. (301.2 ± .15 ml). - (.2" ± ..2-ml)
,,..

-9. (28.7 ± .10 ml) = (0 ± .12*ml)

10. (17.41 ±. .01 *g) (34.0 .± _.01. g)

11. 014.01 ± ..0,2 g). 4- (123.24 .7t .0.5 g) .

1

12.. -(26.497 4± 401 (i) + (18.203 '± .001 g)
.,

13. The Eitrst ttep in the vitamin C activity* is making a stalndkrd

ascorbic dcid solution.

a. What two measui-ing instruments-are used in tollis step?

°b.. The ratio of.two measurement is ttie concentraon of the

standard solution. The (relative, absolute) uncertaintty of the

cOncentration is the (suA, product) .of the (relative absoiute)

uncertainties of the tWp measuxements'.

14. In the second part of' this activity youldeterNine the amount

of dye `that reacts with 1 ml of standard oil.ition.

a Name the two measuring instrumen ,tonnected with this

I-part of the activity.



Which instrument requires you to find the difference of

two readings?1

c. For which instrument will the absolute ncertainty be

..the sum of two absolute uncertainties?

15. ' Suppose the ,balance has an absolute 'uncertainty. o .0-3ig and the

vblumetric flask has an uncertainty of 5 ml.

.

( ,a. What is the relative uncertainty of a measurement of 1. q?

rip'.

. 4

What is' the relative -uncertainty of a measurement of' 1000 ml?

pc. What.as the relative uncertainty of the q'uOtient of the.

. two measuretents? ,
16. 13efore start. of a titration a buret road1.3 jul. At :tile

en4point it read 40.3 ml.
m

A, a. If each reading has an uncertainty of .1 ml find the range

of uncertainty (in absolute termp) of the volume 'of fluid delivered.

b. Find the,.relative uncertainty (.in percent) Of 'the amount
k

of
,

fluid delivered.

t -
.17. The dimensional Algebra problems below describes how to find

the number oE mg of ascorbic acid in 1 ml of orange juice
1

I I

(AA =-, Ascorbic Acid). List .the measuring instrument, cOrresponding
I

to each letter.
!

.

a n
9 L.S.j t-seae

1 g
3

. . AA . _10 mg AA 1 m1 st'd so1'n . 1 d 1 mg AA
1000 mi1 st'd sol'n 1 gAA x ml dye x ml OJ

r"--s r^-1
f

Absume the, following relative uncertainties for measurements

mdde by each instrument and calculate .the relative uncertainty

ot the result of the dimenpiorfal algebira problemof Problem 17.
4

'balance - 1%

volumetric flask .2%.

pipet - 3%
AT,0

buret - .40 (combined relative u.ceitaint of initial
ieadinLand endpoint.)



Z-1 A Sample' Ascorbic Acid Uncertainty Calculationt

For the purpose of demonstrating a typical-Oneertainty cal-

eulation, we will assume the following uncertainties for each -of

the measuring instruments involved.

balance - .01 g

° volumetric flask - ml .

pipet - ml

bUret - .1 ml- for the initial read

.2 1111 for the endpoint

The dimensional algebra problem whicti links up all of the' measure-

ments will tell us hoW to use the unctrtairity information to find

the unertainV of the result.
LET AA = ASCORBIC ACID

SS = STANDARD sOLUTIOg

pipet JAIret."sr
AA

/1
g

3
10, ml SS

flask-

. PART I

3:43 mg AA .. 1 ml SS .y ml dye-..

g AA X:m1 dye 1 mi OJ

buret

PART II

. pipet

;PART III

29.6 ml 0J* 6 fl oz OJ
1 It oz OJ °

The result of the calculation described above.will be the

number of mg of ascorbic acid in a 6-oz glass o .orange juice.

We are cilirently interested in the uncertainty of this result.

Since all of the calculations in the formula are either multi-

plications or divisions, it wi1l be most convenient if te un-

certainties are first stafed in relative terms. Then we can

add all the uncertainties involved. .

Eicamplees of the calculations of the --relative uncertainties

for the balance, .pipet and vc;lumetric flask follow.

*The ufe of this rounded conversion factoiintroduces,a c nstant eFror
(+.09%). ,'For uTeu91 neglect.this error in o r Calculations.

. . P
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BALANCE:

absolute uncertainty (100%) -= (100%)
size of measurement

.

01
relative.uncertainty

.

(100%)
1

VOLUMETRIC FLASK:

.3
relative uncertainty = fun--

= 1%

= .03%

Thieleaves only the buret uncertainties to convert to relative

teTms. To do this we must know something about x and y. For

example, let
. 0

x dye.that reacts with. I.

standard -solution.
/:

= 15 ml (The-volume of dye that reacts with 1 ml of

orange juice)

First we will consider the buret unCertaintyvin Part III,

the standardization of'thle dye. iiihe totl absolute uncertainty

of the buret measurement is the sUm of the, uncertainties of the'

_. /

,

two readings, or'.1 ml + .2 ml =1.3 ml, This translates- intct a
,

relative uncertainty of ,75% for-x.

absolute uncertainty (100%)."= '3 ml (1000
size of measurement . 40 ml

r.

The relative uncertainty for; y

kertai

= .75%

f0un6 iln a like fashion.

15
.3 ml

(100.1).= 2%
ml

Bow we have all the information needed to-6alculate Ole un-

y Of,the result. We simpl add the relative uncertainties

erms in/the dimensional alge.bra, foimula aboV'e.



,1

PART I 4, balanbe 1. 0%
/

volumetric tlask

PART II pipet 1,0%

buret (x) .75%.

'PART III buret ()
.

y

pipet + 1 . 0%

. 5.78%

,

This result implies that the true number ,of mg of ascorbic
,

,
aclid in a 6-oz glass of orange-, juice could lie at most 5.78% to

either side of the calculated result i.e. the Midpoint of the

tange of uncertainty.

If you -are requirled to calculate the uncertainty for 4the ambunA

of vitamin C in different kinds of orange juice, you will be pleased

to learn that all error calculations are identical except for .1

the relative uncertainty of, y. ThiS means that for each sepairate

Uncertainty ;calculation,- only the relative uncertainty of y needs

to be recalculated; then this numbercan simply-be added to- the

constant sum of the uncertainties of the ot.her terms.


